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This study investigates the mythic aspects of news to highlight the role of myth in 
news narratives of selected Malaysian online news portals through examining the 
structure and content of individual reports and comparing news and myth. The aim in 
studying news narratives as myth is to capture and unpack the beliefs, values and 
established assumptions found in online news portals about the gender norms and roles 
of Malay Muslim women in the context of the Islamisation phenomenon in Malaysia. 
This study examines the ten most popular online Malaysian news portals, involving 
two controversial case studies on women and Islam: (i) a Malaysian gymnast’s sports 
attire controversy and (ii) a fatwa against Sisters in Islam. The range of these case 
studies provides an opportunity to determine the type of myth used by the ten most 
popular English- and Malay-language Malaysian online news portals. Given the 
climate of Islamisation, this thesis argues that the issue of women and Islam is 
contested by the media. The use of myth in news reporting varies based on different 
cultural sources—Christian, Islamic and Malay—influenced by the ownership, 
readership, religious and racial inclinations of the news portals. The findings reveal 
that the online English language news portals question the religious norms and 
consensuses that control female roles, gender and identity, while the online Malay 
language news portals tend to perpetuate an ‘ideal’ type of contemporary Malay 
Muslim woman. This thesis concludes that news narratives present a battle between 
the liberal and conservative interpretations of Islam in Malaysia. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
This chapter provides an overview of this research and presents the aims and objectives 
of the study. It also discusses the problem under investigation, proposes the research 
question, outlines the significance of the project and provides a chapter outline for this 
thesis. 
1.1 Introduction 
Malaysia is a multi-religious and multicultural society. To understand the role of the 
media in such a society, it is necessary to understand the political, social and cultural 
composition of the society. A key characteristic of contemporary Malaysian society is 
the government’s Islamisation project, which I understand as the process of 
incorporating Islamic doctrine into the socioeconomic, political and judicial structures 
of the country (Abbott & Gregorios-Pippas, 2010). As a result, Islamisation involves 
a conservative a conservative understanding of Islam that is intolerant and puritanical, 
influenced by Saudi Arabian version of Islam (Hamid and Fauzi, 2016). As a 
consequence, contemporary Malaysia has changed considerably when compared with 
its plural religious past. This Islamisation phenomenon has produced a shift in the 
country’s social, political and cultural landscape. More crucially, state Islamisation 
policies have resulted in challenges and social effects regarding the roles, norms and 
models of Malay womanhood. I argue that Islamisation has caused increasing 
regulation of Malay women by the state, as they face discriminatory state practices and 
oppressive laws. In a climate where religious legal edicts rule, there are emerging 
struggles against Islamisation by pockets of moderate and liberal individuals or 
Muslim groups—particularly Malay women. I analyse the contestations of these 
moderate and liberal Malay women, who have been prosecuted, stigmatised or 
victimised. It is against this backdrop that this study is conducted. My aim is to 
examine the interactions between religion, gender and the media in this setting. 
The media industry in Malaysia is strongly influenced by political, religious and 
cultural conditions. The mainstream Malaysian media operates in a restrictive and 
regulated environment. In addition, the Malaysian government controls the 
mainstream media through ownership structures (Abbott & Givens, 2015; G. K. 
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Brown, 2005; George, 2005; Sani, 2005). Brown (2005, p. 40) argued that the 
mainstream media has become a site of contestation because of the respective 
ownership of ethnically and race-based political parties. This argument suggests that 
points of contestation on issues exist because of the different interests and concerns of 
the respective media ownership, often based on ethnic or racial lines. In addition, when 
reporting on issues pertaining to race or religion, the media must be cautious because 
these issues are classified by the government as sensitive (The Sedition Act [SA] of 
1948, Act 15), and the government punishes media outlets who are seen as 
uncooperative. As a result of this restrictive mainstream media environment, the mid-
1990s saw the rise of online and alternative news sites. The online news media in 
Malaysia has become another platform in the contested media space that is relevant to 
this thesis. Thus, my research focuses on online and alternative news portals, as these 
have led to reforms to news reporting and are regarded the most popular medium for 
news in Malaysia. 
This thesis aims to examine how and why the Malaysian online news media uses 
particular myths and archetypes to construct news narratives that produce specific 
gender norms and roles for Malay women in the context of the Islamisation 
phenomenon. I chose to examine two controversial case studies on women and Islam 
in Malaysia—(i) a controversy regarding a Malaysian gymnast’s sports attire and (ii) a 
fatwa against Sisters in Islam—to reveal insights into the representation of Malay 
women by Malaysian online news portals through myth. For my analysis, I chose to 
examine the ten leading Malaysian online news portals with a diverse ownership. In 
this thesis, I study all news and non-news items published on issues by these online 
news portals and explore the role of myth in Malaysian online news narratives. My 
aim is to investigate the news response in the context of mythologies. 
The study of news and myth recognises that the role of the media is to pass on mythical 
stories through news reports. Eliade (1963) suggested that ‘the mass media have 
become a repository of countless mythical motifs’ (p. 204). News reporters play the 
role of contemporary storytellers and myth serves an important cultural function. More 
crucially, news functions as a cultural construct that promotes the dominant culture’s 
values (Åhäll, 2012; Bird & Dardenne, 1997; Nossek & Berkowitz, 2006). The idea 
that myth influences the cultural understanding of issues is important for this study, in 
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either supporting or contesting hegemonic ideas of Malay women in the context of 
Islamisation by the online news media. I will analyse the news narrative from a 
mythological storytelling framework in the highly politicised process of Islamisation 
in Malaysia.  
1.2 Theoretical Framework 
There are generally two approaches to myth and the influence of news narratives on 
contemporary society. One branch of scholarship adopts the cultural approach, which 
argues that myth informs and supports the values, beliefs and traditions of a 
community. The basic assertion is that myth is seen as a form of cultural expression. 
In his essay ‘Myth and Mass Media’, Marshall McLuhan (1959) claimed that myth can 
be found in the daily news, and that the newspaper is a ‘Babel of myth’ (p. 347). Those 
who follow a cultural approach—such as Cassirer (1957), Malinowski (1960) and. 
Campbell (1960)—generally hold that myth builds social solidarity. 
An alternative lens for analysing myth is the notion that myth reinforces the dominant 
ideology in contemporary society, provided by scholars who adopt a more nuanced 
approach to the effect of communication and myth (Barthes, 1957; Cassirer, 1957; 
Lévi-Strauss, 1967). Barthes (1957) viewed myth as political speech that reinforces 
the dominant ideology. This school of thought considers mythological storytelling as 
feeding into journalistic routines 
Contemporary studies on myth in journalism view news as a vehicle of contemporary 
myth. I draw on research from Jack Lule’s (2001) book, Daily News, Eternal Stories, 
to discuss how news stories reflect myth. From Lule’s (2001) research on The New 
York Times, he identified the seven master myths found in news reporting: the flood, 
the hero, the mother, the other world, the trickster, the scapegoat and the victim. Lule 
(2001) argued that the similarities between news and myths include the repetition of 
stories, the tradition of storytelling and the focus on the agreed-upon truth. My 
positioning on Lule’s narrative forms is that news reproduces myth and is part of 
cultural storytelling. 
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1.3 Research Objectives 
Considering the challenges of Malay women in the context of Islamisation 
phenomenon and the role of online news portals in reporting these issues, my study 
aims to compare how myth is used in the news coverage of controversial case studies 
on women and Islam by the leading online English and Malay news portals in 
Malaysia. The specific objectives of the study are as follows: 
1. to analyse the structure and content of individual news reports as symbolic 
forms (a set of narratives produced in a specific cultural context) and compare 
them with myth, defined as the agreed-upon cultural ‘truths’.  
2. to compare and contrast the news coverage reported by ten online Malaysian 
news portals to highlight the role of myth in news narratives; this news 
coverage consists of two selected case studies focusing on Malay women who 
have resisted the state’s interpretation of Islam (not Islam per se). 
1.4 Research Questions 
This study examines the role of news and myth in two controversial case studies on 
Malay women and Islam presented by Malaysian online news portals during the 
administration of the sixth prime minister, Najib Tun Razak, from 2014 to 2018. My 
research context provides insights into why the online news media uses particular 
mythical archetypes to construct news narratives that produce specific gender norms 
and roles for Malay women. It also examines how a mythical framework or archetypes 
are incorporated into news coverage. Therefore, this study addresses three main 
questions: 
• RQ1: How do Malaysian online news portals portray women who have resisted 
the state interpretation of Islam in the context of Islamisation in Malaysia? 
• RQ2: Which collective myths and archetypes do Malaysian online news portals 
report about women who resist the state interpretation of Islam?  
• RQ3: How do news narratives reflect or challenge myths about gender and 
religious and cultural beliefs regarding women and Islam in the context of 
Islamisation in Malaysia? 
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1.5 Methodology 
This thesis adopts a qualitative method to examine the collective myths presented in 
the Malaysian online news portals’ coverage on Malay women who resist the state 
interpretation of Islam. The method selected is narrative analysis, which allows for the 
examination of news texts using a cultural definition of myth, understood as agreed-
upon cultural ‘truths’ (Eliade, 1998). Narrative analysis is a method that examines 
stories as its object of enquiry. I use narrative analysis to critique news narratives, to 
specifically unpack the ideological structure and content of news. 
1.6 Study Significance 
There is considerable research regarding the representation of Muslim women who 
adhere to Islamic norms, such as wearing the hijab (headscarf), particularly in the 
Western media, and especially in the context of the Islamophobia phenomenon 
(Afshar, 2008; Bullock, 2002; Carland, 2011; Macdonald, 2006; Navarro, 2010; Poole, 
2002; Sway, 2005). Malaysian academics share a similar research scope with Western 
scholars on the representation of Malay women in the media who adhere to Islamic 
norms (Grine & Saeed, 2017; S. Hassan & Harun, 2016; Hassim, 2014). Despite 
significant research on the media representation of Muslim women, there has been 
limited attention devoted to the representation of Muslim women who choose not to 
conform to Islamic norms, such as not wearing the hijab (head scarf) or jubah (Islamic 
dress)—especially in Muslim-majority countries. I chose to address this gap to lend 
new insight by examining the role of online and alternative news portals in reporting 
on Malay women who resist the state interpretation of Islam. This study has two 
practical and theoretical implications. 
1.6.1 Practical Implications 
The findings of this study will provide useful information about the online news media 
coverage of women and Islam in Malaysia in the context of Islamisation. By examining 
the coverage of controversial case studies on Malay women, this study will provide 
insight into the concerns of Islamisation based on the respective media ownership. This 
study will fill the gap in knowledge by comparing the news coverage of English and 
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Malay language online news portals. Furthermore, online newspapers’ coverage of 
Muslim women who do not conform to Islamic norms remains largely unexplored. 
1.6.2 Theoretical Implications 
News is a cultural narrative that delivers stories of interest (Bird, 1996) and functions 
as a cultural construct to promote the dominant culture’s values (Åhäll, 2012; Bird & 
Dardenne, 1997; Nossek & Berkowitz, 2006). In the context of Malaysia, the study of 
news reporting can benefit from a multicultural and multi-religious approach. This is 
achieved by investigating how Malaysian online news portals—which have a diverse 
multicultural, multi-religious background and political alliance—contribute to non-
Western mythical reporting. My study will investigate myth from a non-Western myth 
and gender perspective. My study will address the cultural and gendered specificity in 
understandings of myth in the news media. Further, this study addresses the research 
gap of inadequate analysis through Muslim gender archetypes in news reporting. No 
other studies appear to have attempted to theorise myth in this manner. 
1.7 Outline of Thesis 
Chapter 2 provides the political and cultural context of Malaysia to locate the role of 
online news reporting on women and Islam since the 2013 general elections, 
particularly in the interactions between the government, religion, gender and news 
media. The first part of this chapter examines the history of the politicisation of Islam 
under the administration of the fourth, fifth and sixth Malaysian prime ministers. The 
second part of the chapter explores the social effects of state Islamisation policies—
especially on Malay womanhood and the institution of the family. This provides a 
context for understanding the sociocultural dimension of Malay women who challenge 
the state-sanctioned interpretation of Islam. The final part of this chapter situates some 
of the existing legislation pertaining to the control of the media, ownership structures 
and sites of contestation in news narratives.  
Chapter 3 highlights the theoretical frameworks that discuss the mythic aspects of 
news to examine the structure and content of individual reports and thus compare news 
and myth. It briefly explores the definition of ‘myth’ from a cultural and ideological 
perspective, whereby news reports are viewed as a symbolic form of culture. This 
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chapter focuses on Lule’s (2001) argument that frames news media reporters as 
contemporary mythical storytellers. In addition, this chapter discusses myth from the 
perspective of Western and Malay gender archetypes, specifically reflecting on how 
the Quran constructs women as exemplars of Muslim life. 
Chapter 4 provides an account of the methods and principles that guide the empirical 
research. This study uses narrative analysis to examine the myth and news relating to 
women and Islam. Therefore, this chapter presents a brief discussion on narrative 
analysis and explains the rationale behind why this qualitative method was chosen as 
a method of enquiry for this study. This chapter also outlines the data selection, case 
study selection, timeframe, unit of analysis, categorisation and coding process.  
Chapter 5 highlights the findings through narrative analysis for the first of the two case 
studies—the sports attire controversy surrounding Malaysian gymnast, Farah Ann 
Hadi. It examines the manner in which online news portals have portrayed Farah Ann 
through different myths and archetypes from different cultural sources. This chapter 
also discusses how these news stories reflect Christian, Islamic and Malay myths, 
based on the ethnic and political inclinations of the respective news portals’ ownership.  
Chapter 6 highlights findings through narrative analysis for the second of the two case 
studies—the fatwa controversy against Sisters in Islam (SIS). The analysis indicates 
that the media constructs news accounts using mythic themes, offering a discussion 
about the role of religion, women and Islam in Malaysia. Thus, the use of archetypes 
in the reporting of the fatwa controversy exemplified the social and political 
implications of Islamisation, particularly for women’s rights group, such as SIS. 
The conclusion in Chapter 7 presents a summary of the findings and a discussion of 
the theoretical contributions of this thesis. It also explores the value of some of the 
approaches in the theoretical framework in understanding news and myth. Moreover, 
future research on news and myth is addressed in this conclusion. 
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Chapter 2: A Social-political and Cultural Framework of 
Malaysia 
This chapter discusses the wider political and cultural context of Malaysia to locate 
the role of online news reporting on women and Islam since the 2013 general elections. 
The media do not stand apart from politics, culture and society; thus, this chapter 
evaluates the effect of the lslamisation project, which I understand as which I 
understand as the process of incorporating Islamic doctrine into the socioeconomic, 
political and judicial structures of the country (Abbott & Gregorios-Pippas, 2010). My 
aim is to analyse how the history of the politicisation of Islam produced a shift in the 
social landscape, and particularly in the interactions between government, religion, 
gender and news media. This chapter is divided into three parts. The first part of the 
chapter traces the emergence of race and religious-based politics in Malaysia. It 
provides a brief historical account of the political and social forces that contributed to 
the rise of the Islamisation project in a multicultural and multi-religious environment. 
This examination will also include a broader discussion of the significance of the 
Islamisation project as the governing principle of Malaysian society during the 
administration of the fourth prime minister, Mahathir Mohamad; fifth prime minister, 
Abdullah Ahmad Badawi; and sixth prime minister, Najib Tun Razak. The discussion 
focuses on the political context of the perpetuation of deepening Islamisation in 
contemporary Malaysia. 
In the second part of this chapter, I examine how state-sanctioned Islam poses many 
challenges for Malay Muslim women. This part examines the social effects of state 
Islamisation policies on Malay womanhood and the institution of the family. This 
provides a context for understanding the sociocultural dimension of the online 
Malaysian news media and the representation of Malay women who challenge the 
state-sanctioned interpretation of Islam. In the third part of this chapter, I provide an 
overview of the legislation, ownership and control of mainstream media in Malaysia. 
By considering legislation and ownership of media control in turn, I then examine how 
the online news media has also become a site of contestation because of internal 
contradictions between the factions in the Barisan Nasional (National Front) political 
party, and their respective media interests, and the alternative and independent online 
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news media ownership in Malaysia. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion 
of the development of legislation for online news portals during the administration of 
the sixth prime minister, Najib Tun Razak, from 2013 to 2018—the period in which 
this study was conducted. 
2.1 Introduction to Malaysia 
This section introduces the geographical location and key characteristics of Malaysian 
society, defined by race and religion, which establishes the background for this study. 
Malaysia is located in Southeast Asia and consists of thirteen states and three federal 
territories (Unit, 2010). The country has two parts: the Peninsular and West Malaysia, 
which are divided by the South China Sea. Kuala Lumpur, the capital, is the most 
urbanised and populated city, while Peninsular Malaysia is the political epicentre. 
Malaysia is a multiracial and multi-ethnic society. In the mainstream discourse in 
Malaysia, the word ‘ethnicity’ is often interchangeable with ‘race’. However, in 
academic discourse, social scientists refer to ‘race’ as a biological reference and 
‘ethnicity’ as a cultural construct (Pong, 1999). Malaysia’s population of 32.3 million 
comprises 67.4% Malays as the largest ethnic group, followed by 24.6% Chinese 
(Hokkien and Cantonese), 7.3% Indians and 0.7% of other groups (including 
indigenous tribal groups, such Kadazan, Iban, Orang Asli and Eurasians) (Department 
of Statistics Malaysia, 2017). Malays are also known as the bumiputera or ‘sons of the 
soil’, which has become an important ethnic category (Ong, 1990). Scholars have 
noted that the concept of the bumiputera represents a social policy to ensure the 
security of Malays for preferential treatment particularly in economic development 
(Ong, 1990; Pong, 1999). Thus, the concept of bumiputera for Malays has become a 
politically-charged ethnic category. Although Malaysia is a multi-religious nation, 
Islam is the main religion, observed by 63.3% of the population, followed by 
Buddhism at 19.8%, Christianity at 9.2% and Hinduism at 6.3% (Department of 
Statistics Malaysia, 2017). In Malaysia, religion is highly correlated with ethnicity. In 
the Malaysian Constitution, Islam is legally designated as the religion of the Malays.1 
Article 160 (2) of the Federal Constitution of Malaysia (2010) defines a Malay as ‘a 
person who professes the religion of Islam, habitually speaks the Malay language and 
 
1 This contradicts the verse in the Al-Quran from the Al-Baqarah, which states ‘let there be no 
compulsion in religion’ (Qur’an, verse 256). 
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conforms to Malay customs’. This legal definition implies two things: (i) there is no 
separation between Islam and the Malay race and (ii) there is no religious freedom for 
Malays. Consequently, all Malays are compulsorily Muslim, while the other races can 
choose their faith, which includes Buddhism, Christianity and Hinduism (Muzaffar, 
1987). Malays cannot abandon Islam, as apostasy is punishable by law (Othman, 
2008). However, this is not the case for Malays living in other Southeast Asian regions, 
who are not necessarily Muslims (M. H. B. Hassan, 2007). Hamayotsu (2012) argued 
that the reason for the legal definition of the Malay race is to ensure ‘political and 
cultural supremacy against the non-Muslims’ (p. 357). This means that the definition 
of the Malay race with the inclusion of Islam led to the emergence of Malay political 
supremacy, known as ketuanan Melayu2 (Miller, 2004), which champions the rights 
of Malays. 
Further, Islam occupies a special position in the Malaysian Constitution. The role of 
Islam is noted in Article 3 (1), which states that ‘Islam is the religion of the Federation; 
but other religions may be practised in peace and harmony in any part of the 
Federation’ (Federal Constitution of Malaysia, 2010). However, because of the 
apparently ambiguous semantics of this statement, it has caused countless debates over 
whether Malaysia is a secular country or an Islamic country. As a result, the definition 
of the Malay race and the role of Islam in the Federal Constitution has given rise to 
race-based and religious political parties in Malaysia.  
2.2 Global and Local Factors in the Rise of Political Islam in Malaysia 
Given that this research refers to the effects of the Islamisation project,3 I will first 
clarify the concept of Islamisation and race and religious-based politics in Malaysia. I 
will then extend the discussion to the three primary forces that have contributed to the 
Islamisation project in Malaysia: the global Islamic revolution, the intra-Malay–
Muslim politics and the dakwah missionary movement. 
To understand the specific nature of the Malaysian case study, it is important to 
understand the concept of the Islamic state and Islamisation. A popular Malaysian 
 
2 The literal translation of ketuanan Melayu is ‘Malay supremacy’. 
3 The governing principles of society based on Islamic texts, such as the Quran and the Hadith. 
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political scholar, Chandra Muzaffar (1978), explained that the concept of an Islamic 
state is derived from the Quran and Sunna (‘way of the prophet’). This movement 
seeks the return to Islamic governance with reference to religious texts—namely, the 
Quran and Hadith (Islamic holy texts)—with the belief that these texts offer a solution 
to all issues. A key argument made by some theorists of ‘Islamic society’ is that Islam 
provides a total model of society. The concept of the Islamic state makes no pretension 
of separating religion and politics (Hefner, 1998; Thompson, 2003).  
The first phase towards building an Islamic state is through a process called 
‘Islamisation’. According to Abbott and Gregorios-Pippas (2010), Islamisation can be 
defined as ‘the intensification of Islamic influence on social, cultural, economic and 
political relations’ (p. 136). This is a process of a society shifting towards Islam. Islam 
then governs and regulates all aspects of life—from morality and law to the economy 
(Mohamad, 1998; Nagata, 1980). In the context of Malaysia, Islam is used to gather 
support and govern the Malay Muslim population. Politicians use Islam to mobilise 
policy. Therefore, Islamisation does not refer to Islam as a religion; here, the 
imposition of Islam becomes a political ideology (Roy, 1996).  
Roy (1996) argued that the aim of political Islam is to exercise power. He emphasised 
that the ultimate objective of political Islam is the establishment of an Islamic state, 
yet the weakness of this approach, according to Roy, is that it will ultimately result in 
the contamination of religion, as religion becomes entangled with the political sphere. 
I argue that Roy’s definition provides a useful reference for understanding political 
Islam and the impact of Islamisation in Malaysia. I will discuss the socio-political 
changes in later sections of this chapter—in Section 2.3 on political changes, judicial 
laws and social-cultural transformation, and in Section 2.4 on the effects of 
Islamisation on Malay women. I also suggest that the current move towards an Islamic 
state in Malaysia is related to the dynamic of race-based and religious politics in 
Malaysia. I will now discuss the emergence of race-based politics in Malaysia. 
The Barisan Nasional (National Front), as the ruling coalition government,4 has played 
a major role in the establishment of race-based politics in the Malaysian political 
system. Barisan Nasional (BN) comprises a coalition of three ethnicity-driven political 
 
4 The BN coalition was in power for 30 years from 1978. However, at the recent 2018 general election, 
BN lost to the Pakatan Rakyat coalition. 
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parties: United Malays National Organisation (UMNO), Malaysian Chinese 
Association (MCA) and Malaysian Indian Congress (MIC) (Nair, 2007). My 
discussion focuses on UMNO, as the leading political party of BN coalition, which has 
held power for 60 years following Malaysia’s independence in 1957. UMNO is a right-
wing Malay party that was established in 1946, and is known as an ultra-Malay party 
(Shamsul, 1988). The UMNO leadership shaped the political and social landscape in 
Malaysia. 
Traditionally, UMNO was known as a moderate Muslim party with a secularist 
approach to governance and politics. Moderate Muslims or groups occupy the middle 
path of Islamic practices. Hilmy (2013) defined moderate Muslims as tolerant and anti-
violence but adheringe to the tenets of Islam.   Therefore, for UMNO’s survival, it was 
essential to manage the tide of challenging religious forces, in both the global 
landscape and local politics, which focused on an essentialised Muslim Islamic 
identity. Three primary forces influenced UMNO to embark on the Islamisation 
project: global Islamist politics, the Islamist party Parti-Islam Se-Malaysia (PAS) 
(Malaysian Islamic Party) and the dakwah movement. First, in global Islamist politics, 
since the 1970s, the failure of secularism in post-colonialist states—such as Iran, 
Pakistan, Egypt and other Muslim countries—resulted in revolutionary Islamist 
politics (Noor, 2003). Dissociated from secular politics, Muslim nationalism led to the 
re-establishment of governance via the tenets of Islam, which influenced UMNO 
(Abdullah, 1999). A worldwide Islamic revival emerged, and the Iranian revolution 
has become a primary example and inspiration for an alternative system of political 
governance in Muslim countries (Noor, 2003). This religious export of neo-
fundamentalist Islam sparked radical changes to the landscape of the ideological, 
social and cultural terrain among Muslim nations, including Malaysia. 
Muslim–Malay politics also played a significant role in establishing political Islam in 
Malaysia. Islam in Malaysia is a highly politicised and contested religion and religious 
identity. Thus, the second force which influenced UMNO was PAS,5 largest Islamic 
opposition party, and has played an important role in the rise of political Islam in 
Malaysia. PAS’s political objective is to make Malaysia a fully-fledged Islamic state 
 
5 An Islamist political party in Malaysia that was formed in 1951 by Muslim clerics who were then part 
of UMNO (Gomez, 2007). 
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(Noor, 2014). With its Islamist approach, PAS proved to be in direct competition with 
UMNO’s secularist style towards Islam for the Malay votes, especially in rural areas 
(Jelonek, 2004). Meanwhile, PAS’s spiritual leaders demanded that the government 
uphold ketuanan Islam (Muslim supremacy) above ketuanan Melayu (Malay 
supremacy) (Müller, 2014). This demand upped the political stakes from racial to 
religious based politics. Scholars have labelled this battle between UMNO and PAS 
the ‘Islamisation race’ (Desker, 2003; Fealy, 2012; J. C. Y. Liow, 2004; Müller, 2013; 
Wanto & Qadri, 2015). The competing ideology between PAS and UMNO was a battle 
about whose Islam was purer (Hamayotsu, 2010; R. L. M. Lee, 1988; Othman, 2006). 
To out‐Islamise the other, the political rivalry between PAS and UMNO took the form 
of kafir-mengkafir (infidels), where each group accused the other of being ‘non-
believers’ (J. C. Y. Liow, 2004) in an attempt to undermine each other’s Islamic 
credentials. However, by merely upping the stakes of the kafir-mengkafir, Noor (2014) 
argued that PAS was able to push UMNO into mobilising the Malaysian political 
domain into an Islamic agenda. The salient feature of this intra-Malay political rivalry 
symbolises the start of political Islam. 
The competition for ketuanan Islam (Muslim supremacy) also emerged from 
grassroots Islamist movements known as dakwah6 (Baharuddin, 1983), which 
challenged Malaysia’s Islamic national identity and influenced the establishment of 
the Islamisation project. The third force which influenced UMNO was Angkatan Belia 
Islam Malaysia (ABIM),7 ostensibly a non-partisan dakwah organisation (Othman, 
2005). ABIM was established in 1971 by middle-class Malay students from the 
University of Malaya, and had strong political convictions. The president of ABIM 
between 1971 and 1982 was the charismatic and prominent political figure, Anwar 
Ibrahim. The formation of ABIM was partly a result of the global Islamist influence. 
ABIM had strong connections with prominent Islamic leaders, such as Khomeini in 
Iran and Zia ul-Haq in fundamentalist Pakistan (Hamid & Fauzi, 2009). Given ABIM’s 
orthodox approach to Islam, the Iranian influence was most visible in ABIM members’ 
dress code (Nagata, 1982). Male members wore robes, turbans, skullcaps and dark 
 
6 Dakwah refers to missionary or proselytising activities of Muslims (Hamid, 2007). 
7 ABIM refers to the Muslim Youth Movement of Malaysia. 
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eyeliner, while female members wore the decreed veil (R. L. M. Lee, 1988). This 
marked the start of the influence of a Middle-Eastern dress code among Malays. 
A large number of Malay university students, predominantly from rural areas, were 
attracted to the dakwah movement as a new form of student activism (Frisk, 2009). 
The dakwah movement gained momentum for two reasons. First, Malay youth were 
discontent with the ruling government, particularly on issues pertaining to corruption 
and poverty. The second reason was the urbanisation of Malaysia in the 1970s 
(Stivens, 2006). As a result of urbanisation, Malay youth, many from rural village 
areas, felt socially displaced (Barr & Govindasamy, 2010). The dakwah movement 
provided religious guidance for and answers to the dissatisfaction with urbanisation 
caused by the concurrent rise of capitalist development in Malaysia. This 
dissatisfaction fuelled the growth of dakwah groups in Malaysia, which essentially 
transformed into an anti-government political movement (R. L. M. Lee, 1988; Nagata, 
1980). 
By the late 1970s, dakwah groups had flourished, with competing ideologies about 
who had the most pristine version of Islam. To recruit followers, the dakwah 
movement organised a variety of activities with Islamic clinics, Islamic education and 
Islamic outreach programmes (Othman, 2005). Notably, the growth of the dakwah 
movement greatly influenced the Malays. 
It is important to establish—particularly for the purposes of this thesis—that women’s 
support was instrumental to the rise of the dakwah movement. For Islamic revivalism 
to succeed, the participation of women was crucial. According to Mohamad (2004), 
Malay Muslim women participated in the Islamic revivalism movement because they 
identified with its aims and mission. The Islamic way of life attracted women, as 
dakwah was viewed as counter-hegemonic and characterised as modernist by UMNO. 
Mohamad argued that, although the movement prescribed the role of women to the 
domain of nurturing or the domestic sphere, women still felt empowered through 
spearheading activities such as charitable acts and providing educational and health 
services to the community. The significance of the dakwah movement is that it 
successfully placed pressure on the government to examine Islamic ideological 
positions in Malaysia.  
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In summary, the manifestations of Islamic consciousness through global forces, the 
UMNO–PAS rivalry and the dakwah movement contributed to the push towards an 
Islamisation agenda in the nation. It is important to establish that ABIM and PAS were 
the two leading forces that pushed for Malaysia to become an Islamic state (Hamid, 
2008; Mauzy & Milne, 1984). UMNO’s response to the pressure of the Islamic forces 
was to succumb to the demands of Islamising Malaysia. To counter the demands of 
the Islamic resurgence, UMNO embarked on an Islamisation project to ensure the 
party’s legitimacy. The next section outlines the UMNO efforts to establish the 
trajectory of the Islamisation phenomenon in Malaysia. 
2.3 Islamisation Project in Malaysia 
This section explores how the Islamisation project produced a shift in the social 
landscape, particularly between the government and religion, under three prime 
ministers—Mahathir Mohammad, Abdullah Badawi and Najib Tun Razak. 
2.3.1 Islamisation under the Mahathir Administration 
This section discusses the implementation of Islamic programmes into governance, 
and the modernisation of Malaysia using Islamic principles. As discussed earlier, 
Islamisation is the intensification of Islamic principles in all aspects of life. In the 
following pages, I will present how Islamisation has resulted in the legalistic 
applications of Islamic law. After consideration of each of these, this section concludes 
with a description of the hegemony of social-cultural and political Islam.  
Scholarly interest in political Islam and Malaysia is not new. Scholars have argued 
that, since 1982, Malaysia has witnessed a period of dramatic Islamisation (Mauzy & 
Milne, 1984; Stivens, 2006). Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad, who was elected in 
1981, was instrumental in the development of the Islamisation project. Scholars refer 
to Mahathir as the ‘father of modernisation’ in Malaysia, or ‘Bapa Modernisasi’ 
(Aleyomi & Abu Bakar, 2016; Gopal et al., 2014; B. T. Khoo, 2003). However, I argue 
that Mahathir was instead the ‘father of Islamisation’ or Bapa Islamisasi, as he was 
instrumental in changing the course of the country towards an Islamic path. The vision 
behind Mahathir’s Islamisation was to create Islam as a hegemonic entity derived from 
a state interpretation of Islam. 
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As the longest-serving Malaysian prime minister (1981 to 2003), Mahathir saw Islam 
brought to the forefront of governance (Ufen, 2009). There was a shift from a secular 
approach to governance to an approach that emphasised Islamic principles. Under 
Mahathir’s administration, state-engineered Islam became embedded in all levels of 
society and became a key site for the institutionalisation of Islam. Mahathir’s 
Islamisation policy began with instilling Islamic programmes within the civil service 
to promote ethics and efficiency, given the corruption and lack of productivity. A 
programme called Penerapan Nilai Islam (application of Islamic values) was launched 
as a guide to incorporate Islamic values into state governance (Chong, 2006). The 
ostensible objective of the programme was to inculcate Islamic values into government 
administration to produce an efficient government and protect the government from 
corruption (Mauzy & Milne, 1984). This policy is an example of the state’s attempt to 
infuse teachings from the Quran and Hadith8 into government administration.  
Mahathir’s next phase of Islamisation project was to validate the government’s Islamic 
credentials in response to the Islamic revivalism forces and domestic politics by PAS 
and the dakwah movement. In 1982, Mahathir brought into government the well-
known Islamist leader of ABIM, Anwar Ibrahim (Abbott & Gregorios-Pippas, 2010; 
Ufen, 2009). As a political strategy, Anwar, a leader from an orthodox and 
conservative organisation, was co-opted for three reasons. First, Anwar assisted in 
implementing Islamic policies into the state governance. Second, Anwar could woo 
the Malay voters. Third, Anwar naturalised Islamic doctrine as state doctrine. This 
strategic move bolstered the government’s Islamic image and attempted to prove its 
Islamic legitimacy. 
However, the most significant contributions of the Islamisation project were to 
modernise Malaysia using the tenets of Islam. In Mahathir Mohamad’s (1970) 
controversial book, The Malay Dilemma, he wrote that Malays are lazy and their 
apparent lack of a progressive mindset is because of environmental and hereditary 
factors. As a solution, Mahathir’s suggestion was to use Islam to rehabilitate the 
Malays and to support them in economic development. As an enthusiastic advocate of 
 
8 Sayings from the prophet Muhammad. 
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modernisation, by using the principles of Islam, he aimed to build a modern Malaysia 
that was fit to compete in a global market. As Devadas (2009) argued: 
The relaunching of the project of Islamization fits well with the discourse of global 
capitalism and the national project of modernization that the state has invested in 
because it links Islamization with economic advancement, while at the same time 
ensuring that the majority ethnic Malay population on whose back the BN has been 
in power, is also appeased. (p. 75) 
This indicates how the modernisation agenda was focused on conflating a capitalist 
Islamist form of UMNO governance under BN coalition. Mahathir’s insistence that 
modernisation was synonymous with ‘Islam’ led to the establishment of Islamic 
institutions at a state level. For example, the Malaysia Islamic Bank was launched in 
1983, becoming the first bank in Malaysia to offer services compliant with Islamic 
law. Other state-run Islamist institutions included the Islamic Insurance Company 
(Tafakul), Hajj Pilgrims Management Fund (Tabung Haji), Islamic think-tank Institute 
of Islamic Understanding (Institute Kefahaman Islam Malaysia) and Islamic 
Missionary Foundation of Malaysia (Yayasan Islam Malaysia) (for discussion of this, 
see Hamayotsu, 2002; Noor, 2003). The first Islamic university in Malaysia, the 
International Islamic University of Malaysia, was also established in 1983. This 
institution focused on incorporating ‘knowledge’ with ‘Islamic values’ (Shamsul, 
2005). These Islamic institutions signified the push for Islamic compliance practices 
through encouraging the use of Islamic symbols, such as Islamic terminology, 
methods, techniques of conducting business and services. From banking to education, 
no sector of Malaysian society was spared from the penetration of state Islam—not 
only within the political and economic domains, but also in legal terms. 
My criticism of the Islamisation project relates to the implementation of legalistic 
Islam, which resulted in three main issues: (i) the expansion of Syariah courts, (ii) the 
codification of religious sin and (iii) the rise of religious bureaucracy. I will first 
discuss the expansion of the Syariah courts.  
Malaysia has a unique dual legal system, having both civil and Syariah (Islamic) legal 
systems, which presents a dual law (Othman, 2003). The civil law is based on the 
British common law tradition to cover issues such as crime, contracts and family law 
(for non-Muslims). Then Malaysia has Syariah law, which is applicable only to 
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Muslims and encompasses marriage, divorce, custody, property and morality. Based 
on the Federal Constitution, the civil law takes precedence and is the highest court of 
law (Thio & Neo, 2006). However, in 1988, the Syariah courts were given more 
authority by the state (Hamayotsu, 2012; Mohamad, 2010a). As Barr and 
Govindasamy (2010) explained, the civil courts ‘have no jurisdiction in respect of any 
matter within the jurisdiction of the Syariah courts’ (p. 298). This amendment meant 
that Syariah courts were now on par with their civil counterparts (Muhammad, 2011). 
However, this amendment proved cumbersome because it contributed to the deepening 
interethnic rifts on issues such as interracial divorce cases, child custody battles and 
burial rights. 
The second criticism of the Islamisation project is that the increasing legal powers of 
Syariah meant that religious sins became codified as illegal. Changes were made to the 
Islamic legislation, such as the implementation of the Syariah Criminal Offence Act. 
Under this Act, several categories of immoral behaviour are classified as crimes, such 
as fornication, adultery, kissing in public, sodomy, lesbian sex, prostitution, alcohol 
consumption and eating during the fasting month of Ramadan (Syariah Criminal 
Offences [Federal Territories] Act 1997). The criminalisation of ‘immoral behaviour’ 
was designed to control the moral and sexual behaviour of Malay Muslims. Special 
enforcement officers—the ‘Mat Skodeng Squad’ (religious snoop squads)—were hired 
to monitor immoral behaviour (Hamid, 2009). Regular raids are conducted in clubs, 
pubs and hotels to check for immoral activities. The most sought-after immoral crimes 
are khalwat, which refers to an Islamic law that forbids unmarried couples from being 
alone in an enclosed space (Chin, 2010). To humiliate ‘perpetrators’ of this act, the 
media publishes couples caught for khalwat—with photographs—during court 
proceedings. This pervasive state-sanctioned intrusion on Malays’ personal lives has 
a strong effect on Muslims’ everyday lives. This shows that the legal expansion of 
Syariah law led to a legalistic Islam that provided a fertile ground for the control of its 
Muslim population. 
The third criticism is that state Islamisation efforts contributed to the growth of 
religious bureaucracy at the national and state level, which involved the state keeping 
a tight rein on the lives of its Muslim population. At a national level, the empowerment 
of religious departments led to a new force of religious bureaucracy. The Jabatan 
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Kemajuan Islam Malaysia (JAKIM—Department of Islamic Development Malaysia) 
was centralised under the jurisdiction of the office of the Prime Minister (Ostwald, 
2017). The JAKIM is responsible for standardising Islamic law and administration (J. 
C. Lee, 2009). As a result, the federal government is responsible for regulating Islamic 
affairs for the nation. Scholars refer to this as the ‘bureaucratisation of Islam’ (J. Liow, 
2003; J. C. Y. Liow, 2004; Mohamad, 2010b; Othman, 2006), which refers to an 
authoritative and bureaucratic Islam centralised by the federal government. This 
religious department serves as a powerful weapon to discipline the Muslim population, 
with the emergence of an intolerant bureaucratic Islam (Basarudin, 2016; Othman, 
2008). Thus, the JAKIM serves the ends of the ruling UMNO elite. 
At the state level, subsequent expansion of powers extended to the Majlis Agama Islam 
(Council of Islam) (Moustafa, 2013). The muftis (religious scholars) from the Council 
of Islam were empowered to issue fatwas (religious opinions), which have legal 
standing. There are thirteen muftis in each state who are empowered to issue these 
fatwas; thus, this approach is an attempt to channel religious interpretation through 
state enforcement. The mufti can issue a fatwa without the need for any parliamentary 
or state assembly consultation, and it is enforceable by law (Anwar, 2001). One such 
law involves the mufti issuing a fatwa on hukum syarak (Syariah law), which clarifies 
Islamic matters regarding contemporary lifestyles (Siraj, 1994). This reflects a 
monopoly of religious interpretation by a group of conservative religious scholars. As 
argued by J. C. Lee (2010), the fatwa signifies the increasing state regulation of 
Muslim citizens’ lives through punitive law. It is a concept that does not allow ordinary 
Muslims to provide input or challenge Islamic interpretation and discourse. As a result, 
various fatwas have been issued over time, including those issued to ban books, events 
and Western artists’ concerts deemed a threat to Islam (Basarudin, 2016). The fatwas 
have included a ban on yoga because of its links with Hinduism and a ban on Malay 
women participating in beauty pageants.  
Furthermore, state Islamisation programmes have also contributed to the increasing 
cultural and social shift in Malaysia. Islamisation is mediated through a conservative 
lens of Islam that is Arab-centric (Othman, 2006).9 This has created a contestation of 
 
9 The Arab world is considered an area of the world that encompasses the region from the Atlantic 
Ocean near northern Africa east to the Arabian Sea. These countries are tied together as a region because 
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the Malay cultural identity and the way that Malays practise their religion and culture. 
As a result, the Malay social and cultural codes are ‘Arabised’, and this phenomenon 
is known as the ‘Arabisation’ of the Malays (Saat, 2016), which has resulted in a new 
type of more conservative Malay citizen—the ‘Arabised Malays’. Arabised Malays 
perceive the Arabic culture as superior to the Malay culture and imitate the Arabic 
lifestyle. The danger here lies in believing that Arabism is synonymous with Islam. 
The Islamisation project has caused visible changes to the sociocultural landscape. 
Contrasting examples of the changes before and after Islamisation are visible on many 
levels. For example, words from Bahasa Malaysia (the Malay language) are slowly 
being replaced by the Arabic language, such as use of the word Solat (Arabic for 
‘prayer’) instead of Sembahyang (Malay for ‘prayer’), iftar (Arabic for ‘breakfast’) 
instead of buka puasa (Malay for ‘breakfast’) and Eid Mubarak (Arabic for 
‘celebration of Shawwal’) instead of Selamat Hari Raya (Malay for ‘celebration of 
Shawwal’), to name a few. This form of cultural imperialism arises from traditional 
Malay customs being deemed un-Islamic by Arabised Malays, thereby warranting 
replacement with Arabic forms. Further, some traditional Malay dances, such as Mak 
Yong, which has Hindu–Buddhist origins, are now banned in the state of Kelantan 
because of their links with non-Muslim religions. Moreover, Arab food, such as 
kambing golek (grilled whole goat), jus kurma (date juice) and roti Arab (Arab bread), 
has become increasingly popular and is now regularly served at Malay functions. 
These are only a few examples to reflect the degree of Arabisation of Malay society.  
In summary, state-led Islamisation under Mahathir’s administration resulted in the 
hegemony of sociocultural and political Islam. This has come at the expense of 
Islamising the state governance, which has led Malaysia to become an Islamic state, 
despite the initial post-1970s concept of the nation as being secular. In September 
2001, Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad declared Malaysia an Islamic state 
(Martinez, 2001; Peletz, 2013). Mahathir believed that, after 20 years of the 
Islamisation project, Malaysia had conformed to the prescription of becoming an 
Islamic state (Nagata, 1984). Mahathir’s efforts successfully Islamised government 
institutions and policies within a modernising capitalistic economic discourse. 
 
of the Arabic language. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization has 
identified 21 Arab states (Cavatorta & Durac, 2011). 
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2.3.2 Islamisation under the Abdullah Badawi Administration 
The following section briefly explores the concept of Islamisation under the fifth prime 
minister, Abdullah Badawi. The government under Abdullah heralded a new approach 
to refashioning Islam with the concept of Islam Hadhari. Introduced in 2002, this 
concept means ‘civilised Islam’ and takes a moderate and progressive form 
(Hoffstaedter, 2009). When Mahathir stepped down on 22 June 2002, the government 
had established its Islamisation agenda (Othman, 2008). While Islam Hadhari is still 
a continuation of the Islamisation trajectory, non-Muslim Malaysians welcomed it, as 
it represented an inclusive Islam that welcomed other races and religions (Sani et al., 
2009). Thaib (2013) suggested that Abdullah’s view of Islam Hadhari was more 
suitable for a multi-ethnic and multi-religious society, as it is a more inclusive practice, 
focusing on both the physical and spiritual aspects of Islam.  
While Abdullah’s approach reflected a more tolerant approach to Islam, the Islamised 
government established by Mahathir did not accept this version of Islam. Instead, as 
Hamid and Razali (2015) argued, in a strange twist, ‘Islam Hadhari was viewed as a 
“repressive tool for the state”’ (p. 311). Hamid and Razali (2015) argued that the 
national- and state-level religious bureaucracy had turned Islamist after 20 years of the 
Islamisation project. This force of reactionary Islamist consisted of ‘UMNO ultra-
conservatives; opposition party Islamists; a nascent civil society; and religious 
bureaucrats’ (Hamid & Ismail, 2014, p. 173). These conservatives forces stood against 
an approach of tolerant Islam. 
In summary, the conservative forces against Islam Hadhari contributed to the erosion 
of Islam Hadhari’s legitimacy. There was resistance towards the implementation of 
Islam Hadhari from government arms such as the JAKIM, opposition parties such as 
PAS and the increasingly (and Arabised) conservative Malay community. In an 
attempt to win votes from the conservative Malays and state governance, Abdullah 
also declared Malaysia an Islamic state in 2007. However, by the twelfth general 
election in 2008, the ruling coalition, BN, headed by Abdullah, lost their two-thirds 
parliamentary majority. At this general election, there was pressure from UMNO for 
Abdullah to step down (Chin, 2010), and he was replaced by the sixth prime minister, 
Najib Tun Razak.  
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2.3.3 Islamisation under the Najib Tun Razak Administration 
This section explores the development of Islamisation under the sixth prime minister, 
Najib Tun Razak. On 3 April 2009, Najib Tun Razak inherited the premiership from 
Abdullah Badawi. Born to an upper-class family, Najib is the son of Malaysia’s second 
prime minister, Abdul Razak Hussein. His political connections allowed him to rise to 
the upper echelons of power. 
Najib launched the 1Malaysia campaign on 16 September 2010, aiming to foster unity 
among citizens and promote ethnic harmony and efficient governance (Noor, 2014). 
The first objective of the 1Malaysian campaign was to address the concern about the 
deepening rift among Malaysians because of the government’s tendency to favour the 
dominant Malay Muslim community over ethnic minorities. The second objective of 
1Malaysia was to address issues of corruption and inefficiency. The 1Malaysia 
campaign was promoted through a wide range of activities, which included 1Malaysia 
Development Berhad (1MDB)—a Malaysian strategic development company that was 
wholly owned by the Ministry of Finance. Najib held two portfolios, as prime minister 
and finance minister. However, according to Case (2017), 1MDB has lost 
approximately US$6 to 10 billion since its launch in 2009. Coincidentally, a similar 
amount of money was traced to Najib’s personal bank account. 
Thus, amid Najib’s ideas to promote ethnic harmony through the 1Malaysia campaign, 
his credibility was severely handicapped by a series of personal and political scandals, 
including accusations of corruption, money laundering, affairs and murder. His wife 
was also regularly criticised as being extravagant and was known as the ‘Imelda 
Marcos of Malaysia’ (G. K. Brown, 2013). However, the failure of 1MDB was the 
largest scandal, and is arguably the greatest financial fraud in Malaysian history 
(Ramesh, 2016). Finance Asia labelled Najib the worst finance minister in Asia (Case, 
2017). Placed in a vulnerable situation, Najib had to prove his credibility, particularly 
to the Malay voters. He did this through appeals to religious legitimacy. Successfully 
pitching himself as a devout Muslim, any criticism of Najib was folded into religious 
politics, with Najib declaring that he was prepared to shed blood to protect the rights 
of the Muslim Malays (Hamid & Razali, 2015). Thus, he positioned himself as the 
vanguard of Islam. 
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Under Najib’s rule, the concepts of religious pluralism and liberalism were seen as 
subscribing to Western values and were thus classified as un-Islamic. Religious 
pluralism refers to the acceptance of a diverse range of religious beliefs, whereas 
religious liberalism refers to the belief in liberal interpretations of human rights, 
regardless of race, gender and religion (M. Ali, 2012). Muslims subscribing to liberal 
approaches to Islam became the ‘deviant’ Malay subjects. These liberal Muslims, were 
now seen as a threat to the Muslim faith and to the state, as there was a need to defend 
the sanctity of Islam.  
Liberal Muslim groups have generated resistance and struggles against religious 
fundamentalism. This struggle consists of complex dynamics in a state-sanctioned 
version of Islam that is enshrined in laws supported by the traditional interpretations 
of Muftis (religious scholars). Liberal Muslim groups began to seek reforms as they 
attempted to redefine the country’s interpretation of Islam. However, liberal Muslims 
have been increasingly vilified and prosecuted under Syariah law and are now viewed 
as the ‘enemy’ of Islam. This trend suggests that Malaysia is moving towards 
becoming a theocratic state.  
While many journal articles have been published on the marginalisation of non-
Muslims because of Islamisation in Malaysia (Chin, 2001; M. N. M. Osman, 2007), 
there is limited research on the marginalisation of moderate and liberal Malay 
Muslims. With this thesis, I address this gap and analyse the contestations by moderate 
and liberal Muslim groups or individuals, particularly Malay women, who are 
prosecuted, stigmatised or victimised in the context of Islamisation. In a climate where 
religious legal edicts rule, the emerging struggles by Muslim groups and individuals 
revolve around resistance not to Islam per se, but to state-sanctioned Islam and 
religious laws that do not accommodate any other interpretation of Islam. Given this, 
I wish to explore how Muslim women in particular are affected by state-sanctioned 
Islam and their associated struggles and resistance. This brings us to the next section 
of this chapter—examining the challenges faced by Malay Muslim women.  
2.4 Malay Women and the Challenges of Islamisation 
This section introduces the challenges and social effects of state Islamisation policies 
on models of Malay womanhood and the family, which broadly fall into two 
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subsections. The first subsection reviews the role of Islamisation in the emancipation 
of women’s bodies. The second subsection explores the effect of Syariah law on Malay 
women. The Malay woman’s body and the family have become critical sites for 
producing a new version of Islam within Islamisation. Given these challenges, the third 
subsection describes the rise of  liberal Muslim and Islamic feminist movements. By 
focusing on liberal Muslim movements, this section considers the importance of liberal 
Muslim groups and Islamic feminism in influencing the shaping of a more 
heterogeneous, less hegemonic, Islam in Malaysian society. It is against this backdrop 
that this study is conducted. 
It is important to establish that Malay women had more rights and equality before 
Islamisation. Prior to the 1970s, Malay women experienced less discrimination in 
terms of gender, family law and sexuality. Scholars suggest that Malay women 
achieved more equality because of the combination of both adat (local customs) and 
Islamic law, which gave women significant rights to property and more freedom in 
marriage (Chee, 2007; Frisk, 2009). Given that Malay society was influenced by local 
customs, Islam was less conservative. It was highly tolerant of women’s rights, and 
religion was associated with local adat, rather than national politics.  
However, in contemporary Malaysia, Islamisation presents Malay women with many 
challenges. Scholars argue that Islamisation not only strengthens the patriarchy, but 
also regresses the position of women in Malaysia (Ariffin, 1999; Chee, 2007; Othman, 
2006). The degraded status of Malay women is due to the patriarchal interpretation of 
Islam and Syariah laws, which has led to discriminatory practices and policies for 
Malay women. The next section discusses the challenges faced by Malay women 
because of the state-sanctioned construction of Islam. Here, I argue that Islamisation 
has not only caused increasing regulation of Malay women by the state, but has also 
increasingly caused self-discipline and self-censorship. 
2.4.1 Malay Women’s Bodies 
This section explores how Malay women’s bodies have become a political site. 
Specifically, I explore the explicit and implicit factors that led to the phenomenon of 
‘hijabisation’ in Malaysia. I conclude by discussing how unveiled Malay women have 
become marginalised in contemporary Malaysia, which has resulted in the new 
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phenomena of ‘hijab shaming’ and ‘hijab violence’. It is against these phenomena that 
the first case study of Farah Ann Hadi, a Malaysian gymnast, was selected for the 
media analysis. 
With Islamisation, the Malay woman’s body has become a contested political site. 
Feminist scholars have observed that the reason that women’s bodies are central to 
national projects is that they are the cultural and biological markers of a nation, as the 
reproducers of a community’s culture (Anwar, 2001a; Basarudin, 2016). As bearers of 
the nation, Malay women serve as an important symbol of culture. Under these 
circumstances, Basarudin (2016) argued that the community then becomes the 
guardian of the Malay woman’s faith, body and morality. This need to control, mould 
and dominate began at the most conspicuous level—with Malay women’s dress. 
The first visible marker of the effects of Islamisation on Malay women was the 
adoption of the headscarf referred to either as the tudung10 or hijab.11 For the purposes 
of this thesis, I will use the word hijab, as this term is more commonly used in the 
academic literature. Given that the body is a crucial site for representing Islam, Malay 
women were hit by a wave of hijabisation—a movement for Muslim women to don 
the headscarf. This movement of donning the hijab was highly controversial in the 
context of Malaysia. Notably, in the context of Arab nations, scholars argue that 
wearing the hijab is a post-colonial phenomenon and is understood as a return to pre-
colonial cultural roots (Mookherjee, 2005; Othman 2006). This argument suggests 
that, for Arab countries, the hijab is part of their cultural history, which also represents 
a resurgent Islamic identity after the oppression of colonial domination. This is in 
contrast to Malaysia, where the hijab is not part of the cultural history of Malay 
women. Traditionally, Malay women wore the baju kurung (long loose tunics) or baju 
kebaya (tight-fitting top) with a sarong. These traditional outfits were sometimes 
accompanied by a selendang (shawl). Historically, Malay women also wore 
berkemban,12 which is a sarong tied over the chest. Therefore, for a country such as 
Malaysia, hijabisation is an appropriation of an Arabised13 form of identity, without a 
 
10 Tudung is the Malay word for the headscarf. 
11 Hijab is the Arabic word for the headscarf. 
12 The author distinctively remembers her maternal grandmother in the village wearing berkemban, 
along with the other Malay womenfolk from the neighbouring houses.  
13 Colonisation of Arab values, ideologies or lifestyle. 
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cultural history in Malaysia. The reason for this, as Othman (2006) asserted, is that the 
hijab is a crucial marker of faith and an important religious symbol. Gole (1996), 
writing in the context of Turkey, argued that the covered woman’s body is positioned 
as a critique of Western modernity. She further argued that women have become 
important political symbols and the hijab is a symbol not of Islam per se, but of 
political Islam. Given this, Malay womanhood and the woman’s body have become 
the critical site for Islamisation. 
While there is no national law for the mandatory use of the hijab, there are regulations 
and informal policies. Malaysian scholars argue that the hijab is a personal choice and 
a religious, rather than national, obligation, symbolising a liberated Islamic identity 
(Grine & Saeed, 2017; S. Hassan & Harun, 2016; Hassim, 2014). I argue that wearing 
the hijab is not a matter of choice because of the informal and formal pressures to 
conform to Muslim attire. Instead, I attribute hijab-wearing to two factors—the 
explicit policies held by state agencies that encourage women to wear the hijab, and 
the implicit factors related to peer pressure from the community. 
Explicit factors include social pressure to wear the hijab stemming from the civil 
service, politics and administration at the state level. In any government-related 
institution, there are regulations that make the hijab compulsory. This includes state 
university campuses, for example, where there are visible signage and regulations for 
the appropriate dress code for men and women. In a political context, the women’s 
wing of UMNO made it mandatory for its members to wear the hijab at party functions 
or activities to accommodate the Islamisation agenda (Mohamad, 2004). Moreover, 
the hijab was made part of the compulsory standard uniform for female members of 
UMNO. This ‘mandatory’ hijab is also enforced by the opposition Islamist parties, 
such as PAS. At a state governance level, when PAS won the electoral votes in 1990 
for the state of Kelantan (located on the east coast of Malaysia), state regulation was 
imposed for the compulsory wearing of the hijab by Malay women when in public 
spaces (Othman, 2006). A state-wide campaign called ‘Ops aurat’14 (operation aurat) 
was launched in Kelantan to prosecute women for not wearing the hijab (Azhar & 
Zulkiflee, 2016). Under the Kelantan Syariah Criminal Enactment, No. 2, 1985, a 
woman without a hijab can be fined or imprisoned for up to six months. This approach 
 
14 Aurat in Islam signifies the intimate parts of the female body, which include the hands, legs and hair.  
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suggests that the hijab is not only a contentious matter, but is coded in terms of 
‘morality’ within the legal-juridical frameworks of the Kelantan state. Under Syariah 
law, not wearing the hijab is perceived as a ‘criminal act’ and as immoral, which is a 
form of direct discipline of the state over women’s bodies.  
Women’s dress has been a key site for the visibility of Islamisation in Malaysia, but 
has also been an important space for demonstrating the fractious uptake of 
Islamisation. In regard to the implicit factors influencing the wearing of the hijab, an 
example can be viewed in a documentary by independent filmmaker, Norhayati 
Karpawi. Her film, Aku Siapa (Who Am I) (Karpawi, 2011), addressed the issue of the 
hijab in Malaysia. Karpawi interviewed Malay women donning the hijab and asked: 
‘why do you wear the hijab?’. Her findings revealed that many Malay women ‘chose’ 
to wear the hijab for fear of being ostracised (Pak, 2011). In this documentary, when 
the Malay women were asked to quote the section of the Quran that states that women 
should wear the hijab, many could not provide a reference or an answer. Karpawi’s 
documentary thus reveals the implicit way in which the refusal to wear the hijab is 
presented as being opposed to Islamic social norms and can socially exclude women 
from the Muslim community. Supporting these findings is a study by Pew Research 
Centre 2016 (Mitchell, 2016) on religion and public life that reveals the social pressure 
for Malay women to wear the hijab. 
Given the above factors, a rise in the number of Malay women wearing the hijab has 
been apparent since the 1970s—in 2015, eighty to ninety percentui of Malay women 
wore the hijab (Lyn, 2015). In fact, contemporary Malay women are moving from 
wearing the hijab to wearing the niqab.15 As a result, in recent years, abuse against 
Malay women who do not wear the hijab has been on the rise, particularly against 
public figures. This form of victimisation can be seen both offline and online, with 
women being called out in public as perempuan jalang (‘bitch’) or perceived as a 
morally ‘loose’ and ready for sex at any time or any place, simply for not wearing the 
hijab. This is a form of victimisation called ‘hijab shaming’ that has been widely 
reported in the Malaysian English-language news media. In a social media context, the 
most notable online abuse cases have been perpetrated by the ‘Muslim fashion police’ 
against the Malaysian princess, Tunku Tun Aminah Maimunah Iskandariah, and the 
 
15 Niqab is clothing that covers both the hair and face. 
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Bank Negara (Malaysian Central Bank) scholarship winner, Hajar Nur Asyiqin Abdul 
Zubir. Both women were harassed by the public through social media for not wearing 
the hijab (Syahirah, 2015). 
More cases of ‘hijab shaming’, manifested in acts or threats of physical violence 
against non-conforming Muslim women by their fellow Muslim citizens, include an 
onslaught of online abuse in 2017 against Maryam Lee, a 25-year-old Malay woman 
who decided to stop wearing the hijab. Maryam reported that, because of her action, 
she received threats to her physical safety in public spaces (‘The Online Abuse Hurled 
at Malaysia’s Muslim Women’, 2017). In another incident on 22 January 2018, a 
Malaysian man slapped a woman at a bus stop for not wearing a hijab (‘Cops Nab Man 
Who Slapped a Woman for Not Wearing “Tudung”’, 2018). This act of violence by a 
stranger for not wearing a hijab—which I term ‘hijab slapping’ or ‘hijab violence’—
is a new trend that demonstrates a lack of respect towards women who deviate from 
Islamic hegemony. Malay men, such as the man who slapped the woman at the bus 
stop, perceive themselves as having the right to police and even invade the bodies of 
women who are unknown to them. 
 Many scholars focus on the challenges of Muslim women wearing the hijab in 
Western contexts, particularly because of the phenomenon of Islamophobia (Afshar, 
2008; Carland, 2011; Sway, 2005), and the representations of Muslim women by the 
Western media perpetuates their marginalisation (Bullock, 2002; Macdonald, 2006; 
Navarro, 2010; Poole, 2002). However, there has been minimal scholarship focusing 
on Muslim women not wearing the hijab in a Muslim country. I address this research 
gap in my thesis. My aim is to select case studies of Malay women who choose not to 
conform to—and thus resist—Islamic hegemony in Malaysia. The consequences of 
not conforming—in this case, by not wearing the hijab—can be detrimental in a 
Muslim country (unlike in a Western context), as these Malay women face 
victimisation, stigmatisation or prosecution by the state. The marginalisation of these 
non-hijab Malay women in Malaysia strips them of their agency and identity. The case 
studies in this thesis focusing on the marginalisation of unveiled Malay women are 
important for understanding the inequality in these communities. 
It is against this backdrop of discriminatory practices that I selected the case study of 
the Malaysian gymnast champion, Farah Ann Hadi. In July 2015, Farah Ann Hadi, a 
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leading Malaysian gymnast, won six medals at the 28th Southeast Asian (SEA) Games. 
On what would usually be considered a victorious occasion, Farah Ann was criticised, 
condemned and judged in the social media sphere for her ‘inappropriate’ standard 
gymnast sports attire. Facebook users criticised her leotard as ‘revealing’, ‘sexy’ and 
thus un-Islamic or haram (forbidden) in Islam (‘Minister Agrees with Gymnast’s 
Critics over “Aurat” Issue’, 2015). The Farah Ann case resulted in the government 
having to take steps to review Muslim women’s sports attire in Malaysia.  
In summary, the above arguments aim to address the first target of Islamisation—the 
Malay woman’s body. The control of Malay women’s bodies comprises the core of 
the Islamic view on womanhood, and becomes a core marker of religiosity and faith 
in an established Islamic state. The Malay woman’s body then becomes the critical site 
for producing an identity and symbol of Islam. The regulation and control are extended 
to another key site—the family, as manifested through the Syariah laws. 
2.4.2 Malay Women and Syariah Laws 
This section introduces the discriminatory Syariah laws and practices against Malay 
women. It includes a brief discussion of the Islamic family law perspectives regarding 
premarital courses, marriage and divorce laws. It is against this backdrop that liberal 
Muslim and Islamic feminist groups were established.  
Greater state adoption of Islamic laws has resulted in discriminatory laws that work 
against Malay women’s rights. Given that Syariah law governs all Muslims in 
Malaysia, the damage towards the position of women cannot be underestimated. The 
changes made to Islamic family law in the 1990s observed a neo-traditionalist view, 
particularly regarding marriage and divorce (Othman, 2005), that was biased against 
Malay women (Mohamad, 1998). Syariah family law reforms included the following: 
1. Retaining the unilateral rights of men to pronounce divorce (talak) upon 
women, anywhere, anytime and under any circumstances. Even though there 
are legal provisions to prevent this from occurring outside of court (it is 
considered a Syariah offence), these have had little deterrence value. 
2. Entitling men to polygamy, with minimal conditions attached to such 
applications; for example, the necessity to be fair and just to all co-wives is 
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now less emphasised by the court as a criterion for allowing these applications 
to be approved. 
3. Entitling men to a share of women’s matrimonial assets to support polygamous 
marriage. 
4. Attaching onerous qualifications to women’s rights and entitlements to obtain 
a divorce by judicial decree, often requiring that these applications go through 
the burdensome motion of ineffective counselling and reconciliation exercises 
(Noriani, 2003, p. 367). 
The above examples indicate that patriarchy is enshrined in Syariah law, which affirms 
a new form of Malay–Muslim masculinity. This form of male marital supremacy is 
visible in the Syariah laws, which provide special privileges for Malay men, while 
being discriminatory and oppressive towards Malay women. In the following 
paragraphs, I will provide specific examples of pre-marriage, marriage and divorce 
scenarios with reference to the points above. 
First, in premarital courses supported by the state, male supremacy is based on a man’s 
entitlement over his wife. If his wife is disobedient (Nusyuz), he is taught the correct 
techniques to beat her. The technique involves beating with a ruler, which will be less 
harmful than rattan, wood or baton.16 Prior to this entitlement of the husband, a 
woman’s guardian or custodian is a male family member—namely, her father. For a 
Malay woman to marry, she must receive consent from her father or, in his absence, 
an uncle. The mother does not play a role in providing consent. This concept of consent 
makes it possible for child bride marriages to exist in Malaysia. With the consent of 
her father and the Syariah court, a child can be married at any age. There have been 
several cases where a female child as young as twelve years was married to a man in 
his forties (Lamb, 2018). While, in this case, the forty-one-year-old man was found 
guilty of polygamy, as he did not attain the consent of the court (he was entitled to 
polygamy with court consent), he was not charged for underage marriage. This reflects 
the state-sanctioned rights that a male family member is entitled to over a female 
member, regardless of her age. 
 
16 I have attended a premarital course and personally witnessed the correct beating technique. Attendees 
were advised to use either a plastic or wooden ruler vis-à-vis a metal ruler. 
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Second, despite being relatively regulated before the 1970s, the conditions for 
allowing polygamous marriage have been relaxed since the 1990s. A Malay man is 
legally entitled to four wives. Such male privilege is further enhanced with the 
amendments made to family law, as revealed in Point 2 above. A Malay man does not 
require the permission of the court or, in some states, even the first wife, to take on 
another wife. These amendments make polygamy easier for men and enable men to 
legally marry up to four wives. Often, a Malay man takes on a young wife who is half 
his age. As a result, the first wife or earlier wives are usually abandoned and the 
children are neglected through the process of polygamy (Anwar, 2001b; Othman, 
2006). 
Third, regarding divorce, a man can divorce his wife by stating talak—‘I divorce 
you’—with just three witnesses at any place and at any time, as stated in Point 1 above. 
In contrast, for a woman seeking a divorce, the burden is on the wife to pursue divorce 
through legal means, which takes years of tedious court cases—as stated in Point 4. 
These examples support the notion that a Malay woman is deemed inferior—a 
secondary being and second-class citizen under Syariah law. 
In summary, with restrictive rights, these examples of the amendments made to 
Syariah law indicate that the phenomenon of state-sanctioned Islam is oppressing 
Malay women’s rights in Malaysia. The increasing state religious power in Malaysia, 
which is supported by a strict legislative framework, constantly shapes contemporary 
gender dynamics, which are thoroughly patriarchal. Islamic laws give Malay women 
little space for rights and entitlements (Mohamad, 2004). Although there are many 
forms of liberal Islam in Malaysia, the growing strands of conservative Islam 
dominate. Nonetheless, this has contributed to emerging pockets of liberal Muslim 
intellectuals, groups and movements that resist Islamist hegemony, as I will discuss in 
the next section. 
2.4.3 Liberal Muslim Movements and Islamic Feminism 
This section discusses the emergence of liberal Muslim movements and Islamic 
feminism in Malaysia. As a result of Islamisation, liberal Muslim groups seek to 
express a liberal interpretation of Islam on issues such as family law, morality law and 
Syariah criminal law. The term ‘liberal’ has attracted a lot of negative attention in 
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Malaysia. In this research context, liberal Muslims are defined as individuals who 
interpret Islam from a Western liberal perspective guided by humanitarian values 
(Mohamad, 2008).  Liberal Muslims are not attached by ethnos religious 
understanding of religious laws. These Muslim intellectuals and movements view 
Islam as a tolerant, peaceful and inclusive religion, quite unlike the tyrannical and 
punitive version of Islam practised by the state. Therefore, liberal Muslims present a 
challenge to a state-sanctioned approach to Islam. These Muslim intellectuals and 
movements view Islam as a tolerant, peaceful and inclusive religion, quite unlike the 
tyrannical and punitive version of Islam practised by the state. Among the prominent 
liberal Muslim groups are G25 Malaysia and the Islamic Renaissance Front. While 
these progressive Muslim groups are few, G25 is taking the lead and its aim is to push 
for a liberal view and understanding of Islam. The group also calls for the Federal 
Constitution to take precedence over Syariah law to protect the multicultural character 
of the nation (‘G25 Gets Bigger with 11 More Prominent Malays’, 2015). More 
crucially, the group challenges the state view of liberal Islamism as deviant (‘“Liberal” 
Not a Dirty Word, G25 Tells Critics’, 2017).  
The significance of this counter-discourse to state-sanctioned Islam can be seen in a 
case involving G25’s female leader, Datuk Noor Farida Ariffin—a sixty-three-year-
old former ambassador, judge and lawyer. In 2015, Noor Farida called for a review of 
the Syariah law on khalwat. She stated that khalwat is a personal sin and should be 
between the person and God, and not between the state and individual (‘G25: Khalwat 
a “Personal Sin”, Not a Crime’, 2015). She argued that Islamic laws should not intrude 
into the personal space of Malaysians. Noor Farida’s stance generated a strong 
backlash from all levels of the Muslim citizenry—from religious state officials and 
right-wing religious groups to ordinary citizens. First, state religious officials, such as 
the Perak Mufti Tan Sri Harussani, lashed out with statements claiming that G25 had 
weak religious knowledge. Other right-wing religious groups called for G25 Malaysia 
to be classified as deviant. Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the rise in online abuse 
towards non-conforming Muslim women outlined above, netizens threatened her with 
death and rape. These threats attracted wide media coverage and Noor Farida reported 
them to the police; however, the police were unsupportive. In fact, reports were made 
against her to the police because of her calls to review khalwat. The police then took 
action—not against the online abusers, but against Noor Farida, who is currently being 
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investigated under the Sedition Act 4 (1). This case reflects the state taking action—
justified through its adherence to Islamisation—and the views of the citizenry, who 
ring-fence moderate and liberal Malay Muslims within this invisible religious Bastille. 
However, this oppressive environment led to the generation of another movement—
namely, Islamic feminism. 
As discussed earlier, Malay women face discriminatory state practices, oppressive 
laws and a discriminatory sociocultural context, which have led to Islamic feminist 
movements in Malaysia. Among the prominent Islamic women’s movements are 
Sisters in Islam (SIS), Musawah and Wibawa women. While these progressive Muslim 
women’s movements are rare in Malaysia, SIS have made a significant contribution as 
the critical voice of Islam. Thus, I selected SIS as my second case study. SIS are an 
Islamic feminist organisation challenging religious authoritarianism and bureaucracy 
by challenging state-sanctioned Islamic hegemony. It was founded in 1988 but was 
registered as a non-governmental organisation in 1993. SIS comprises professional 
middle-class intellectual Muslim women (Basarudin, 2016). The move to establish this 
group followed the injustice suffered by Malay women because of Syariah laws (Ng 
et al., 2006). The group promotes an egalitarian approach to Muslim women’s rights 
under the Syariah laws (Frisk, 2009). SIS strongly believe that there should be gender 
equality regarding family laws on polygamy and divorce (Foley, 2004). They argue 
that inequality is not a result of religion per se, but is instead tainted by patriarchal 
cultural values, which have resulted in a hierarchical relationship between men and 
women. 
Thus, SIS represent a liberal approach towards Islam, aiming to reform religious 
interpretations. With the remaking of their faith, SIS believe that there are two main 
approaches to the interpretation of the Quran. First is the traditional approach of 
textualists, also known as tafsir, which is a literal translation of the Quran. The second 
approach is reasoning—also known as ijtihad (independent reasoning)—to which SIS 
subscribe (Chee, 2007). Importantly, ijtihad allows Muslim citizens to voice opinions 
about their faith, while diverging from Islamist religious authority (Basarudin, 2016). 
Through this approach, these Islamic feminists believe that the Quran prescribes 
gender equality and human rights, and they call for changes to Malaysia’s cultural and 
legal codes. They view the current Syariah laws, from their ijtihad perspective, as 
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discriminatory and contrary to the teaching of the Quran. Marching ahead to challenge 
religious structure and bureaucracy, this quest towards reinterpreting Islam is 
important to reconceptualise Malay women’s status, role and position in Malaysia.  
The state response to the advocacy work undertaken by SIS was initially supportive, 
during the administrations of Prime Ministers Mahathir and Badawi (Mohamad, 
2004). In 2003, SIS launched a campaign against polygamy. This monogamy 
campaign encouraged Malay men to take only one wife and proposed amendments to 
the marriage laws to make it more difficult for men to have multiple wives. During 
this period, the state was supportive. This was visible through the assistance of Endon 
Mahmood, the late wife of former Prime Minister Abdullah Ahmad Badawi, who 
officiated the public campaign. However, as expected, SIS faced challenges and 
rejection from communitarian Islamist dakwah women, such as Hal Ehwal Wanita 
(HELWA) and Jamaah Islah Malaysia who refused to cooperate (Mohamad, 2004; 
Ng et al., 2006). With the rise of an ultra-conservative society during the regime of 
former Prime Minister Najib Tun Razak, the challenges for SIS became even harder, 
as there was a lack of state support.  
The practices of fundamentalist and conservative Islam by the state aimed to silence 
liberal practices promoting women’s rights (Anwar, 2004). With strengthened Islamist 
religious bureaucracy, fatwas were imposed against SIS. On 31 July 2014, the 
Selangor Islamic Religious Council in Malaysia (Majlis Agama Islam Selangor—
MAIS)—a state-sanctioned religious authority—issued a fatwa declaring SIS as 
deviating from the teachings of Islam because of their profession of religious 
liberalism and pluralism. The gazetted fatwa included restrictions on SIS’s social 
media activity, as well as monitoring by the Malaysian Communication and 
Multimedia Commission. SIS promotional materials deemed liberal or pluralistic were 
also confiscated (Bedi, 2014). Despite the seriousness of the fatwa, SIS was not 
notified. SIS members only learnt about the fatwa 2.5 months later, on 
20 October 2014, while searching through the ‘e-fatwa’ portal managed by the JAKIM 
(J. Khoo, 2014). 
Three months after this, on 31 October 2014, the Malaysian media began to buzz with 
coverage of SIS’s challenge to the fatwa. SIS filed for a judicial review of the fatwa in 
the Malaysian High Court, making MAIS and Selangor state the respondents to their 
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application (‘SIS Files Judicial Review on Fatwa’, 2014). The judicial review 
challenged the fatwa on the following grounds: 
• violates fundamental human rights to freedom of expression, association and 
religion, as guaranteed by the Federal Constitution 
• trespasses federal powers, as only parliament has the legislative authority to 
make laws restricting fundamental liberties (‘SIS Challenges Fatwa on 
Liberalism and Pluralism’, 2014). 
Today, SIS struggles to exist while battling Islamic patriarchy and an authoritarian 
government that is unwilling to accommodate any other interpretation of Islam. 
Authoritarian Islam is a manifestation of the assertion of patriarchy in Malaysian 
society. More crucially, the judicial review of the fatwa is a landmark case of the 
challenge between several forces in Malaysian society: civil society versus the state, 
feminism versus the patriarchy and religious authority versus religious movement. 
This case embodies the essence and struggle of SIS. More importantly, this case study 
reflects the social-cultural framework underpinning the struggle between the state, 
religion and women in Malaysia. 
In summary, the practices of fundamentalist and conservative Islam by the state have 
deepened the struggles and challenges for moderate and liberal Muslims and Malay 
women in Malaysia. The movements by the Islamic feminists create additional 
challenges because of the changes brought to the Malaysian landscape through 
Islamisation. 
2.5 Contextualising the Malaysian Media Landscape 
This section offers an overview of the development of control of the former ruling 
coalition, BN, over the mainstream media in Malaysia through legislation and 
ownership. I then examine how the media has become a site of contestation because 
of factional composition with the BN party. 
The mainstream Malaysian media operates in a restrictive and regulated environment. 
The term ‘mainstream media’ encompasses any form of traditional media, such as 
newspaper, radio and television. Scholars argue that the Malaysian government 
controls the mainstream media through two main mechanisms: regulations and 
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ownership structures (Abbott & Givens, 2015; G. K. Brown, 2005; George, 2005; Sani, 
2005). Scholars and activists have also argued that these legislations are oppressive, 
given that the media is regulated by a total of thirty-five laws. Among the notable 
restrictive laws are the following: 
• Printing Presses and Publication Act (PPPA) 1984 
• Official Secrets Acts (OSA) 1972 
• Internal Security Act (ISA) 1960  
• Sedition Act 1948 (Tan & Ibrahim, 2008). 
These legislative Acts are an important tool for controlling the daily operations of the 
mainstream media industry. For example, the Printing Press and Publication Act 
(PPPA) 1984 (Act 301) requires newspaper publishers to obtain a yearly permit from 
the Ministry of Home Affairs, while the Sedition Act 1948 is intended to control 
Malaysian citizens, including the press, from criticising the government. Further, the 
Sedition Act 1948 prohibits public comment on issues that are classified as sensitive, 
such as racial and religious matters (Sedition Act 1948, s 4[1]). Thus, the media treads 
on delicate ground when reporting on issues pertaining to race or religion because 
these issues are classified by the government as possible ‘fuel’ to spark tension in 
Malaysia (Sofian & Hussein, 2013). However, the government uses these legislations 
as instruments to punish uncooperative media outlets, journalists and other individuals 
and opposition parties who challenge the ruling government.  
Perhaps one of the most powerful mechanisms for controlling media content is the 
self-censorship practised by the media outlets. For example, in a climate of fear, the 
newspaper industry will not publish negative news about the BN government in order 
to avoid harsh penalties. Without hesitation, the BN government takes action by using 
the above-stated legislation to punish uncooperative media outlets. For example, in 
1987, three newspapers—the English-language daily newspaper, The Star; Chinese-
language daily newspaper, Sin Chew Jit Poh; and Malay-language newspaper, 
Watan—were suspended under the Printing Press and Publication Act (PPPA) 1984 
because of critical content about the ruling government. When the three newspapers 
were allowed to resume operations in 1988, strict conditions were stipulated by the 
Ministry of Home Affairs—namely, to replace key editorial positions with editors who 
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were pro-government (Sani, 2005). This reflects the restrictive political environment 
in which the media operates in Malaysia.  
The strict legislations, enforcement and interference in media operations shape a 
certain type of Malaysian journalism. M. K. Anuar (2005) termed this model 
‘development journalism’, which focuses primarily on positive stories to benefit the 
political elite (p. 184). M. K. Anuar argued that this model views the role of the media 
as a tool to transmit government programmes and policies for the purpose of nation-
building, given that Malaysia is a young nation. As such, the government justifies the 
role of newspapers as a means to circulate nationalistic ideas. These practices 
contribute to political gains for the BN government, rather than encouraging critical 
engagement by the media on social or political issues. This type of journalism can only 
be made possible with the government’s direct involvement in media ownership.  
Another powerful mechanism to maintain tight control of the media industry is through 
political patronage. Prior to the fourth prime minister, Mahathir Mohammad, the 
mainstream media were independent of government control. Nain (2000) stated that, 
in 1971, the government introduced the New Economic Policy to improve the national 
economy, which included the corporate takeover of media organisations. As a result, 
this led to the gradual alignment of media ownership with the BN government either 
directly or indirectly through state ownership or political patronage. A visible marker 
of the corporate takeover is that the main partners of the BN coalition—UMNO, MCA 
and MIC—now have major stakes in news organisations. Table 2.1 presents a 
summary of newspaper ownership in Malaysia. 
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Table 2.1: Newspaper Ownership in Malaysia 
Media Conglomerate/Political 
Parties 
News Organisation Newspaper 
Media Prima  New Straits Times Group  The New Straits Times 
Berita Harian  
Harian Metro  
Dato’ Siew Ka Wei Redberry Media Group Malay Mail  
MCA Huaren Holdings The Star  
Nanyang Siang Pau  
China Press  
MIC Maika Holdings Berhad Malaysia Nanban 
Vincent Tan17 The Sun Media Corporation Sdh 
Bhd 
The Sun  
Media Chinese International 
Limited18 
Sin Chew Media Corporation 
Berhad 
Sin Chew Daily  
Source: M. K. Anuar (2005). 
As indicated in Table 2.1, the Malay right-wing political party has an alliance with 
Media Prima, while MCA (an ethnic Chinese political party) owns Huaren Holdings, 
which has direct control of The Star—the leading English-language newspaper—and 
another major Chinese-language newspaper, China Press. Meanwhile, MIC (an ethnic 
Indian political party) owns the Tamil-language newspaper, Malaysia Nanban (Nain, 
2000; Weiss, 2012).  
As evident in Table 2.1 above, the BN government has direct influence over the 
majority of news outlets. As a result of these ownership structures and strict legislation, 
the mainstream media is seen as a government ‘mouthpiece’. Chin’s (2003) work 
discusses this topic, arguing that the mainstream newspapers, owned by the Media 
Prima conglomerate, tend to be pro-government and suffer from a lack of credibility 
and trust among the Malaysian public because of their close alliance with political 
parties and thus their production of pro-government content. 
This regulated freedom of the Malaysian press is visible through international 
rankings. In 2018, Malaysia was ranked 145 out of 180 countries in the yearly 
international rankings of press freedom (Reporters without Borders, 2018). Malaysia’s 
 
17 Individuals such as Vincent Tan have some links to the BN ruling coalition. 
18 Corporations such as Media Chinese International Limited have some links to the BN ruling coalition. 
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position is lower than its neighbouring countries, such as Indonesia (rank 124) and 
Cambodia (rank 142), which suggests that the state of news reporting in Malaysia is 
controlled and repressive.  
Thus far, this section has discussed the ways in which the BN regime controls the 
mainstream media in Malaysia. However, the BN coalition is not completely united, 
given the different political aims of the BN coalition—UMNO, MCA and MIC. For 
example, the Malay community is occupied with ‘ketuanan Melayu’19 and now 
‘ketuanan Islam’,20 and the Chinese and Indian community strive for equal rights, as 
they do not want to be discriminated against based on race or religion. As a result, the 
mainstream news media, given their ownership structures (owned by the BN 
coalition), are not unified. Interestingly, G. K. Brown (2005, p. 40) argued that the 
mainstream media has become a site of contestation because of these respective 
interests of the ethnically- and race-based political parties. This argument suggests that 
the sites of contestation exist because of the different interests and concerns of the 
respective ethnic communities. In addition, G. K. Brown (2005) suggested that 
‘differing interests and political rivalry’ among the BN component partners, and at 
times within the parties, contribute to a ‘highly factional’ regime (p. 50). As a result, 
the mainstream media owned mainly by the BN party has become a site of contesting 
ideologies, especially in regard to issues such as race and religion. This topic is 
pertinent to the focus of this thesis. 
The racial orientation of newspapers is visible in the news coverage. For example, 
reporting from the Utusan Malaysia newspaper (which ceased operations in 2019) 
championed the rights of the Malay community, while reporting from The Star 
newspaper focuses on concerns from the Chinese community. One study by Shaari et 
al. (2006), which focused on news stories about Moothy (Moothy’s Indian family 
lodged a case against the Islamic council) and Nyonya Tahir (a Malay woman who 
became a Buddhist), found that differences in the amount of news coverage were based 
on the religious and ethnic inclinations of the newspaper. This study found that the 
Malaysia Nanban Tamil newspaper gave more coverage to the case of Moothy—an 
Indian and Hindu who converted to Islam without his family’s knowledge. However, 
 
19 Ketuanan melayu means Malay supremacy. 
20 Ketuanan Islam means Muslim supremacy. 
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when Moothy died, the issue of his burial became a problem, as his family wished to 
bury him in a Hindu cemetery, while the Islamic council pushed for a Muslim burial. 
Meanwhile, Sin Chew Daily provided more coverage on the issue of Nonya Tahir, a 
woman who had converted to Buddhism from Islam. Given that the Chinese 
community in Malaysia is mainly Buddhist, the news of conversion to Buddhism 
would greatly interest the Chinese community. Evidently, the vernacular newspapers’ 
news coverage in Malaysia is influenced by the interests of their respective 
communities. 
The faith of news organisations and journalists influences news coverage, where 
religion plays a vital role. In her investigation of Islam and journalism, Steele (2011) 
found that news reporting by Malay Muslim journalists was influenced by their faith, 
and that Muslim journalists embraced their job as a form of worship. She concluded 
that news reporting by Malay Muslim journalists functions through an Islamic idiom. 
Similarly, on a news organisation level, Yang and Ishak (2011) conducted a study on 
the controversial case of Lina Joy, a Muslim woman who converted to Christianity. 
They found that vernacular newspapers, such as Utusan Malaysia, provided very little 
coverage on the conversion issue, as the renouncing of Islam is considered a taboo 
among the Malay community. Another study by Sannusi and Seman (2018), on the 
G25 liberal Muslim group who opposed the morality khalwat laws, found that 
reporting by Utusan Online and Sinar Harian also upheld Islam. Both of these 
newspapers presented a negative coverage of the G25 liberal Muslim group for 
opposing state Islam-enforced morality laws. However, in the same study, Sannusi and 
Seman (2018) found that reporting by Malaysiakini allowed a variety of perspectives 
on the issue. These studies demonstrate that religious values and teachings play an 
important role in news coverage in Malaysia, based on the ownership and religious 
inclinations of the news organisation. 
In summary, there are strong limitations on critical news reporting because of the 
legislation and ownership of the news media industry in Malaysia. Nonetheless, the 
conflicting interests among the BN components suggest that the mainstream media 
does provide a platform for contestation in news narratives on race and religion, which 
is relevant to this thesis. 
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2.5.1 Emergence of the Internet, Online News Portals and Alternative News Media 
in Malaysia 
In this section, I will discuss the introduction of the internet in Malaysia, which I argue 
has opened up a space for democratic discourse by igniting and encouraging alternative 
narratives to grow and flourish in the public sphere. The arrival of the internet and 
political movements such as Reformasi21 led to changes in the online media landscape 
in Malaysia, with the birth of alternative media. Thus, the online news media in 
Malaysia has become another platform in the contested media space. 
In the mid-1990s, the government aimed to position Malaysia at the forefront of digital 
economic transformations in Southeast Asia. In 1996, Prime Minister Mahathir 
launched the Multimedia Super Corridor (MSC) for economic and technological 
growth to replicate Silicon Valley (G. K. Brown, 2005). The aim of the MSC was to 
create a knowledge-based economy through digital and online technology. According 
to Gong (2011), the BN government introduced the internet to encourage foreign 
investment in the digital economy. For a developing country such as Malaysia, this 
strategy was an important part of broader development plans to reach industrialised 
nation status by 2020. However, the internet unveiled other potential beyond these 
economic means. 
The internet provided a pathway to communications technologies, which included an 
alternative platform for freedom of speech and expression. The launch of the MSC 
included the Bill of Guarantees, which assured no censorship of the internet. This 
milestone development fell under the Communications and Multimedia Act 1998 (Act 
588), section 3(3), which states that ‘Nothing in this Act shall be construed as 
permitting the censorship of the Internet’ (Communications and Multimedia Act 1998, 
Act 588, s 3). This contrasts the legislation controlling the mainstream news media, 
such as Printing Presses and Publication Act 1984, which does not apply to the 
internet. In part, the significance of this Act benefits civil society, as it opens up an 
alternative public sphere (Sani et al., 2016), so that political discourse can promote 
democratic practices. The Malaysian government underestimated the power of the 
 
21 Reformasi means ‘reform movement,’ initiated by former Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim for 
a change in government.  
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internet. In the Malaysian context, the internet provides a pathway to mobilise the 
voices of civil society and opposition parties, which were otherwise marginalised, 
silenced and prosecuted by the BN ruling coalition (Nain, 2002). As a result, the 
internet has become an alternative public sphere. 
The internet created a pathway for media reform because of movements from 
opposition political parties. In particular, in 1998, former Deputy Prime Minister 
Anwar Ibrahim was dismissed because he was accused of corruption and sodomy. The 
arrest of Anwar Ibrahim gave rise to the Reformasi (reform) movement, as his 
dismissal was viewed as an injustice. Supporters of Anwar turned to the internet to 
voice dissatisfaction and political grievances to the public. Anwar’s story became one 
of the first stories to be openly debated online. The Reformasi movement, along with 
other political and social issues, sparked a political consciousness among Malaysians 
to speak out against an authoritative and unjust government. This political 
consciousness movement catalysed an alternative media environment. As George 
(2003) asserted, the internet opens a pathway for an alternative media environment 
because it is not dictated by commercial factors, hegemonic influence or government 
laws. As a result, the mid-1990s saw the rise of online news sites. However, the first 
online news media portals became a means for existing mainstream newspapers, such 
as The Star, to promote their publications online for commercial purposes. In the 
following subsections, I will begin with a brief description of the mainstream online 
news portals, followed by the new alternative news media portals that were selected 
for the purpose of this research. 
2.5.2 Mainstream Online News Portals 
2.5.2.1 The Star Online 
The Star Online was the first Malaysian online news portal launched in 1995. The Star 
Online is regarded an extension of The Star newspaper—a leading English newspaper 
in Malaysia, founded in 1971. Its ownership is under the management of Huaren 
Holdings—the investment company of the MCA, which is part of the BN party. As a 
result, The Star Online is regarded a pro-government news portal. With its alliance to 
the Chinese political party MCA, its news reporting largely mirrors the concerns of 
the Chinese community in Malaysia. 
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2.5.2.2 Sinar Harian Online 
Sinar Harian Online was launched in 2011. The print version, the Sinar Harian 
newspaper, was established on 31 March 2006 in Kelantan and Terengganu—the 
eastern states of Malaysia. The newspaper edition is popular among urban and rural 
Malays, while the digital version is one of the most popular news portals in Malaysia 
(Sani, 2014). The Sinar Harian newspaper and its online news portal are managed by 
Kumpulan Karangkraf, which is owned by entrepreneur Hussamuddin Yaacub. In 
2000, the tabloid was banned temporarily because it was seen as providing imbalanced 
reporting and its staff were seen as opposition sympathisers (Agence France-Presse, 
2000). While Sinar Harian Online aims to establish itself as providing balanced 
reporting for political news, compared with the other Malay-language news portals, in 
the context of Islam, it is still conservative (Tapsell, 2013).  
2.5.2.3 Utusan Online 
Utusan Online was established in 1997. The print version, Utusan Malaysia newspaper 
(the Malaysia Courier), was founded in 1939 as a vehicle for Malays to express their 
dissatisfaction towards British colonial rule. Utusan Malaysia was one of the country’s 
leading Malay-language newspapers in circulation and readership. However, in 2004, 
its position declined, as its reporting was seen as inciting racial criticism against non-
Malays (Abbott, 2011). Utusan Online and Utusan Malaysia are directly under the 
ownership of UMNO and are seen as pro-government media (Abbott, 2011). With an 
alliance to UMNO, their news reporting represents the concerns of the Malay 
community in Malaysia. However, this publication ceased operation in 2019, while the 
data for this study were collected from 2014 to 2018. Nonetheless, there are plans for 
the publication to resume in the near future. 
2.5.2.4 The New Straits Times Online 
The New Straits Times Online was launched in 2011. This online news portal is an 
extension of the popular The New Straits Times newspaper, which is one of the leading 
English newspapers in Malaysia. Both print and online versions of The New Straits 
Times are owned by media conglomerate Media Prima—the investment arm of the 
UMNO. The implication of this is that The New Straits Times has been accused of 
providing biased and pro-government news reporting (Nain, 1999). 
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2.5.2.5 Berita Harian Online 
Berita Harian Online was launched in 2010 as an extension of the Berita Harian 
newspaper, one of the leading Malay-language newspapers. Similarly to The New 
Straits Times Online, the Berita Harian Online is owned by the Media Prima, a media 
conglomerate linked to UMNO. The ownership structure sets out the news portal to be 
a pro-government portal.  
Although The Star Online, Sinar Harian Online, Utusan Online, The New Straits 
Times Online and Berita Harian Online are extensions of newspaper publications, I 
chose to study these news portals because they are among the top thirty most popular 
online news portals in Malaysia, according to the ComScore Media matrix (ComScore 
Media Matrix, 2015). 
2.5.2.6 Overview 
 Given that these online news portals are politically aligned with the BN coalition, 
Malaysians seek more credible news sources. This established the need for an 
alternative media that is critical of the ruling government or takes a neutral stand on 
issues. The birth of alternative media in Malaysia was driven by opposition politics for 
an alternative voice to be heard (Wok & Mohamed, 2017). Malaysia’s alternative 
media operates independently from and often in resistance to the country’s mainstream 
news media and the ruling BN. As discussed above, the internet has made this possible. 
I will now provide a brief introduction to Malaysia’s popular alternative and 
independent news portals, which were selected for this study based on rankings by the 
top thirty websites accessed by desktop computers (see Table 2.2),  as well as the top 
thirty news information websites (see Table 2.3) 
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Table 2.2: Top Thirty Websites Accessed by Desktop Computers, January 2015 
Rank Entity Unique 
Visitors 
(000) 
Rank Entity Unique 
Visitors 
(000) 
1 maybank2u.com.my 3,136 16 theraktaypost.com 729 
2 mudah.my 2,119 17 utusan.com.my 636 
3 cimbclicks.com.my 1,618 18 astro.com.my 633 
4 airasia.com 1,475 19 lelong.com.my 624 
5 malaysiakini.com 1,246 20 maxis.com.my 592 
6 thestar.com.my 1,156 21 astrogempak.com.my 567 
7 malaysiaairlines.com 1,127 22 pos.com.my 545 
8 lowyat.net 1,042 23 thevocket.com 544 
9 cari.com.my 1,036 24 melvister.com 539 
10 hmetro.com.my 996 25 themalaymailonline.com 535 
11 pbebank.com 953 26 paultan.org 527 
12 themalaysianinsider.com.my 951 27 rhb.com.my 521 
13 bharian.com.my 839 28 digi.com.my 520 
14 jobstreet.com 821 29 astroawani.com.my 511 
15 sinarharian.com.my 773 30 karangkraf.com 503 
Source: (ComScore Media Matrix, 2015) 
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Table 2.3: Top Thirty News Information Websites, 2016 
Rank Entity Unique 
Visitors 
(000) 
Rank Entity Unique 
Visitors 
(000) 
1 Rev Asia 1,115 16 Utusan Online 375 
2 Malaysiakini 975 17 HPMG News 356 
3 The Star Online 839 18 MSN News 348 
4 Yahoo-ABC News Network 700 19 Malay Mail Online 333 
5 About 684 20 Oriental Daily Online 304 
6 The Malaysian Insider 600 21 Hearts Newspaper  301 
7 HarianMetro.com 550 22 Melvister.com  292 
8 BBC 519 23 The Rakyat Post 292 
9 MCIL Multimedia 500 24 The Guardian 291 
10 Malay Mail Online 479 25 USA Today  262 
11 Berita Harian Online 470 
 
  
12 Sinar Harian Online 431 
 
  
13 Astro Awani Online 424 
 
  
14 Free Malaysia Today 408 
 
  
15 CNN networks 388 
 
  
Source: (ComScore Media Matrix, 2015) 
2.5.3 Alternative Online News Portals 
2.5.3.1 Malaysiakini 
The first alternative online news portal was Malaysiakini, established on 
20 November 1999 by former journalists, Steven Gan and Premesh Chandra (Samani 
et al., 2015). As the pioneer alternative media, Malaysiakini filled the void for a 
credible news source and an alternative voice, particularly during the Reformasi 
movement, when the mainstream media coverage was perceived as unbalanced (Pang, 
2006). Given this, Lumsden (2013) argued that Malaysiakini became a counter-
hegemonic media institution. This argument suggests that Malaysiakini’s reporting 
challenged the ruling coalition, which created a democratic space for public discourse. 
Malaysiakini is now regarded one of the most influential and popular alternative online 
news portals in Malaysia. The establishment of other alternative news portals followed 
suit. 
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2.5.3.2 Free Malaysia Today 
Free Malaysia Today began as a blog that was politically linked to opposition party, 
Pakatan Harapan (Abbott & Givens, 2015). In 2010, it was launched as an 
independent bilingual news portal publishing in English and Malay. Free Malaysia 
Today prides itself as an independent news website, providing neutral news coverage 
on the government and opposition parties. It is one of the smallest online news portals 
in Malaysia (Lumsden, 2013). 
2.5.3.3 The Rakyat Post 
The Rakyat Post was established in 2013 and is owned by Wespacom Sdn Bhd. It is 
one of the newest online English news portals in Malaysia. It claims to provide 
independent news that is not influenced by any political parties. 
2.5.3.4 Astro Awani Online 
Astro Awani Online is part of Astro, All Asia Networks—a private broadcasting 
company. It is privately owned by Ananda Krishnan—a well-known Malaysian 
entrepreneur—and is under the management of Measat Broadcast Network Systems. 
While Astro Awani Online claims to be a provider of independent news, Anandha 
Krishan is known to have strong political connections with Prime Minister Mahathir 
Mohamad (M. K. Anuar, 2005). 
2.5.3.5 Malay Mail Online 
Malay Mail Online was launched in 2013. Historically, the print edition, the Malay 
Mail newspaper, was a leading tabloid newspaper, owned by The New Straits Times 
Press under the Media Prima conglomerate. However, because of its declining 
readership, Malay Mail was sold to an independent media owner, Redberry Media. 
Today, Malay Mail Online claims to be a news portal providing independent news (M. 
K. Anuar, 2005). 
2.5.4 Summary 
In summary, in the years following the introduction of the internet in Malaysia, the 
importance of alternative online news sources gained prominence. Malaysians are 
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increasingly turning to online media for news for two main reasons. First, Omar et al. 
(2018) argued that the popularity of online news portals is a result of convenience and 
interactivity. As a result, there has been a decline in the readership of print media, as 
the internet becomes the primary source of news (Chin, 2003). According to Keat 
(2014), there was a sharp decrease of 7.1 per cent in readership by 2013. Given this 
decline, about one-third of internet activity in Malaysia now consists of visits to online 
news sites (Liow & Pasuni, 2010). Second, the alternative news portals have led to 
reforms in news reporting in Malaysia, as Malaysians seek credible news sources 
(Steele, 2009). Thus, my research focuses on online new portals because of their 
popularity and on alternative news portals because of their credibility, as they have 
become important news sources. 
2.6 Internet under the Administration of Najib Tun Razak 
It is important to provide a brief background on the online media landscape during the 
administration of former Prime Minister Najib Tun Razak from 2014 to 2018, as this 
research was conducted during this period. Despite initial claims about the freedom of 
the internet, the government implemented controls through other forms of government 
legislation. In 2012, amendments were made to the Evidence Act 1950 to penalise 
online users for seditious content (Wok & Mohamed, 2017). In addition, this Act holds 
online users and online portals responsible for any content seen as seditious, which 
includes criticisms of the government. In 2015, former Prime Minister Najib Tun 
Razak enforced laws such as the Official Secrets Act and the Sedition Act for online 
content, enabling authorities to block information posted online. The state also adopted 
other laws, such as the Defamation Act and the Evidence Act, to silence online opinion 
and speech. This legislation suggests that the internet is not completely free but is 
subjected to controls by the BN government. Therefore, the amendments made to the 
earlier stated Acts proves that the internet has censorship, as federal and state laws 
have been used to enforce the removal of online content. 
Further, the internet falls under the purview of the MCMC, which is overseen by the 
Minister of Information, Communications and Culture. The MCMC monitors online 
media content, including news portals, and has the authority to block or remove online 
content (Wok & Mohamed, 2017). This monitoring method has affected the news 
reporting of alternative news portals and the coverage of certain issues (Sani et al., 
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2016). Such processes suggest that there is a prism of government control over online 
media news portals. However, while online news portals do face some legal 
restrictions, they still operate more independently from political parties. In a study 
conducted by Willnat et al. (2013), online news media were still found to be trusted 
new sources, as compared with the mainstream media in Malaysia. Their research 
suggested that online news is seen as providing independent and unbiased news, free 
from government control. This notion itself supports the credibility of online news 
portals. 
In conclusion, by undertaking a comparative study of online news reporting between 
the alternative and online news portals, I am able to analyse the difference in news 
reporting on controversial issues pertaining to Malay women who oppose state-
sanctioned Islam. As discussed earlier, reporting on Islam in a Muslim-majority 
country, such as Malaysia, is a challenging task that occurs in an environment where 
Islam is politicised and religion is classified as ‘sensitive’ by the ruling coalition. By 
considering issues such as ownership, internet regulations, race, and the religious and 
political motives of online and alternative news portals, I sought to explore the 
challenges, resistance and struggles contested in news narratives. This study will 
provide insights into how online news narratives draw on mythical frameworks in the 
representation of women and Islam in Malaysia. 
2.7 Conclusion 
This chapter has outlined Islamisation in Malaysia—a movement that has caused 
dramatic changes in the nation’s political, cultural and social landscape. As a source 
of political legitimacy, political Islam arises when Islamisation both dominates and 
alters the landscape of the country. It has also been a source of contention in the intra-
Malay–Muslim clashes. As a result of the dominance of religious and racial politics, 
and the conflation between Malay and Muslim identities, Islam has become heavily 
politicised in Malaysia. This crisis of religious and political legitimacy has established 
an Islamic Malaysia. 
Thus, Malaysia is clearly an ‘Islamic state’ with the establishment of Islamic 
institutions, changes to Syariah law and authority given to religious bodies. However, 
it is not the religion per se, but the state-sanctioned form of Islam—influenced by pan-
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Arabism—that has marginalised both non-Muslims and Malay Muslims who believe 
in a more enlightened tradition that encourages pluralism and liberalism. With changes 
to the Constitution, the ascent of Islamic laws and the empowerment given to religious 
bureaucracy, Malays’ freedom of expression, thought and choice have been curtailed, 
and state-sanctioned Islam dictates what is right and wrong, collapsing the criminal 
with the sinful. The rights of moderate and liberal Malays, and Malay women in 
particular, are now pushed to the fringe of society. There is very little room for 
moderate and liberal Muslims, particularly Malay women, to undertake their practices 
and understanding of Islam. 
It is against this backdrop—where moderation, pluralism and liberalism are seen as 
‘deviant’ and a threat—that this study is conducted. The two case studies examined 
here—on the Malaysian gymnast, Farah Ann Hadi, and the fatwa against SIS—
represent the narrow religio-political discourse that exists in Malaysia. Despite the 
tight control by the ruling coalition, UMNO, of its Muslim citizenry, Islamisation has 
also constituted a space for contestation. It is within this space of contestation that I 
aim to analyse the role of the new online narratives in representing these issues. 
Unpacking the perception of Islam between the selected online news portals provides 
a deeper understanding of the context of Islamisation in Malaysia. The next chapter 
turns to this study’s theoretical framework on news and mythical archetypes. 
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Chapter 3: The Origins of Myth and Mythological Role of 
Journalism 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides the theoretical framework for this thesis (refer to Figure 3.1 
below). As per the framework, my objective is to examine the definition of myth, and 
mythic aspects of news, and to examine the structure and content of individual reports, 
thus comparing news and myth in particular gender archetypes. I will explore the role 
of myth in Malaysian online news narratives. This chapter also aims to compare 
cultural and ideological approaches to ‘myth’, which is understood here as agreed-
upon cultural ‘truths’ (Eliade, 1998), and archetypes—another key concept in the 
thesis—which are understood as models or frameworks taken from shared human 
experiences (Lule, 2002, p. 15). My proposition is that the news media reproduce 
cultural understandings through myth in news reporting. I follow Lule’s (2001) 
argument, which frames news media reporters as contemporary mythical storytellers. 
Thus, my aim is to provide insights into the critical role of news reports in the creation, 
confirmation, control or restriction of cultural beliefs from Christian and Islamic myth. 
This chapter will also discuss the definition of myth from a cultural and ideological 
perspective, whereby a news report is viewed as a symbolic form of culture, with 
reference to the work of Eliade (1958, 1959, 1998), McLuhan (1959), Lévi-Strauss 
(1967) and Barthes (1957, 1999). I then examine gender archetypes, specifically within 
the Muslim world and Malay myth. This examination involves reflecting on the Quran 
in particular, and how it constructs women as exemplars of Muslim life. I view these 
exemplars as archetypes. Therefore, this study will contribute to examination of myth 
from a non-Western perspective, focusing on myth and gender archetypes in news 














Figure 3.1: Research Theoretical Framework 
3.2 News as Myth: Social and Cultural Approach 
This section explores the concept of news reporters as modern-day storytellers and 
introduces a cultural definition of news and myth. The theory of news and myth to 
which I adopt in study this draws upon different disciplines, including anthropology, 
media studies and psychoanalysis. A later part of this chapter is dedicated to 
developing a definition of myth based on psychoanalysis discipline and on the 
symbolic and ideological approach; however, it is important to begin with what is 
commonly meant by myth. 
The word ‘myth’ originated from the Ancient Greek word ‘mythos’, meaning ‘story’ 
or ‘true tale’ (Heehs, 1994, p. 3). In the Ancient Greek context, myths emerged through 
stories about gods, creatures and super beings. During this time, myth was crucial for 
making sense of the world, and was responsible for history and tradition. Thus, myth 
is understood as an age-old cultural practice of storytelling. Although myth is not 
limited to Ancient Greece, a definition of myth needs to be sensitive to the traditional 
Greek concept. Nevertheless, a more recent definition enables us to establish the 
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concept of myth within a community. Eliade (1998), a religious scholar, argued that 
myth ‘narrates a sacred story; it relates to an event that took place in primordial time, 
in the fabled time of the beginnings … Myth then is always an account of a “creation”’ 
(pp. 5–6). Although myth has been defined in myriad ways, this definition is a useful 
reference for my thesis, as myths function as anchor points for agreed-upon social 
‘truths’ about social life within a community. Therefore, for this thesis, myth is not 
considered a ‘false tale’. Rather, myth is seen as a sacred account of human life 
conveyed through oral traditions and written text, with structure and content that is 
similar to news narratives. 
The study of news and myth recognises that the role of the media is to pass on mythical 
stories through news reports. In his essay ‘Myth and Mass Media’, Marshall McLuhan 
(1959) claimed that the newspaper is a ‘Babel of myth’ (p. 347), and described news 
articles as resembling mythical stories. He suggested that ‘we can regard all media as 
myths and as the prolific source of many subordinate myths’ (p. 344). Similarly, Eliade 
(1998) suggested that ‘the mass media have become a repository of countless mythical 
motifs’ (p. 204). These influential works by both McLuhan and Eliade were some of 
the earliest to directly suggest that news reporters play the role of contemporary myth 
storytellers and that myth serves an important cultural function. 
Similar to folklore, news is a cultural narrative that delivers stories of interest (Bird, 
1996). More crucially, news functions as a cultural construct that promotes the 
dominant culture’s values (Åhäll, 2012; Bird & Dardenne, 1997; Nossek & Berkowitz, 
2006). When a society’s values are at risk—such as in instances of violence—
journalists depend on cultural narratives to maintain the dominant cultural order 
(Nossek & Berkowitz, 2006). For example, when a country is at war, the narrative of 
the warrior and the villain, as well as the hero, will be used. President George W. Bush 
justified the war against Iraq by presenting Saddam Hussein as the villain. The 
American media supported this notion and portrayed Saddam Hussein as an evil 
dictator. As a result, news coverage supported pro-military patriotism, celebrating 
weapons of war and highlighting the United States troops as heroes (Kellner, 2004). 
This idea that myth influences the cultural understanding of issues is important for this 
study, as it becomes pertinent in supporting hegemonic ideas about Malay women in 
Malaysia. As such, myth participates in the confirmation of culture.  
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Specifically, myth is a narration of culture that explains human life and living 
conditions. In the Myth of the State, Cassirer (1946) argued that myth is ‘a deep ardent 
desire of individuals to identify themselves with the life of the community and with 
the life of nature’ (p. 18). Thus, myth is essential in preserving the traditions, values 
and beliefs of a specific culture. It also functions as an explanation of the unknowable 
and the unfathomable ‘other’, and, according to Cassirer, satisfies the human thirst to 
search for the meaning of life. Meanwhile, Malinowski (1960) and Campbell (1960), 
who take a functionalist approach to culture , argued that myth is required because it 
provides order to, and justifies, the shared rights and wrongs of a society. Based on 
Malinowski and Campbell’s argument, myth teaches moral behaviour and acts as a 
mechanism for policing social life. In this thesis, I view myth as a social and cultural 
narrative that informs and supports the values, beliefs and traditions of a community. 
However, I see myth not just as fables or folktales, but as embedded in popular culture. 
I am interested in the broader implications of the social understanding of myth—how 
myth lends to the creation of boundaries and shaping the human condition. Thus, news 
and myth are seen as an essential part of social life.  
The study of news as myth is based on an understanding of journalistic newsroom 
practices. Typically, the mythical approach to news is the result of the tension that 
journalists face with tight editorial deadlines. In this pressured context, myths are a 
useful shorthand. In crafting a news story, journalists will source the best mythical 
stories to convey a story, posing questions such as: Who is the hero? Who is the villain? 
Myth, then, provides a framework for news stories so that they become believable and 
acceptable to their readers (Berkowitz, 2005; Bird & Dardenne, 2008). This framework 
of myth in the news genre is defined as a ‘symbolic system’ (Bird & Dardenne, 1997). 
Within the context of news, researchers define a symbolic system as using the same 
framework for news stories, even though the content changes daily (Bird & Dardenne, 
1997). Regardless of whether the news is classified as ‘hard’ (factual news) or ‘soft’ 
(human interest) news, journalists still depend on the symbolic system to construct 
news (Bird & Dardenne, 1997). My study examines news as symbolic form and as 
myth, participating in the process of creating meaning. For example, a news story of a 
fire disaster could be presented by journalists as featuring a heroic fire-fighter who 
helped save a helpless victim, thus imbuing the incident with a certain meaning. I will 
further elaborate on the symbolic definition of myth in Section 3.4 of this chapter. 
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The study of news and myth, however, does have some limitations. Studies on news 
and myth have argued that the media is unable to provide rational reporting on issues 
without adapting a pre-existing framework (myth). Some also argue myth is not at 
work in many news stories. For example, stories reporting on the weather may use the 
news convention of the inverted pyramid—namely, the ‘five Ws and one H’ (who, 
what, when, where, why and how) (Carey, 1974). Therefore, weather reports can be 
seen as ‘direct’ news reporting, since weather reporters do not adopt a mythical 
framework to convey their stories. This debunks the notion that all news stories convey 
symbolic or cultural messages. However, the study of news and myth acknowledges 
that the media are seen as taking part in an important cultural process. 
The discussion thus far on news and myth can be defined from social and cultural 
perspectives and draws upon anthropology and media studies, where myth is seen as a 
form of cultural expression. In this thesis, I am interested in exploring the cultural 
meanings conveyed through news coverage of Malay women in Malaysia pertaining 
to controversial issues of Islam. Considering the Islamisation of Malaysia—that is, the 
influence of Islam on the socioeconomic, political and judicial structures of the country 
(Abbott & Gregorios-Pippas, 2010) the dominant religious narratives derive from 
religious scholars such as the mufti, or religious institutions such as the JAKIM, as 
discussed in Chapter 2. Thus, perceptions of Malay women stem predominantly from 
a Muslim male perspective. One circulating myth, for instance, is that of ‘the 
temptress’, which holds that a woman’s revealing attire promotes rape. As a result, 
religious leaders and male Muslim politicians in Malaysia often blame women for 
rape. It is the woman who seduces a man, with her revealing attire, away from his 
salvation. Such mythical frameworks used in news media help standardise cultural 
understandings and can ultimately offer an interpretation of social issues, such as 
religious victimisation or religious prosecution, in the context of Islamisation. 
Therefore, my aim in studying news narratives as myth is to capture and unpack the 
beliefs, values and established assumptions found in online news portals about the 
social role of Malay women in the context of Islamisation. Myth promotes a particular 
form of understanding and experiencing the world that can dictate—in the context of 
this thesis—women’s participation in contemporary Malaysian society. Women’s 
roles and position in Malaysia are curbed by the perpetuation of such mythic forms. 
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For example, a woman’s role might be mythologised as the nurturing mother. This is 
evident in Malaysia because, regardless of the role of women in the public sphere, 
childcare responsibilities fall solely on the mother. This shows how myth plays a 
prominent role in society. The online news portal narratives studied in this thesis were 
chosen as a corpus that provides a cultural message about Malay women and Islam. I 
draw from Lule’s (2001) book, Daily News, Eternal Stories, to unpack how news 
stories reproduce mythic structures, which will be discussed in the next section. 
3.3 Lule’s (2001) Research on News and Myth 
The focus of Lule’s (2001) study was to research the news coverage of The New York 
Times over a period of 15 years. In his book, Lule examined myth and storytelling, 
which he labelled ‘eternal stories’. Eternal stories are stories that appear frequently, 
sometimes daily, in news stories, such as those of disaster and triumph or of crime and 
punishment (Lule, 2001, p. 19). Lule (2001) described myth and news reporting as 
‘telling great stories to humankind’ and as an ‘essential part of social life’ (p. 15). His 
definition also posits that myth is not a false tale, but represents a cultural narrative. 
Lule further suggested that journalism is the latest art of storytelling. His book 
highlights the idea that the daily news media is a contemporary vessel for myth, and 
that news and myth are inherently social and political narratives that help support the 
status quo and maintain social order (Lule, 2002, p. 279). According to Lule, news 
stories are often told to confirm dominant social norms, group ideas and beliefs. Given 
this role of the media, Lule concluded that journalists draw on myth and archetypal 
characters and stories in news reporting to tell stories and establish a public agenda. 
In his study, Lule (2001) referred to archetypes as ‘patterns, images, motifs and 
characters, taken from and shaped by the shared experience of human life, that helped 
structure and shaped stories across cultures areas’ (p. 15). This definition provides a 
useful reference for understanding archetypes. The word ‘archetypes’ in this thesis 
refers to a framework representing individuals or groups of women, as well as 
exemplary characters in mythical stories. Drawing on his prior experience as a 
journalist, Lule’s (2001, pp. 22–25) study revealed seven master mythical themes that 
have been told for generations and exist today through news reporting. These seven 
themes are important for the purposes of this research, and are summarised below. 
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3.3.1 The Victim 
The archetype of the victim contains the elements of tragedy, sacrifice and the innocent 
victim. As Lule (2001) explained, ‘[m]yth reconciles people to the tragic and seeming 
randomness of human existence’ (p. 22). This archetype seeks to show examples of 
the sacrifice of the victim when confronting issues. According to Lule (2001), ‘[p]lans, 
careers, dreams, and lives can be shattered in an instant by a lightning strike, a rare 
disease, a betrayal’ (p. 22). The archetype of the victim finds meaning in senseless 
events or tragedy. 
3.3.2 The Scapegoat 
The myth of the scapegoat plays an important social role because ‘it upholds the 
“social charter” of a group’ (Lule, 2001, p. 22). The scapegoat is cast as someone who 
embodies evil and guilt to demonstrate the consequences for those who dare to 
challenge dominant beliefs. News plays a role in degrading those who stray from social 
protocol. Those treated as scapegoats are those who deviate from the norm, and can 
range from political activists to radicals, rebels and even criminals (Lule, 2001, p. 23). 
These people receive the blame for wrongdoing, regardless of whether the character 
in question deserves this blame. 
3.3.3 The Hero 
According to Lule (2001), the myth of the hero is one of the most popular myths in 
news reporting. Heroes are essential in a society to represent courage, hope and 
success. The hero goes on a journey and ‘[t]he news produces and reproduces the 
timeless pattern: the humble birth, the early mark of greatness, the quest, the triumph, 
and the return’ (Lule, 2001, p. 23). Contemporary figures of heroes in news reporting 
include sports figures, movie stars and world leaders. 
3.3.4 The Good Mother 
The myth of the good mother derives from the nurturing element of motherhood, which 
includes comfort, kindness, gentleness and protection. The news often portrays this 
model of goodness for those who care for and nurture others. However, this myth 
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represents a restrictive and confining image of motherhood. Those who do not conform 
to these criteria are often portrayed as the bad mother. 
3.3.5 The Trickster 
Lule (2001) described the myth of the trickster in a similar manner to the myth of the 
scapegoat. The trickster is usually held up to public contempt, and Lule (2001, p. 24) 
explained that the trickster is often a subject of mockery, contempt and ridicule. This 
myth in news coverage often reflects people who are looked down on as crude or even 
savage. As Lule (2001) explained, ‘news too often tells stories of crude, contemptible 
people, governed by seemingly animal instincts, who bring ridicule and destruction on 
themselves’ (p. 24). The trickster can often be an outspoken public figure or a brash 
sports star or musician, who is portrayed as senseless and irrational in his or her 
actions. 
3.3.6 The Other World 
The myth of the other world is a story of a land that is foreign to a community’s way 
of life. This myth compares one way of life with that of another state or country. The 
news often depicts the other world as unusual, conservative and primitive. Lule (2001) 
suggested that the myth of the other world ‘affirms a group’s way of life’ (p. 25). 
3.3.7 The Flood 
The flood myth is a story that is featured in news reporting of natural disasters. This 
myth focuses on disasters that force people to recognise forces of nature that are 
beyond their control. Lule (2001) explained that the flood myth in news ‘reminds 
humans of the humbling power of nature. The humbling can be horrible and yet oddly 
comforting’ (p. 25). This myth makes sense of the senseless act of natural disaster that 
is beyond the control of human beings.  
3.3.8 Lule’s (2001) Case Studies 
In his research, Lule (2001) selected seven case studies that demonstrated how 
journalists apply myth to news reporting. The application of his findings is relevant to 
this thesis, as I adapt Lule’s views on news as myth. His case studies included the 
Achille Lauro victim, Leon Klinghoffer; the killing of Black Panther, Huey Newton, 
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and controversies around black politics; sports celebrities Mark McGwire and Mike 
Tyson; the charitable work of Mother Teresa; the disaster in Haiti; and the international 
world coverage and accounts of Hurricane Mitch. In the coverage of the murder of 
Leon Klinghoffer, an American tourist killed by a Palestinian terrorist, Lule (2001) 
found that news reporting portrayed Klinghoffer using the myth of the victim: ‘In the 
face of chaos, order is established. In the face of death, life is affirmed. In the face of 
tragedy, news becomes myth’ (p. 59). Klinghoffer embodied the symbol of 
righteousness—someone who succumbed to cruelty and became the victim of random 
violence. 
In his second case study on the killing of Black Panther Huey Newton, Lule (2001) 
identified the myth of the scapegoat. In this story, the coverage by The New York Times 
focused on Newton’s criminal record, rather than his civil rights advocacy. News 
coverage marginalised and trivialised Newton’s goals and accomplishments. Through 
the myth of the scapegoat, Newton was isolated and degraded as a warning to those 
who deviate from social norms. In his third case study on baseball sports celebrity 
Mark McGwire and his ‘quest’ for a home-run record recall, Lule (2001) found the 
myth of the hero. According to Lule, a heroic pattern was depicted in the news 
coverage of McGwire. 
In the fourth case study, boxer and rapist Mike Tyson was depicted as the trickster. In 
the news coverage of Tyson’s rape trial, news reporting contained racist implications 
that presented African-Americans as cunning and sly figures. In the fifth case study on 
the coverage of Mother Theresa, Lule (2001) argued that Mother Theresa was 
portrayed as the mythological good mother for her work in the slums of Calcutta. In 
the coverage of Haiti in the sixth case study, Lule identified the myth of the strange 
and frightening other world used in news reporting. Finally, the seventh case study on 
the Hurricane Mitch disaster was portrayed as the flood—a natural disaster beyond the 
control of humans. This case study offered coverage that affirmed that other nations in 
Central America were beset by chaos, while promoting America’s image of the great 
fortress (Lule, 2001, p. 171). 
In his more recent research on The New York Times coverage of the attacks in the 
United States on 11 September 2001, Lule (2002) argued that the coverage of the 
attacks on the World Trade Centre included a combination of myths: the end of 
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innocence (everything has changed), the victims (we might have been), the heroes 
(amid the horror) and the foreboding future (as horrible as it is to imagine). He 
suggested that ‘more than editorial “themes” or political “issues” these were myths 
which invoked archetypal figures and forms at the heart of human storytelling’ (Lule, 
2002, p. 280). 
Lule’s research on myth in news reporting is useful for the aim of this thesis, which is 
to pursue a deeper exploration of myth within a different cultural and religious 
context—in this case, in Malaysia in the context of Islamisation. Indeed, one limitation 
of Lule’s mythical themes is the lack of accounting for cultural and gendered 
specificity in understandings of myth in news media, which I will discuss later in this 
chapter, in Section 3.6 and Section 3.7. In particular, Lule’s work provides a limited 
understanding of news and myth from a non-Western cultural perspective. In 
Malaysian news reporting, journalists draw on specific cultural archetypal stories to 
convey certain meanings to the audience. Given that one of the objectives of news 
writing is to resonate with the emotions and sentiments familiar to the reader (Kidd, 
2016), archetypes may vary based on cultural context, as Kelsey (2016) argued. Thus, 
in the context of Malaysia, news coverage may adapt myth and archetypes that are 
familiar with the local culture. 
In addition, Lule’s study of news coverage uses textual analysis as a research method. 
Textual analysis methodology is limited to research questions stemming from a critical 
theoretical perspective, and other methods of analysing text can also be employed. I 
selected narrative analysis as the research method for my study, as I will discuss further 
in Chapter 4. 
In summary, in this thesis, myths are seen as stories, in the sense of agreed-upon social 
truths. The daily news is viewed as a vehicle for contemporary myth. The similarities 
between news and myths include repetition of stories, the tradition of storytelling and 
the focus on the agreed-upon truth. My position on Lule’s narrative forms is that news 
reproduces myth and is part of cultural storytelling. A variety of prior theoretical 
models have been developed, which posit news as cultural storytelling. Thus, it is 
necessary to further define and unpack myth, as my study also views news as symbolic 
form and as myth, participating in the process of creating meaning. 
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3.4 Myth as a Symbolic Form of Culture 
Earlier researchers on myth as a symbolic form questioned how myths arise and why. 
In his book Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, Ernst Cassirer (1957) argued that all 
communication is a form of thought manifested through language. The implication 
here is that myth is the process through which human thought shapes reality, or agreed-
upon social truths. Cassirer is one of many theorists who have described the symbolic 
function of myth. 
Two other influential theorists who examined the symbolic form of myth were 
psychoanalysts Sigmund Freud (1933) and Carl Jung (1936). An early history in 
psychoanalysis began with Freud, who is considered its founder. He stressed the 
importance of symbols in myth and recognised its power. For Freud, myth served as a 
symbolic form linked to the human psyche. He used myth to explain the human 
condition, and proposed that myth represents repressed ideas, such as sexual desires, 
manifested through dreams. Thus, he viewed dreams as a source of myth, as one of the 
key tenets of psychoanalysis is dream analysis, as dreams are thought to offer a 
window into the unconscious. Moreover, Freud suggested that dreams contain 
symbolic meanings that can be interpreted through stories, predominantly from Greek 
mythology. For instance, Freud turned to Greek myths such as that of Oedipus and 
Electra to explain the symbolic content in dreams and how society is socially 
structured. The analysis of dreams has been one of the main key analyses of 
psychoanalysis as dreams represents a window into the unconscious.  
Psychologist Carl Jung (1936) argued that mythic stories derive from inborn 
archetypes. He argued that myth is inherent in the human psyche, as it is embedded in 
a ‘collective’ unconscious. Jung distinguished three levels of the human psyche: (i) 
personal consciousness, which describes our awareness and understanding of who we 
are as a person; (ii) the personal unconscious, which Jung identified as consciousness 
that we have forgotten or repressed, but of which we were once aware; and (iii) ‘an 
archaic image from the collective unconscious’ that appears in its own unique version 
in each individual’s unconscious (Jung et al., 1959, p. 3). According to Jungian 
psychology, ‘each of us shares a connection to the collective unconscious that 
represents the experiential and evolutionary human heritage’ (Rybak et al., 2000, p. 
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154). In this case, Jung suggested that the human mind unconsciously stores themes 
of a life story that directs human life.  
It is within this notion of the personal unconscious that archetypes are formed as a type 
of blueprint to understand human life. For Jung, myths are an expression of archetypes, 
and these archetypes are universal. Jung proposed that shared archetypes, expressed 
through symbols, forms or motifs, direct the behaviour of human personalities. 
Further, according to Jung, archetypes are a symbolic formula. The three main 
archetypes that Jung identified are presented in the table below. 
Table 3.1: Jungian Archetypes 
Archetypes Descriptions 
The shadow Portrays the dark side of our character, which is destructive 
yet creative. 
The anima (female)/animus (male) Mirrors the biological masculine and feminine sides of us. 
The animus The self that comes from reaching self-actualisation. 
Source: Jung (2014, pp. 123–124). 
Jung’s theory of archetypes is useful as a framework to categorise basic human 
character traits and personalities in mythical stories such as those of and the father, 
mother, child, wise old man, hero, maiden, and trickster which can also be applied to 
contemporary media contexts (refer to Figure 3.2 below). For example, criminals are 
often portrayed as tricksters, while women are often portrayed in the nurturing role of 
the mother or the innocent virgin maiden. However, there are limitations to Jung’s 
theory of archetypes. For example, critics argue that the Jungian theory sustains sexist 
gender norms in its static characterisation of femininity and masculinity (Du Preez, 
2000; Enns, 1994), as the Jungian theory posits that the masculine is superior to the 
feminine (Enns, 1994). Masculine and feminine archetypes are also problematically 
based on a biological understanding of gender that fails to acknowledge how gender 
is socially constructed (Du Preez, 2000). For example, in a matriarchal culture or non-
Western context, such as among the Mosuo in Tibet, the archetypes diverge from 
Jung’s classification. For the Mosuo, women are deemed superior to men; therefore, 
the archetype of the mother will represent the authoritative figure who holds the 
position of power. 
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Figure 3.2: Jungian Theory of Archetypes 
Source: Jung et al. (1959, pp. 123–124). 
Furthermore, the framework of archetypes to which I adopt in this study rejects the 
Jungian theory in which archetypes inherently cut across cultural content for mankind. 
However, I acknowledged that Jung supposition to universalism in archetypes, can 
invoke certain cultural specificity that has universal cohesion. Moreover, Jung’s work 
lends support to the concept that myth is represented in symbolic forms through which 
society expresses or represses meaning and desire. Lule’s eternal myths as earlier 
described in Section 3.4, were drawn from Jung’s archetypes. However, my approach 
follows a non-universalist conception of archetypes as it is based on a post-Jungian 
approach, as expounded by Roland Barthes’s work which will be later discussed in 
section 3.5. In addition, it is important to note that the concept of the archetype was 
not exclusively used by Jung; several other scholars have studied this domain, whose 
























Eliade’s (1959) work on myth is particularly pertinent and has been used by Lule. 
Eliade drew links between the religious use of myth and archetypes and models of 
human behaviour. For instance, Eliade (1958) argued: 
Religious life, and all the creations that spring from it, are dominated by what one 
may call ‘the tendency toward an archetype’. However many and varied are the 
components that go to make up any religious creation (any divine form, rite, myth 
or cult), their expression tends constantly to revert to an archetype. (pp. 58–59) 
For Eliade, religious stories provide repeated and exemplary patterns for archetypes. 
Therefore, archetypes function as a useful framework for analysing narratives and 
evaluating models of human behaviour. Archetypal models can help us examine the 
particular circumstances of the ways that individual actors or groups involved in public 
debates make sense of society. However, these understandings of archetypes confine 
models of human behaviour within specific boundaries and characterisations. 
Campbell’s (1988) work focused on myth and comparative religion, and established 
the universality of Jung’s archetypes. He argued that, even though we live in a 
contemporary society, ancient archetypes still prevail, and individuals and societies 
continue to make sense of the world through ageless mythical stories. For example, 
mythical stories, such as those featuring the warrior, trickster and victim, are apparent 
in contemporary popular culture. Further, Campbell (1988) argued that traditional 
myths still bind contemporary communities. 
My thesis emphasises the role of myth and archetypes in culture and society, and the 
way that ageless mythical stories are expressed in popular media as consensus. Lule 
(2001) proposed that news is the primary vehicle of myth today, building on the ideas 
of Lévi-Strauss (1967), Barthes (1957) and Campbell (1988) whose work I discuss 
below. 
3.5 Myth in Contemporary Times: Political and Ideological Approaches 
Researchers on myth see myth as upholding and reinforcing a dominant ideology. 
Lévi-Strauss’s applied the structuralist principles of myth from linguistic systems. 
Lévi-Strauss’s (1967) work approacheds myth as a language that can be analysed. He 
argued that the study of language is necessary to understand myth as culture, and that 
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language systems exist in parallel to myth, as they are both developed on a framework 
of codes. Lévi-Strauss suggested that mythologies are constructed through ‘binary 
oppositions’, such as good versus evil. This notion is important, as myth mediates 
contradictions and oppositions. Lévi-Strauss (1967) further argued that ‘the purpose 
of myth is to provide a logical model capable of overcoming contradiction’ (p. 229), 
which suggests that myth facilitates an understanding of disorder through 
contradiction. For example, when there is violence in a country, archetypes can 
facilitate an understanding of who is good (the hero) and who is bad (the villain). 
Importantly, Lévi-Strauss found that myths around the world are similar—not in their 
content, but in their structure since for Lévi-Strauss, myth is an expression of form and 
structure. However, his arguments did not accommodate cultural or political 
perspectives. Furthermore, Lévi-Strauss’s focused on how and not what myth means.  
Whereas poststructuralism attempts to investigate the structures of meaning and the 
ways we might make meanings out of texts. One of the earliest poststructuralists is 
Roland Barthes and his work on myth construction was produced at an early stage of 
his career when he was heavily influenced by structuralist linguistics for his narrative 
analysis. 
Roland Barthes provided the classic statement on ideology and myth. In Mythologies, 
Barthes (1957) presented a semiological approach to myth. Barthes was concerned 
with mass culture and the messages it transmits, and his research analysed popular 
culture in the form of advertisements, novels and even professional wrestling. His 
work offers a way to deconstruct myth in terms of cultural representation and 
relevance, as he observed that myth provides cultural frameworks for understanding 
the world. Barthes (1999) emphasised that ‘myth is a type of speech’ (p. 27) and 
viewed myth as a form of communication that presents socially-constructed ideas as 
natural. This framework highlights the idea that myth is culturally constructed. Barthes 
(1957) further suggested that: 
The starting point of these reflections was usually a feeling of impatience at the sight 
of the ‘naturalness’ with which newspapers, art and common sense constantly dress 
up a reality which, even though it is the one we live in, is undoubtedly determined 
by history … I hate seeing Nature and History confused at every turn, and I wanted 
to track down, in the decorative display of what-goes-without-saying, the 
ideological abuse which, in my view, is hidden there. (p. 11) 
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The implication here is that myth presents itself as ‘naturalness’. However, the key 
point is that myth works ideologically as supporting a culture, and, indeed, according 
to Barthes, the ideological effect of myth is embedded in popular culture. He argued 
that myth feeds into the general consensus of society, and that ideology is 
manufactured through myth to be read as reality. This ‘natural’ or ‘common sense’ 
meaning-making through myth is of primary importance to this study. Importantly he 
‘natural’ meanings which produce common sense becomes products of cultural beliefs. 
To Barthes, the deconstruction, or reading, of the myth takes place in two semiological 
system stages: the first order of the sign and the second order of connotation and myth. 
More specifically, mythical speech contains a three-dimensional pattern of the 
signifier, the signified and the sign. 
In the first order the sign, Barthes (1957) called the signifier or the form meaning 
(pg.103). The signifier can be viewed as the first term of the mythical system or the 
final term of the language object.  The second order, the connotation and myth, Barthes 
called the signified. In the context of myth, the signified can have many signifiers such 
as to signify the concept of wealth. The sign, according to Barthes refers to the 
linguistic system, or signification. However, the third sign is a collaboration with the 
signifier and signified. For example, the signifier is an image word, while the signified 
is the concept induced by the image. The feature of myth is to convert the meaning to 
form. Below I present an example of Barthes’s semiological system. 
Figure 3.3 presents an example using Barthes’s semiological analysis. 
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1. Signifier:  
 





Young woman wearing a hijab  
 
II. Signified 
Symbol of Islamic Identity 
 
III. Sign 
Myth: Freedom of choice to wear the hijab as an aspect of Islamic identity 
Figure 3.3: Barthes’s (1957) Levels of Meaning—Malay Woman Wearing a Hijab 
Figure 3.3 features a woman wearing the hijab (headscarf). The signifier is the woman 
wearing the hijab, which is signified as an aspect of Islamic identity to which a Muslim 
woman has the freedom of choice to subscribe. However, what is left out is the 
prosecution or the stigmatisation by family, peers, the community and state religious 
institutions as discussed in chapter 2, section 2.4. For example in the case of Farah 
Ann, Malay Muslim athlete who was criticised and condemned for not conforming to 
the Islamic dress code. The social fallout and context are omitted. Therefore, the image 
of the Muslim woman wearing the hijab is linked to a ‘natural’ identity, and those who 
question the myth of the woman wearing the hijab are seen as un-Islamic or as 
perpetuating an attack on the Islamic faith.   
In addition to its façade of ‘naturalness’, Barthes claimed that myth tends to 
oversimplify events. In doing so, the simplified format makes it easier to transmit 
ideology, ideas and motives. Barthes (1972) pointed out that: 
In passing from history to nature, myth acts economically: it abolishes the 
complexity of human acts, it gives them the simplicity of essences, it does away 
with all dialectics, with any going back beyond what is immediately visible, it 
organizes a world which is without contradictions because it is without depth, a 
worldwide open and wallowing in the evident, it establishes a blissful clarity: things 
appear to mean something by themselves. (p. 143) 
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This argument has serious implications for myth’s ability to transmit political ideas 
and practices. Indeed, Barthes (1972) saw the idea of myth as political practice, and 
argued that myth takes the form of ‘depoliticised political speech’ (p. 143), which 
upholds the dominant ideology. Myth reinforces or supports a particular social 
structure, and justifies social institutions—particularly for the ruling elites—serving 
an ideological function. It is, thus, ideology. This notion views myth in terms of 
complex and dynamic connections that provide boundaries and structures that bind 
society. Myth is thus the ‘DNA’ for that society. Therefore, Barthes’s approach helps 
identify the role of myth in contemporary society as politically motivated, in an attempt 
to push certain agendas or reinforce particular values. 
In the context of my thesis, Barthes’s premise lends to the argument that ‘a primary 
function of news, like myth, is to create, shape, and sustain an ideological order’ (Lule, 
2002, p. 279). I adapt Barthes’s idea of myth to analyse the contemporary status of 
Malay women and Islam that is (re)constructed by Malaysian online news. Barthes’s 
ideas are important to my research projects as he highlights the construction of myth 
in popular culture which is pertinent to this thesis. I use Barthes‘work on myths as 
theoretical inspiration as it has to do with power and how myth is political. My 
contention is to use myth as a cultural formation of meaning. Therefore, myth is not 
universal as it will manifest differently in individual cultures. This study looks at myth 
in a specific culture and in a specific time period namely in the Malaysian cultural 
context from 2014-2018. My aim is to examine how how culturally-specific versions 
of myth and archetypes influence news reporting, focusing on how gender norms, roles 
and expectations regarding women and Islam are visible within the framework of 
myth.  In this process, as Lule (2001) has argued, mythological storytelling supports 
ideological standpoints. Therefore, myth may feed into reliance on journalistic 
routines, leading to a naturalised, ideologically-inflected portrayal. Having discussed 
the ideological role of myth, the next section of this chapter turns to gender archetypes 
in the news media.  
3.6 Gender Archetypes in the News Media 
This section explores the concept of the gender archetype in more detail, with reference 
to the news media, as discussed in Section 3.2. Myth is especially helpful in 
communicating the gendered meanings of news. Women in the news media have 
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traditionally been portrayed through the lens of normative femininity that is culturally 
influential (Berkowitz, 2005; Gauntlett, 2008). The use of archetypes as cultural 
constructs has also reinforced gender roles (Rubinson, 2000). Feminist scholars argue 
that archetypes as cultural constructs not only reinforce gender roles, but also rarely 
challenge social structures (Howard & Prividera, 2008; Rubinson, 2000). Luce 
Irigaray (1985) argued that there are three primary female archetypes that define 
women’s roles: the mother, the virgin and the prostitute. The characteristics of (so-
called) feminine sexuality that derive from these archetypes are the valorisation of 
reproduction and nursing, faithfulness, modesty, ignorance of and even lack of interest 
in sexual pleasure, passive acceptance of men’s sexual ‘activity’ and seductiveness 
(Irigaray, 1985, pp. 186–187). These female archetypes commonly revolve around a 
woman’s sexuality and relation to her presumed role as nurturer. 
Similarly, the Western media’s representation of women commonly revolves around 
the three archetypes of the mother, woman warrior and female monster. First, scholars 
argue that the ‘mother’ archetype is driven by a moralised understanding of 
motherhood: the woman is either the good mother or the flawed mother (Barnett, 2005, 
2006; Garner & Slattery, 2010; Sjoberg & Gentry, 2007; Slattery & Garner, 2007, 
2012). The concept of a good, self-sacrificing mother is emphasised and celebrated by 
the media. However, if a woman does not conform to the nurturing, self-sacrificing 
role, then the archetype of the flawed mother is reported. A study by Barnett (2005) 
revealed that, in the case of Andrea Yates, a mother who drowned her children, the 
news story perpetuated the traditional role of women as caretakers by positioning 
Yates as the opposite of this, as the story of the traitor, and the story of the quest, 
constructed to right a wrong. Yates was presented negatively by the news media, as 
she inflicted harm on her children. This coverage upheld the expectation that women 
belong in the nurturing realm, without considering issues such as postpartum 
psychosis, from which Yates was suffering. 
Second, the archetype of the woman warrior is one of the few empowering archetypes 
available for women in the news media (Berkowitz, 2005; Goodman et al., 2002; 
Howard & Prividera, 2008; Labre & Duke, 2004; Prividera & Howard, 2006). In his 
study of seven female Palestinian suicide bombers, Berkowitz (2005) found that the 
mythical archetype of the woman warrior was prominent in the Jerusalem Post. In this 
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case, the archetype of the woman warrior was associated with the suicide bombers, 
who were single women. These suicide bombers were represented as warriors 
defending the occupied territory. However, in the case of a suicide bomber who was 
married, the archetype of the flawed mother was used instead of the warrior. She was 
perceived as abandoning her role as nurturer and was subsequently portrayed 
negatively. 
The third representation of women in the media is the archetype of the female monster. 
This archetype is used for women who do not fit into society’s norms (Berkowitz & 
Ling, 2014; Sternadori, 2014). For instance, the female monster is applied to women 
who do not conform to the traditional male-centric domains of politics and violence 
(Berkowitz & Ling, 2014). In Western culture, women who are murderers are 
portrayed as monsters (Sternadori, 2014). Barnett’s (2005) study of media portrayals 
of violent women also found that the media drew upon the monstrous archetype in 
addition to the trope of ‘the traitor’. 
The representations of Muslim women by the Western media perpetuate their 
marginalisation (Bullock, 2002; Macdonald, 2006; Navarro, 2010; Poole, 2002). 
According to Zine (2006), the archetype of the Muslim woman is shaped by three main 
factors: economic, cultural and ideological. Further, Muslim women are constructed 
either as sexualised (as kept in a harem) or as the oppressed victims of Muslim 
patriarchy. They are also seen as victims who need to be saved or rescued from an 
oppressive culture or religion. This notion of Muslim women is situated within the 
colonial and Orientalist imagination (Hoodfar, 1992; Said, 1985). The representation 
of Muslim women is thus navigated through racialised and gender politics (Zine, 
2002). However, there is limited research on the archetypes of Muslim women in non-
Western—particularly Muslim—contexts. This thesis will address this gap. 
It is important to note that the arguments summarised above largely focus on Western, 
Christian archetypes. My aim, as previously stated, is to examine archetypes of Malay 
women by the Malaysian media. Given that archetypes are linked to culture, it is 
essential to understand the Islamic construction of women within the cultural context 
of Islamisation in Malaysia. Archetypes evolve because of changes in the dominant 
ideology (Howard & Prividera, 2008), and these changes are based on class, race and 
geographical location. For example, over the past few decades, gender roles have 
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changed because of progressive shifts in Western society, which have influenced 
gender archetypes. In the context of Malaysia, a predominantly Muslim country, this 
thesis evaluates the social position of Muslim women in the process of Islamisation. 
However, in Malaysia, female leaders are still a minority, as women are expected to 
manage domestic chores and childcare while pursuing a career. Since gaining 
independence in 1957, for example, Malaysia is yet to have a female prime minister. 
In the sections below, I will examine how myth influences news reporting, with a focus 
on the normalising of particular Islamic gender norms, roles and expectations. To do 
this, I begin by investigating the archetypical representation of women in the Quran, 
as Quranic representations influence the role and position of Islamic women. It is 
important to note that Muslims understand the stories from the Quran as ‘true’, rather 
than as myths. Nonetheless, I will use the mythological/archetypal framework outlined 
above to analyse how these myths move from the Quran to Malaysian news media. 
3.7 Unpacking Gender Archetypes of Muslim Women 
In this section, I outline ten prominent Quranic female archetypes. In my data analysis 
in Chapters 5 and 6, I will evaluate whether—and how—these archetypes appear in 
Malaysian news reporting, along with other Western mythical archetypes. First, it is 
essential that I clarify Islamic texts and traditions. R. Hassan (1991) emphasised that 
there are several sources of Islamic traditions to which Muslims refer: 
The Quran (the Book of Revelation believed by Muslims to be the Word of God); 
Sunnah (the practical traditions of the Prophet Muhammad); Hadith (the sayings 
attributed to the Prophet Muhammad); Fiqh (Jurisprudence) or Madahib (Schools 
of Law); and the Shariah (the code of life that regulates all aspects of Muslim life). 
(p. 39) 
While there are several sources for interpreting Islamic traditions, it is important to 
note that these sources are sometimes contradictory. R. Hassan (1991) stated that there 
is no coherent set of teachings of Islamic norms that is agreed upon. Given the 
differences in the interpretation of meanings among the Islamic traditions, my source 
of references for the purpose of this study will only be the Quran, as it is regarded the 
main source of Islam by Muslims. Further, the Quran is considered the word of God, 
as it is a revelation from Allah (God) (Djaballah, 2004). 
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Furthermore, reading the Quran involves encountering references to certain verses 
passages, hadith and thoughts. Due to its complexity, there are many theological 
interpretations of the Quran by famous theologians such as Abul A’la Maududi, 
Marmaduke Pickthall, and Abdullah Yusuf Ali. As a result, this has led to a difference 
in opinions an understanding.  
Two caveats are in order here. First, I do not wish to examine the Quran from a 
theological perspective. Nonetheless, if we address the issue of news and myth in the 
online news media in the context of Islamisation, the Quran can be a source of stories 
that are significant for both beliefs and practices for Muslims, especially in regard to 
women characters mentioned in this holy text. Secondly, in this context, I attempt to 
provide a framework for reflecting on the tension of how Malay women are 
represented in the two controversial case studies relating to Islam. I am not taking a 
literal interpretation of the Quran (a question outside of the scope of my thesis), but 
rather my focus is on understanding these stories as a form of myth, in that they are 
shared narratives, of social significance and cultural specificity. The framework of 
myth therefore allows me to include them in my analysis as such. Furthermore, stories 
move from the text of the Quran, into the public sphere, and become implicit shaping 
factors and frameworks behind news factors. My aim is to use the women characters 
mentioned in the Quran as a source of reference for my analysis from a cultural 
perspective. 
In the following subsections, I present ten prominent women characters mentioned in 
the Quran. However, it is important to note that none of these women is mentioned by 
name, except for Maryam (Mary), the mother of Isa (Jesus) (Wadud, 1999). Although 
women play a role in providing moral lessons in the Quran, they are referred to as 
wife, woman or spouse (Wadud, 1999). Historically, the interpretation of the Quran is 
from a patriarchal lens which has resulted in male privileging text (Wadud 1999; Scott, 
2009). Therefore, the characters mentioned in the Quran are not one dimensional as 
there are multiple interpretations. For the purpose of this thesis, I will list the 
significant women characters mentioned in the Quran, along with a summary of the 
story and a reference to the gender archetype based on the story.  
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3.7.1 Hawwa (Eve) 
The name Hawwa was not mentioned in the Quran (Stowasser, 1997); however, 
Hawwa was later mentioned in the Hadith (Smith & Haddad, 1982). In the Quran, 
Hawwa was referred to as Adam’s wife or mate. In the Islamic context, she plays a 
crucial role as Adam’s partner.  
The story of Adam and Hawwa as the first man and woman begin in the Garden of 
Eden. In the Islamic account, there is only one tree in Eden from which Allah (God) 
forbids Adam and Hawwa to consume. Interestingly, Satan lures Adam to taste the 
fruit from the forbidden tree. Adam succumbs to this temptation and tastes the 
forbidden fruit. As a result of this disobedience, Allah punishes Adam and Hawwa by 
banishing them to Earth. Adam and Hawwa are removed from heaven, as stated in the 
Quran: ‘So We said: O Adam! This is an enemy to you and to your wife; therefore let 
him not drive you both forth from the garden so that you should be unhappy’ (Quran, 
sura 20 [Ta-Ha], ayat 117). 
In Islam, the role of Hawwa is as an accomplice to the sin, with both Adam and Hawwa 
responsible for sin (Smith & Haddad, 1982). This differs from Eve’s position in the 
Bible, as Hawwa is not blamed for Adam’s temptation. R. Hassan (1991, 1994) 
claimed that Adam and Hawwa were created equal in the Quran because of the shared 
and equal responsibility towards temptation. This perception is firmly maintained by 
Islamic feminists—that the Quran does not discriminate between the creation of man 
and woman (Hassan, 2001; Wadud, 1999). However, I argue that Hawwa’s identity is 
still built through Adam. She does not have her own identity, and her role is 
complementary to and supportive of his. The archetype of Hawwa is thus as a model 
wife and companion. She is a wife who shares her husband’s burden of the original 
sin. She stands by her husband and suffers the same fate with him on earth.  
3.7.2 The Wives of Noah and Lot 
The wives of the Prophet Noah and Prophet Lot disbelieved their husbands’ 
prophesies. The consequence of this disbelief was hellfire, as stated in the Quran:  
God sets forth an example to those who disbelieve: the wife of Noah and the wife 
of Lot, they were both under two of Our righteous servants, but they acted 
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treacherously towards them so they availed them naught against God, and it was 
said: Enter both the fire with those who enter. (Quran, sura 66 [At-Tahrim], ayat 
10) 
The wives of Noah and Lot represent the archetype of disobedient women, disbelievers 
and those unfaithful to their husbands, who reject the message of Allah (Jamal, 2001; 
Smith & Haddad, 1975).  
3.7.3 The Daughters of Lot 
This story of the Prophet Lot is about a man’s obedience and sacrifice to Allah. Lot 
offered his daughter to God as a sign of devotion because of the sins committed by the 
people of Sodom (Carden, 2004). As stated in the Quran: 
And his people came rushing towards him and they had been long in the habit of 
practising abominations. He said: ‘O my people! Here are my daughters: they are 
purer for you (if ye marry). Now fear God and cover me not with shame about my 
guests! Is there not among you a single right-minded man?’ They said: ‘Well dost 
thou know we have no need of thy daughters: indeed thou knowest quite well what 
we want!’. (Quran, sura 11 [Hud], ayat 7) 
This archetype is similar to that of the innocent maiden, in which a woman is valued 
for her innocence, purity, naivety and at times childlike behaviour, and needs the 
guidance of an adult—in most cases, a male. 
3.7.4 Sarah and Hajar 
The story of Sarah and Hajar revolves around the Prophet Ibrahim. Sarah was the wife 
of the Prophet Ibrahim. However, after many years of marriage to the Prophet Ibrahim, 
she was unable to bear him a child. Out of her duty as a good wife, she offered the 
Egyptian servant woman, Hajar, to her husband as a second wife. Not long after this 
offering, Hajar gave birth to her son, Ishmael. As a result, there was friction between 
Sarah and Hajar. Muslims believe that it was Allah who then ordered the Prophet 
Ibrahim to abandon Hajar and her son in the desert. Obediently, the Prophet Ibrahim 
left Hajar and her son in Mecca under a tree with some water. He informed Hajar that 
his actions were because of a command from Allah (Crotty, 2012). Hajar had faith that 
Allah would help her, and Allah did not abandon Hajar, as the angel Gabriel was sent 
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to rescue them. Hajar and her son, through the angel Gabriel, were guided to the spring 
water Zam-zam (believed to have medicinal value). Years later, the Prophet Ibrahim 
and his son Ishmael built the house of Allah in Mecca, the holy Kaabah (R. Hassan, 
2006). 
Sarah and Hajar represent sisters of faith. Both women served the Prophet Ibrahim and 
believed in Allah despite the circumstances. This archetype represents women’s 
obedience to the Islamic faith and subsequent reward in the afterlife. 
3.7.5 Zulaykha 
Zulaykha was a beautiful woman married to Al-Aziz, a wealthy businessman. She tried 
to seduce the Prophet Yusof repeatedly, but was unsuccessful because of his devotion 
to Allah. According to Merguerian and Najmabadi (1997), the Prophet Yusof, a 
handsome man, was sold as a slave to Al-Aziz. As a slave, the Prophet Yusof was 
hardworking and was promoted to the position of domestic manager. It was here, upon 
seeing his dashing looks, that Zulaykha fell in love with him. As stated in the Quran: 
But she in whose house he was, sought to seduce him from his (true) self: she 
fastened the doors, and said: ‘Now come, thou (dear one)!’ He said: ‘God forbid! 
Truly (thy husband) is my lord! He made my sojourn agreeable! Truly to no good 
come those who do wrong!’. (Quran, sura 12 [Yusuf], ayat 23) 
The king said (to the ladies): ‘What was your affair when ye did seek to seduce 
Joseph from his (true) self?’ The ladies said: ‘God preserve us! No evil know we 
against him!’ Said the Aziz’s wife: ‘Now is the truth manifest (to all): it was I who 
sought to seduce him from his (true) self: He is indeed of those who are (ever) true 
(and virtuous)’. (Quran, sura 12 [Yusuf], ayat 51) 
The archetype of Zulaykha represents the dangers of feminine sexuality. She is 
presented as the archetype of the temptress who is cunning and sly (K. Ali, 2006); 
Spellberg, 1988). This depiction represents women’s sexuality as a deterrence to piety. 
Within the Islamic context, the temptress is hated. Feminine sexuality is deemed 
dangerous and against the teachings of Islam. However, in the Western context, the 
figure of Jezebel represents a sexually attractive woman. She now works to signify 
feminist power, with the rise of feminist media sites such as Jezebel.com (which is a 
play on the negative connotations of Jezebel). 
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3.7.6 Mother of Moses 
The story of the Prophet Moses’ mother is one of obedience and faith. She was the 
only woman who ever received direct divine communication from Allah. As a result 
of her strong faith in Allah, she, in faith, placed baby Moses into a basket and onto the 
river to save his life from the pharaohs. The model archetype of Moses’ mother is 
similar to the myth of the good mother. The mother is the ultimate symbol of positive 
feminine qualities. In both Western and Islamic contexts, the mother represents 
comfort, protection and warmth. However, in the Islamic context, obedience to Allah 
is a necessary condition for this to be fulfilled.  
3.7.7 Asiya, Wife of the Pharaoh 
Asiya was the wife of the pharaoh. She also became the foster mother of the Prophet 
Moses and raised him as her own child. In Islamic studies, she is described as one of 
the ‘perfect women’. Asiya is depicted as the archetype of a woman who is faithful to 
Allah even against her husband, who thought he was God. The model archetype of 
Asiya is similar to Sarah and Hajar and the mother of Moses, representing model 
Muslim women who are believers.  
3.7.8 Bilqis, Queen of Sheba 
The story of Bilqis, Queen of Sheba, is found in verses of the Quran titled ‘Surah Al-
Naml 22–24’ (Almaki et al., 2016). Bilqis was first depicted as a woman leader who 
was principled and just. She was respected as a powerful queen. However, Bilqis and 
her people worshipped the sun and not Allah (Tidswell, 2007). The Prophet Solomon 
was made aware of this sun-worshipping kingdom by a bird. As a result, the Prophet 
Solomon conveyed a message to Bilqis that she must submit to Allah. Despite contrary 
recommendations by her advisers, Queen Bilqis converted to Islam and submitted to 
Allah.  
The archetype of Bilqis represents women in leadership who are principled yet pious 
(Jeenah, 2004). Bilqis represents the archetypal woman model leader as the head of a 
state (Elius, 2012; Korvin, 2000). This archetype also resonates with the archetype of 
the woman warrior—here, the woman warrior symbolises the protector, fighter and 
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leader. However, in the Islamic context, the woman warrior strives for obedience to 
the teachings of Allah.  
3.7.9 Maryam (Mary) 
Maryam is the only woman mentioned by name in the Quran (Davary, 2010). Maryam 
was the mother of the Prophet Isa (Jesus). Her chastity is highly valued, as she was a 
virgin who gave birth to her son, Jesus. As stated in the Quran: 
Mary the daughter of Imran, who guarded her chastity; and We breathed into (her 
body) of Our spirit; and she testified to the truth of the words of her Lord and of His 
Revelations, and was one of the devout (servants). (Quran, sura 66, ayat 12) 
The archetype of Maryam represents a good role model for Muslim women. In Islam, 
she is celebrated not for her role as mother to Isa (Jesus), but for her ‘prayerfulness’ 
and ‘patience’ in adversity (Beattie, 2007, p. 479). Her characteristics of purity, 
virginity and chastity represent the modest role of a Muslim woman (Sered, 1991). She 
is virtuous and is applauded for her characteristics and often referred to as a ‘perfect 
woman’ (Beattie, 2007, p. 479). Like the mother of Moses, this model archetype is 
similar to the master myth of the good mother. 
3.7.10 Wives of Muhammad 
The wives of the Prophet Muhammad are portrayed in the Quran as a model for all 
Muslim women to emulate (R. Osman, 2014). The Prophet Muhammad had thirteen 
wives (Khan, 1996). They have been referred to as the mothers of believers (Stowasser, 
1997) and accepting of faith. The wives of Muhammad are the archetypal models of 
women of good faith and social etiquette.  
3.7.11 Summary of Archetypes 
In conclusion, the above Muslim women archetypes share a common ground of 
depicting Muslim women as the holders of faith. These women are depicted as either 
faithful or disobedient followers. However, my research is not undertaken from a 
theological perspective; rather, I am concerned with how these women function as 
archetypal figures that influence the role and position of Malaysian Muslim women 
today. As illustrated above, female characters in the Quran have produced the 
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exemplary archetypes for Muslim women to emulate. The news media, then, serves as 
a key site for the dissemination and maintenance of these archetypes and the upholding 
of Islamic mythology 
3.8 Unpacking Gender Archetypes of Malay Women 
In this section, I outline the two prominent Malay women archetypes to evaluate 
whether—and how—these archetypes appear in Malaysian news reporting. The 
archetype of the traditional Malay woman reflects the cosmological order of traditional 
Malay society. It reflects the feudalistic Malay society and the inequality between the 
masses and rulers. The archetype of the Malay women also perpetuates feminine 
characteristics, such as beauty and self-sacrifice (S. A. Osman, 2020). 
3.8.1 Mahsuri 
The story of Mahsuri is one of the most popular Malay myths. Mahsuri was a beautiful 
village maiden who lived on the island of Langkawi in Malaysia. A jealous member 
of a royal family accused Mahsuri of committing adultery while Mahsuri’s warrior 
husband was away fighting in a war. Prior to Mahsuri’s execution, she placed a curse 
on the island of Langkawi, promising that the island would not prosper for seven 
generations. The archetype of the innocent maiden of Mahsuri in Malay culture 
symbolises youth, innocence, injustice and purity (Tjia & Zain, 2002). The concept of 
the innocent maiden in Malay culture differs from that in the Western imagination. In 
Malay mythology, the maiden’s innocence is not premised on her virginity, but rather 
on her youth and on the judgement of her by others or her own lack of judgement. 
3.8.2 Cik Siti Wan Kembang 
According to this story, Cik Siti Wan Kembang was a renowned ruler in the state of 
Kelantan, who lost her father, King Ahmad, at the age of four. She was then groomed 
to be a ruler and trained in sword-fighting and horse-riding skills. Cik Siti Wang 
Kembang was known for her beauty and often described as fair, with a high nose and 
flawless complexion. She spoke many languages. The archetype of Cik Siti Wan 
Kembang represents a beautiful, wise and brave woman leader. Similar to the 
archetype of Bilqis in Islam, this archetype resonates with the notion of the woman 
warrior, symbolising a fighter and leader. However, in the Malay context, the role of 
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the woman warrior is to protect the monarchy, given the feudalistic Malay culture 
(Santano, 2017). 
3.9 Summary 
This chapter has introduced the fundamental conceptual framework of this thesis—
mythology as a cultural narrative that functions through symbolic forms. Myth is 
viewed as a cultural story and as a symbolic form that articulates a worldview that 
emphasises a set of narratives produced in a specific cultural context. In this thesis, 
myth is also seen as a language that reproduces dominant cultural beliefs, particularly 
around gender norms and roles. Considering news narratives as myth can thus capture 
the beliefs around the role of women and Islam in Malaysia. In particular, the study 
explores the symbolic form of myth as it takes part in the creation of culture, in which 
people express and repress meaning. Thus, the following points on myth are significant 
to this thesis: 
1. myth is a human construct that enables communities to make sense of the world 
2. myth can dictate who belongs to a community and who does not 
3. myth establishes the grounds for political control by a community to support a 
social order 
4. myth is a site for struggle 
5. myth is a language that is reproduced in the dominant culture’s beliefs and 
ideologies. 
Thus, the role of news reporting is examined and compared with the definition of myth. 
Crucially, there are many similarities between news and myth—namely, they are 
repeated over time, they are a form of storytelling, the stories told are presented as 
‘truth’ and there are motives for telling a story (Lule, 2001). News, then, becomes a 
vessel of contemporary myth. 
As discussed in Section 3.3 my contemporary examination of myth in the news media 
relies on Lule’s (2001) seven master myths. However, while Lule’s (2001) research 
on eternal myth stemmed from an early Christian perspective, this research will 
contribute to myth from a non-Western perspective, focusing on gender mythology in 
the news reporting of women and Islam in Malaysia. The study of news reporting can 
indeed benefit from a multicultural and multi-religious approach. This is achieved by 
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investigating how the Malaysian online media—which has a diverse multicultural, 
multi-religious background and political alliance—contributes to non-Western 
mythical reporting. The primary function of myth in contemporary society is meaning-
making, and the discussion above has shown the possibility of studying news as myth. 
I argue that news coverage serves as an important channel for conveying and 
perpetuating myths. The next chapter will discuss the methodology used for this study. 
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Chapter 4: Research Procedure—Questions and Methods 
4.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the study of news and myth suggests that news can be 
researched as a symbolic form, as it articulates a particular worldview and takes part 
in the confirmation of culture. News is seen as the contemporary vessel of myth (Lule, 
2001). My thesis examines how and why the Malaysian online news media uses 
particular myths and archetypes to construct news narratives that produce specific 
gender norms and roles for Malay women. This chapter presents the research 
objectives, research questions, the selection of online news portals and case studies 
and the analytic framework for my data analysis (see Figure 4.1 below). 
This chapter comprises two parts.  In the first part of the chapter, I provide an overview 
of the research design used in my study. The method selected is narrative analysis, 
which allows for the examination of news texts using a cultural definition of myth, 
understood as agreed-upon cultural ‘truths’ (Eliade, 1998). This study examines the 
ten most popular online Malaysian news portals involving controversial case studies 
on women and Islam. I selected two case studies for my analysis: (i) the Malaysian 
gymnast sports attire controversy and (ii) the fatwa against SIS. The range of these 
case studies provides an opportunity to determine the type of myth used by the most 
popular English- and Malay-language Malaysian online news portals. Importantly, 
these case studies represent Malay women who resist the state interpretation of Islam, 
as discussed in Chapter 2. The context of this study is the period 2014 to 2018. 
The second part of the chapter considers the analytic framework used to examine the 
narratives. I adapt a framework from Foss (1996) for the coding and data analysis for 
each case study. Finally, I discuss the limits of the study, including the validity and 















Figure 4.1: Research Framework for the Narrative Analysis of Online Malaysian 
News Portals 
4.2 Research Design 
The first step in conducting research is to develop a research design for the study. 
According to Walliman (2015), the research design is the framework that consists of 
an outline of the data collection methods and analysis to be used to achieve research 
objectives. More specifically, Lindlof & Taylor (2011) explained that the research 
design consists of the following elements: the research objectives, research questions 
and a description of the resources available. Following Lindlof and Taylor’s 
description, my aim was to first address the following research objectives and 
questions. Research Objectives 
This study’s research objectives were as follows: 
Research Objectives and 
Research Questions 
Selection of Online 
Malaysian News 
Portals 
Selection of Three 
Malaysian Case 
Studies 
Narrative Analysis of the 
Online News Articles 
Mythical Framework in 
Online Malaysian News 
Reporting 
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1. to analyse the structure and content of individual news reports as symbolic 
forms (a set of narratives produced in a specific cultural context) and compare 
them with myth, defined as agreed-upon cultural ‘truths’ 
2. to compare and contrast the news coverage reported by ten online Malaysian 
news portals to highlight the role of myth in news narratives; this news 
coverage consisted of two selected controversial case studies focusing on 
Malay women who have resisted the state’s interpretation of Islam (not Islam 
per se) in the context of Islamisation. 
This study aimed to offer insights to the study of news and myth from a non-Western 
cultural context. Specifically, I examined news and myth from a Malaysian 
specifically Malay cultural perspective. The study also aimed to address research on 
news and myth from Muslim gender archetypes, which refers to the women characters 
mentioned in the Quran, as discussed in Chapter 3. Based on these research objectives 
and the selected methodology, I sought to address the following three research 
questions. These questions approached the study of myth and news in a critical (rather 
than simply descriptive) manner, through the analysis of news narratives. 
4.2.1 Research Questions 
This study’s research questions were as follows: 
• RQ1: How do Malaysian online news portals portray women who have resisted 
the state interpretation of Islam in the context of Islamisation in Malaysia?  
• RQ2: Which collective myths and archetypes do Malaysian online news portals 
report about women who resist the state interpretation of Islam? 
• RQ3: How do news narratives reflect or challenge myths about gender and 
religious and cultural beliefs regarding women and Islam in the context of 
Islamisation in Malaysia? 
4.3 Narrative Analysis as a Method 
The following section discusses the qualitative method of narrative analysis, 
considering its strengths and limitations as a research method. The use of narrative 
analysis is useful for my research, as it provides a tool to examine media 
representations of a wide range of social issues, such as race, class and gender. This 
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approach highlights the extent to which media narratives comprise an integral form of 
cultural expression around such issues. It is also useful for linking the structure and 
content of news reports with myth, as news is seen as a symbolic form taking part in 
the creation and confirmation of culture. 
This study was conducted using a qualitative research method. Corbin and Strauss 
(2008) defined qualitative research as a method that produces non-quantifiable 
findings. Instead, it aims to examine the social construction of meaning (Lindlof, & 
Taylor, 2011). Within the context of communication research, the qualitative approach 
examines text, language and symbols produced by media organisations. This process 
of examination is interpretative, which refers to how meaning-making in scientific 
research is shaped by human experiences within a social context (ontology) (Rubel & 
Okech, 2017). An interpretative/qualitative approach allows for investigating the 
nature of news reporting as it highlights human agency and imagination (Riessman, 
1993), and thus the decision-making involved in perpetuating cultural meaning. The 
approach explores the creation and confirmation of cultural meaning through 
narratives. 
The word ‘narrative’ originated from the Latin word narrave, meaning ‘to tell’ 
(Phoenix et al., 2010). For the Romans, a narrative can be thought of as a way of 
showing the features of a plot, the characters and how they are connected to particular 
events. This definition of narrative captures the basic framework of a story. In 
contemporary times, narrative has become part of a research tradition in the social 
sciences and humanities. According to Hinchman and Hinchman (1997): 
narrative (stories) in the human sciences should be defined provisionally as 
discourses with a clear sequential order that connects events in a meaningful way 
for a definite audience and thus offers insights about the world and/or people’s 
experiences of it. (p. xvi) 
The narrative approach stresses the ontological examination of stories within a society, 
and this definition is a useful reference for the introduction of narrative analysis as a 
research method. Narrative analysis is a method that examines stories as its object of 
enquiry. Riessman (2005) defined narrative analysis ‘as referring to a family of 
approaches to diverse kinds of texts, which have in common a storied form’ (p. 1). 
Storytelling is central to human interaction; thus, narrative analysis provides an 
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important means to understand society by focusing on how people make sense of their 
world through stories. More crucially to understand society with broader social 
narratives.  
Narrative analysis helps us to how the narratives produced by society are persuasive. 
Riessman (2008) explained that, through narrative analysis, we can also reveal broader 
sociocultural narratives that may influence the values and perceptions of the 
storyteller. As Riessman (2008) noted, ‘[a] good narrative analysis prompts the reader 
to think beyond the surface of the text, and there is a move towards a broader 
commentary’ (p. 13). This method enables the researcher to examine the meaning of 
texts. Further, this method recognises the conditions of culture that are created, shared 
and reinterpreted through the different forms of narrative in a community. For 
example, narrative analysis is able to examine issues of race, religion and gender 
inequalities, which relate to practices of power (Riessman, 1993). It is through 
narrative analysis that I am able to interpret news narratives and myth to examine 
controversial issues on Malay women and Islam. As per my research objectives, this 
method allows me to examine myths about gender and religious and cultural beliefs 
regarding women and Islam. 
Riessman (2008) further explained that the narrative analysis approach is concerned 
with why and how a story is told. My research context provides insights into why the 
online news media uses particular mythical archetypes to construct news narratives 
that produce specific gender norms and roles for Malay women. It also examines how 
a mythical framework or archetypes are incorporated into news coverage. A narrative 
analysis approach also asks: to what extent does news coverage perpetuate myth within 
a culture? Through narrative analysis, I am able to analyse the relationship between 
news and myth. In particular, it is through the analysis of the structure and content of 
news that myth can be found.  
While narrative analysis has its strengths, it also has limitations. First, Frank (1995) 
argued that, when analysing a broad theme, there is a tendency to adapt stories into a 
specific framework—in this research context, mythical stories, themes and archetypes. 
For example, a story about bravery falls within the archetype of the warrior. However, 
in this research context, why does bravery have to be associated with the archetype of 
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a hero? Therefore, the narrative analysis approach can be problematic because, at 
times, stories may not fit into a particular framework.  
The second limitation of narrative analysis is that the political and cultural contexts of 
the research may shape the researcher’s understanding and interpretation of stories. 
The cultural and political context consists of the background of beliefs and practices 
that influence the behaviours of the researcher. Besides, the researcher’s personal and 
social positioning(s) may influence the research outcomes, as data are subjectively 
interpreted (Esin et al., 2014). For example, according to Riessman (1993), ‘Western, 
white, middle-class interviewers seem to expect temporally sequenced plots and have 
trouble hearing ones that are organised episodically’ (p. 17). Researchers from Muslim 
and feminist backgrounds will also be attuned to different elements of data. For 
example, I am more sympathetic to feminism, but not completely against liberal modes 
of patriarchy. 
Despite its limitations, narrative analysis remains valuable to understanding how the 
media constructs news stories through mythical frameworks, and how these stories 
provide meaning to readers in a particular place, time and culture, on issues regarding 
Malay women and Islam in Malaysia. 
4.4 Phase 1: Selection of Data 
This section includes a discussion of the selection of the online news portals and case 
studies, study timeframe and study units of analysis. A comprehensive study of news 
as myth would attempt to analyse all types of media in Malaysia. This includes 
newspaper, radio and television. However, such comprehensiveness was beyond the 
scope of this study. As stated earlier, online news portals were selected because of 
their popularity. In addition, Malaysian online news media is recognised as the most 
influential news medium in Malaysia (Salman et al., 2011), and news portals play an 
essential role in shaping public opinion, particularly on controversial issues (Harkins 
& Lugo-Ocando, 2016). These two factors—of popularity and influence—make online 
news portals an important medium for the study of controversial cases on women and 
Islam in Malaysia. The selection of news portals was based on purposive sampling that 
considered the following three criteria. 
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4.4.1 Rankings 
To select a reliable representative sample of online Malaysian news portals, I referred 
to ComScore Media Matrix (comscore.com) (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5) and Alexa 
(alexa.com, 2015) (see Table 4.1)—two American-based companies that provide web 
traffic data analyses. Both companies conduct an annual ranking survey of online news 
portals in Malaysia based on readership and popularity. A list of rankings from 2014 
to 2016 was retrieved, and the selected news portals were recognised as popular based 
on the traffic count of readers to these websites. 
4.4.2 Language 
A comprehensive study of news as myth would include the four languages spoken in 
Malaysia: English, Bahasa Malaysia, Chinese and Tamil. However, with limited 
resources, only Bahasa Malaysia (the Malaysian national language) and English were 
selected. I chose both English and Bahasa Malaysia news portals because issues on 
Malay women and Islam receive more comprehensive coverage in these news portals 
because of a predominantly Malay readership and because of the religious and racial 
inclinations of these newspapers, as discussed in Chapter 2 in Section 2.5. Further, I 
am fluent in both English and Bahasa Malaysia, which made it reliable and convenient 
to analyse the data. 
4.4.3 Ownership 
The third criterion for news portal selection was ownership. I chose online news portals 
with diverse ownership by dividing the portals into three categories: government-
linked agencies (GLAs),22 party-owned agencies23 and privately-owned agencies24 
(Table 4.1). The selected news portals for the study were: The New Straits Times 
Online, Berita Harian Online, The Star Online, Utusan Online, Sinar Harian Online, 
Malaysiakini, The Rakyat Post, Free Malaysia Today, Malay Mail Online and Astro 
Awani. For the bilingual online news portals, I selected the language most commonly 
 
22 GLA by definition means companies owned by the Malaysian government or those in which the 
government has a significant stake (Esa & Anum, 2012). 
23 Party-owned agencies are media companies that are owned by political parties in Malaysia.  
24 Privately-owned agencies are owned by private media companies. 
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read: Malaysiakini (English), The Rakyat Post (English), Free Malaysia Today 
(English), Malay Mail Online (English) and Astro Awani (Bahasa Malaysia). 
Table 4.1: News Portals Selected for This Study 
Ownership 
Type 
Media Group Media Outlets Language (Language 














Party-owned The Star Media 
Group Berhad 
























M Today News 











Astro All Asia 
Networks 
Astro Awani English/Malay http://www.astroawan
i.com/  
Source: Adapted from Alexa.com, 2015 
The reason for choosing online news portals based on ownership was to reflect 
differences in political and religious inclinations (as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 
2.5), as Malaysian online news portals are a site of contesting ideologies, especially 
because of the conflicting interests among the media ownership of BN party 
components and independent online news portals. The selection of a small number of 
online news portals allowed an in-depth analysis of myth, religion and gender in news 
narratives, which fit into the parameters of qualitative analysis. 
4.5 Selection of Case Studies 
My next step was to select the most appropriate case studies for my research. A case 
study is an empirical enquiry to investigate a contemporary phenomenon or an event 
(Davis, 2016; Feagin et al., 1991). Crucially, a case study approach provides 
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‘information-rich’ sampling, which provides insights into a phenomenon (Barnett, 
2013). In the context of this research, the new religious and cultural phenomenon in 
Malaysia is Islamisation, which has affected the roles and status of women. However, 
Meyer (2001) wrote about the potential limitations of selecting only one case study, as 
it leads to generalisation and biased findings. Further, a PhD project requires more 
than a single case study to contrast analysis with other case studies for an in-depth 
comparison and analysis. Given these points, I selected two case studies for richer 
analyses and to allow comparisons to be made. The range of case studies selected 
provides an opportunity to determine the type of myth used by the online English and 
Bahasa Malaysia language news portals. The case studies were selected according to 
the following criteria: 
1. The case studies are stories of Malay women who challenged or resisted the 
state-sanctioned interpretation of Islam in Malaysia (not Islam per se). 
2. The case studies feature Malay women who were victimised, prosecuted or 
stigmatised because of their resistance to the state-sanctioned interpretation of 
Islam. 
3. The cases attracted high media coverage by online Malaysian news portals. 
4. The cases represent events that occurred between 2014 and 2018 under the 
administration of Malaysia’s sixth prime minister, Najib Tun Razak. 
I used Google to search the following terms to identify these particular case studies: 
‘Malay women and Islam’, ‘Malay women and fatwa’, ‘Malay women and Syariah 
law’, ’Malay women and victimisation’, ‘Malay women and prosecution’ and ‘Malay 
women and stigmatisation’. While many potential case studies emerged, two 
prominent cases fit the stated criteria. The case studies selected were the fatwa against 
SIS and the Malaysian gymnast sports attire controversy. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4, it is evident that the two selected case studies represent Malay women 
who have their own interpretation of Islam. Thus, the case studies exemplify the 
complexity of issues faced by Malay women because of Islamisation. They both 
received broad online media coverage, and the online news reports included debates 
and statements from politicians, religious authorities, media experts, scholars, non-
governmental organisations and the public. 
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4.6 Study Timeframe 
As discussed in Chapter 2, the study was conducted during the second term of Prime 
Minister Najib Tun Razak (2014 to 2018), given the increasing marginalisation of 
moderate and liberal Muslims, particularly Malay women, at this time. Moderate and 
liberal Muslims who resisted and struggled against state religious fundamentalism 
attracted wide media attention. The media monitoring of online news media began in 
2014, and lasted four years. It ended in in January 2018, before the fourteenth 
Malaysian general election. The May 2018 general election witnessed the collapse of 
Prime Minister Najib’s government. Table 4.2 presents the timeframe for the selected 
case studies. 
Table 4.2: Timeframe for Each Case Study 
Case Timeframe 
Fatwa against SIS  October 2014 to March 2017 (two years and 
five months) 
Farah Ann—the Malaysian gymnast sports attire 
controversy 
June 2015 to June 2016 (one year) 
4.7 Unit of Analysis 
The unit of analysis is an essential component of data analysis, comprising the subject 
of study (Lewis-Beck et al., 2003). It refers to the entity that is to be analysed for the 
research. The unit of analysis for this study was the individual news articles published 
by the selected online news portals. I examined all news and non-news articles, such 
as opinion columns, editorial pieces and commentaries. Images and news clippings in 
video format were not included, as the analysis focused primarily on news narratives. 
The result was a dataset of over 312 news articles collected over a period of three years 
(see Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.3: Total Number of Articles Collected Per Online News Portal, 2014 to 
2018 
Online News Portal Total Number of News Articles 
The New Straits Times Online 24 
Astro Awani 7 
The Star Online  69 
Utusan Online 24 
Sinar Harian Online 28 
Malaysiakini 47 
The Rakyat Post  20 
Free Malaysia Today  35 
Malay Mail Online 51 
Berita Harian Online 7 
After determining the unit of analysis, I began the process of categorising and coding 
the data. 
4.8 Phase 2: Procedure and Data Analysis 
In this section, I describe the coding and data analysis procedures to establish 
transparency about how I analysed the findings. I describe the variables that I used and 
how they were applied to the media texts. Data analysis refers to procedures for 
making sense of data. Silverman (2015) explained that data analysis is the process of 
translating raw data into interpretative texts. This process involves back and forth 
strategies in understanding the data for analysis (Babbie, 2015). This refers to 
repeatedly reading the data, codes and categories.  
The first step in the narrative analysis approach is to employ aspects of structural 
analysis that focus on structure and form. Riessman (2008) suggested that structural 
narrative analysis proposes that each narrative has different elements to be examined. 
The application of the structural narrative analysis approach aligns with the work of 
Lévi-Strauss (1967) and Barthes (1957), as discussed in Chapter 3, which views news 
as a symbolic form of culture, as it articulates a worldview and takes part in the 
confirmation of culture. In analysing the online news articles, I adapted a matrix based 
on Foss’s (1996) structural narrative analysis framework to code my data. This 
framework allows the researcher to unpack the narrative objectively because of the 
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systematic narrative elements (Foss, 1996). Foss (1996, p. 402) explained that 
analysing narratives begins with identifying eight primary features: events, characters, 
settings, narrator, temporal relations, causal relations and themes. By using Foss’s 
framework, I addressed all eight features, whereby I was able to analyse and 
deconstruct news content systematically to reveal insights into the relationship 
between news and myth. 
This method of analysis was prompted by relevant questions to examine the features 
of each narrative. The questions directing the analysis included: What is the setting of 
the narrative? Who are the main characters? What are the major events? Given the 
research focus, Foss’s framework proved most relevant to this study, as it mirrors 
journalistic questions of who, what, where, why and how, which fit into the inverted 
pyramid style25 of news reporting (Van Hulst et al., 2014). Through this style of 
reporting, the media produces narratives to persuade its audience to subscribe to 
specific cultural meanings and beliefs (Davis, 2016). Therefore, using Foss’s 
framework ensures rigour and consistency in data analysis (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). 
Table 4.4 presents a description of each of the narrative elements namely events, 
characters, setting, narrator, temporal relationship, causal relationship and themes. 
  
 
25 The inverted style of news reporting refers to the principle of reporting the ‘five Ws and one H’: who, 
what, when, where, why and how. 
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Events What are the plot lines, happenings and changes of state in a narrative? What are 
the kernels (major events)? What are the minor plots (satellite stories)? How are 
the events presented? 
Characters Who are the main characters? How are the characters presented? Are they framed 
implicitly or explicitly as mythical and gender archetypes (e.g., hero, villain or 
victim, virgin, tramp or wider categories of winners and losers)? 
Setting What is the setting of the narrative? 
Narrator Which type of media is producing the narrative? What kind of media is the 
narrator? Does the media apologise, defend or plead? Or does the media evaluate, 
criticise and preach? What kind of vocabulary does the media use? Does the 
narrator favour certain kinds of words or sentence structures? What kind of 
authority does the narrator claim? 
Temporal 
relationship 
What are the temporal relationships between the events recounted in the 
narrative? Do events occur in a brief period or over a longer period? 
Causal 
relationship 
What is the cause and effect relationship established in the narrative? How are 
the connections established between cause and effect? What receives more 
attention—cause or effect? In how much detail are cause and effect described? 
Theme What are the major themes of the event? How clear and obvious are the themes? 
Source: Foss (1996, pp. 313–315). 
All online news articles were manually coded, and three levels of data analysis were 
applied: open, axial and selective coding. 
4.8.1 Open Coding 
For each case study, I collected the data from each news portal. The first level of the 
data analysis—open coding—involved breaking down the data text into categories and 
subheadings (Kendall, 1999). To account for this in the coding, all articles were 
categorised based on the format of the online news website. I then classified each of 
the articles into categories, which reflected the section of a news article. The 
definitions of these categories are described in the coding manual (Appendix B). The 
news articles were broken down into the following categories: 
• date of publication 
• name of online news portal 








4.8.2 Axial Coding 
The second level of data analysis was axial coding, which aimed to make connections 
between the categories within the narrative elements—that is, between the events, 
characters, settings, role(s) of a narrator, temporal relations, causal relations, themes 
and types of myth, as per Table 4.4 (Daniel & Harland, 2018). As I read each online 
article several times, I devoted attention to categories. I then started to analyse parts of 
the narrative (e.g., characters, adjectives, phrases, quotations, words and tone) that 
referred to the mythical archetypes outlined in Chapter 2. 
4.8.3 Selective Coding 
The third level of data analysis—selective coding—examined the core concepts or 
themes emerging from the narrative elements (Price, 2010). At this level, I sought 
emerging patterns and prepared outputs for the analysis of myth. Here, I was interested 
in examining the data concerning mythical stories and gendered archetypes that told 
particular stories about Malay women. This three-level coding system ensured a 
systematic comparison between the data and interpretation of the dataset. 
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Figure 4.2: Study Coding Scheme 
In the next chapter, I will discuss the findings that emerged from the analysis, including 
how the news stories reflected: (i) ‘eternal’ myths from the Christian model, (ii) 
Islamic myths or (iii) non-Western mythical frameworks. 
4.9 Validity and Trustworthiness 
The use of narrative analysis as a method entails interpretation. This highlights the 
subjective nature of data analysis, which raises questions of validity and reliability. To 
ensure trustworthiness in using this research method, I employed four strategies, which 
I adapted from the framework developed by Daniel and Harland (2018). This 
framework is called ‘TACT’ and entails trustworthiness (T), auditability (A), 
credibility (C) and transferability (T). 
First, the research must demonstrate trustworthiness. Daniel and Harland (2018) 
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for data analysis. In the context of this research, trustworthiness was established 
through the use of the framework adapted from Foss (1996), as discussed earlier. This 
involved classifying narratives according to their events, characters, settings, narrator, 
temporal relations, causal relations and themes, which ensured a systematic way of 
analysing the data. In addition, I used a coding scheme that outlined the steps involved 
in analysing the data.  
Second, Daniel and Harland (2018) argued that, to show auditability, an audit trail of 
documented research procedures must be produced. To achieve auditability for the 
research, I used manual coding to document the research analysis and procedure. This 
ensured the creation of an audit trail, as well as a transparent description of the research 
procedures from the start of data analysis to the reporting of the findings. A sample of 
the manual coding is attached in Appendix A. In addition, a sample of the codebook 
is attached in Appendix B. 
Third, to address the issue of credibility, Daniel and Harland (2018) argued that the 
researcher must present a credible conceptual interpretation of the data. For the 
purpose of this research, data were analysed using a theoretical framework of myths, 
news and gender archetypes in news reporting, as discussed in Chapter 3. The findings 
from this research contribute a non-Western perspective to the existing studies of news 
and myth. Further, the study addresses the research gap of inadequate analysis of 
Muslim gender archetypes in news reporting. 
Finally, regarding transferability, Daniel and Harland (2018) argued that the research 
needs to be able to ‘transfer’ beyond the bounds of the project. The research design, 
objectives, questions and methods outlined above provide a basis for further study, as 
others can consider how my approach relates to their own research circumstances and 
contexts.  
4.10 Summary 
This chapter has outlined the methodology and analytical framework employed in my 
thesis. I have discussed the rationale for selecting the narrative analysis method in light 
of my broader research aims and objectives. This methodology, as explained above, 
allows researchers to examine the complexities and the mythical frameworks 
embedded in news texts. Through narrative analysis, I have been able to analyse how 
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online news portals draw upon mythical narratives, and the implied meanings of such 
myths. This chapter has also presented the research design and framework, including 
the selection of online news portals, case studies, timeframe, unit of analysis, data 
analysis and procedures. The next chapter (Chapter 5) will present the findings from 
the first case study, which focuses on the Malaysian gymnast sports attire controversy. 
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Chapter 5: Findings for Case Study 1—Farah Ann Hadi and the 
Sports Attire Controversy 
5.1 Introduction 
This thesis is based on the premise that all media has a mythic element. Through 
narrative analysis, it examines the role of Malaysian online news portals in myth 
creation, particularly regarding Malaysian Muslim women. This chapter will focus on 
the first of two case studies—the sports attire controversy surrounding Malaysian 
gymnast, Farah Ann Hadi. My analysis of the controversy around dress code highlights 
the process by which Malaysian online news portals portrayed Farah Ann through 
different myths and archetypes that were influenced by the ethnic and religious 
inclination of the news portal. 
In this chapter, I will discuss how these news stories reflected Greek, Christian, Islamic 
and Malay myths, based on the ethnic and political inclinations of the news portals’ 
ownership. I address how news narratives challenged or approved of Farah Ann’s 
sporting identity. I argue that Farah Ann’s differential representation through four 
diverse archetypes occurred because of the evolution of the Malay woman’s identity 
because of Islamisation. Thus, the online news portals contest the construction of the 
‘ideal’ type of contemporary woman under Islamisation—a battle between a secular 
versus conservative interpretation of Islam in Malaysia. 
I found four major archetypes in my narrative analysis namely the Woman Warrior, 
the Victim, the Temptress and the Innocent Maiden (refer to Table 5.1). The Star 
Online portrayed Farah Ann through the archetype of the woman warrior, depicted as 
tough, intelligent, beautiful and defiant. In contrast, Malaysiakini, The Rakyat Post, 
The New Straits Times Online and Free Malaysia Today chose the archetype of the 
victim, framing Farah Ann as passive and victimised. Malay Mail Online employed 
the archetype of the temptress, which emphasised the characteristics of immodesty, 
sexuality and ambition. Finally, Astro Awani, Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian and 
Utusan Online cast Farah Ann as the archetype of Mahsuri—the innocent maiden—
and presented her as naïve, innocent and lacking religious knowledge. 
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In the following sections, I provide an outline of the case study, an overview of the 
data collected and a detailed analysis of each of the four identified archetypes. I will 
begin my discussions with the archetype of the woman warrior, followed by the 
archetype of the victim, the archetype of the temptress and the archetype of the 
innocent maiden. 
Table 5.1: Summary of Findings for Case Study 1 
Archetypes Online News Portal 
Woman warrior The Star Online 
Victim  Malaysiakini, The Rakyat Post, The New Straits 
Times Online and Free Malaysia Today 
Temptress  Malay Mail Online 
Innocent maiden Astro Awani, Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian 
and Utusan Online 
5.1.1 Overview of Case Study 
In July 2015, Farah Ann Hadi, a leading Malaysian gymnast, brought home six medals 
including two gold medals, at the twenty-eighth SEA Games. Farah Ann was 
criticised, condemned and judged in the social media sphere for her ‘inappropriate’ 
standard gymnast sports attire. Facebook users criticised her leotard as ‘revealing’, 
‘sexy’ and thus un-Islamic or haram (forbidden) in Islam (‘Minister Agrees with 
Gymnast’s Critics over “Aurat” Issue’, 2015). The Farah Ann controversy resulted in 
the government having to take steps to review Muslim women’s sports attire in 
Malaysia. 
5.1.2 Overview of Data 
From June 2015 to June 2016, I collected a total of 110 online news articles on the 
Farah Ann controversy from ten online Malaysian news portals. The six English news 
portals—The Star Online, Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, The Rakyat Post, The 
New Straits Time Online and Free Malaysia Today—published a total of 103 online 
articles. This is in contrast to the Malay online news portals—Sinar Harian, Utusan 
Online, Astro Awani and Berita Harian Online—which collectively published only 
seven online news articles during the same period. The news portal with the most 
coverage of the controversy was The Star Online, which published a total of thirty-two 
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online news articles, while the news portal with the least coverage was Utusan Online, 
which published only one news article. 
My overall tabulation of the online news articles revealed that the total number of 
articles published on the issue of Farah Ann’s sports attire varied significantly between 
English and Malay news portals. This finding suggests that, given the great number of 
articles published on the issue, the English online news portals deemed the story of 
Farah Ann’s dress code as more important. The reason for this disparity will be 
explained below. I will begin with the narrative analysis of the online news accounts 
by the English-language news portals, followed by accounts provided by the Malay 
online news portals. 
5.2 Archetype of the Woman Warrior—The Star Online 
The Star Online had the most extensive media coverage of the Farah Ann dress code 
controversy. There were thirty-two online news articles published, of which eighteen 
were in the national news section, while the remaining fourteen appeared in opinion 
pieces or as letters to the editor. 
The Star Online drew upon the archetypal figure of the woman warrior. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.6, the archetype of the woman warrior is one of the three most 
common female archetypes presented in the media, in addition to the archetypes of the 
female monster and the mother (Berkowitz, 2005; Goodman et al., 2002; Howard & 
Prividera, 2008; Labre & Duke, 2004; Prividera & Howard, 2006). The woman warrior 
parallels the archetype in Western cultures derives from the myth of Artemis—an 
Ancient Greek Goddess who was an independent, competitive and athletic woman 
(Marlina, 2015). Artemis was a fearless warrior, symbolising the empowered woman 
who sets and achieves goals. Like Artemis, the woman warrior has five main 
characteristics: toughness, intelligence, beauty, sexuality and defiance (Berkowitz, 
2005). Regardless of the culture, context and era, the archetype of the woman warrior 
shares common characteristics. For example, in the 1970s and 1980s, archetypes of 
the woman warrior in popular culture were seen in television series such as Wonder 
Woman, Bat Girl and Charlie’s Angels. The key characteristic of these television 
women warriors were beauty, sexuality and intelligence. However, in the twenty-first 
century, this archetype evolved because of changing gender roles in society. In 
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contemporary films such as Tomb Raider and Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, 
toughness became the key element. Nonetheless, these women warriors in television 
and film have almost always been represented as a white woman, valued mainly for 
her beauty and sexuality. 
Conversely, in the Islamic context, the archetype of the woman warrior is Bilqis, 
Queen of Sheba, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.8, whose key characteristics 
are her submission and piety to Allah. Although the Queen of Sheba is tough and 
smart, her devotion and modesty are essential to the archetype of a Muslim woman 
warrior. In Malay culture, the archetype of the women warriors, had elements of beauty 
and toughness, but the crucial element of these archetypes was to represent or defend 
the monarch (Hashim, 1996) as exemplified by Cik Siti Wan Kembang discussed in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.8. The key difference is that, in the Islamic context, the goal of 
the woman warrior was to champion Islam, whereas in the Malay and Western cultural 
contexts, the key mission was to return society to the right order. In this respect, the 
Malay and Western myths share common cultural features. 
This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed Farah Ann 
as the archetype of the woman warrior associated with Artemis. The Star Online 
constructed Farah Ann as similar to Artemis: smart, defiant, athletic and tough—
particularly because she was successful and resistant, and because she dared to stand 
against forces of Islamic conservatism. She became the hero, rather than the victim of 
the conservative Islam mindset via the Western archetype of the woman warrior. As 
an incredibly talented and bold athlete, Farah Ann seems the perfect person to embody 
the woman warrior. 
Farah Ann is one of the top female Malaysian athletes, who won bronze, silver and 
gold medals at the 2015 SEA Games. Through the media, she has become a mythical 
woman warrior, not only because of her athletic achievements, but also because of her 
success in the academic domain. Like Artemis, Farah Ann is a high achiever, who sets 
and achieves goals. For example, in one article by The Star Online entitled ‘See the 
Substance Not the Form’, published 26 July 2015, columnist Nadason reported Farah 
Ann as excelling in her high school results and university entrance. In this article, 
Nadason reported that Farah Ann scored eight A grades in her Penilaian Menengah 
Rendah (equivalent to O levels) and five A grades in her Sijil Pelajaran Malaysia 
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(equivalent to A levels) (Nadason, 2015). Further, the article focused on Farah Ann 
pursuing a Bachelor of Arts, majoring in international studies, at Monash University 
(Nadason, 2015). In the Malaysian context, studying at a reputable university such as 
Monash University connotes prestige and intelligence, given the university’s 
international rankings and standards. Nadason (2015) further wrote that ‘[b]oth these 
girls26 are well-balanced people. They have strength, skills and brains, great agility 
and a wonderful sense of humour’. Thus, Farah Ann was viewed as embodying the 
classic characteristics of the woman warrior archetype, and reported as being a woman 
with beauty, talent and intelligence.  
The Star Online also presented Farah Ann as a woman warrior in the sense of 
demonstrating defiance against Islamic norms. The myth of the woman warrior can 
still be found in contemporary society, it seems, and Farah Ann was portrayed as an 
example of this fighting spirit. Farah Ann’s unapologetic response to her Muslim 
critics was published to represent her resistance to the religious norms imposed on 
Muslim women in Malaysia. For example, rather than responding to the demands made 
by online Facebook users that she comply with the Islamic dress code, The Star Online 
reported that Farah Ann lashed out at her critics: ‘“Empty cans make the most noise”, 
was her response on Twitter to those who condemned her for dressing indecently 
during her gymnastic routine on Thursday’ (Ghazali & Kanyakumari, 2015). This 
news report focused on Farah Ann’s tweet, as she labelled her critics shallow and 
narrow-minded ‘empty cans’. Her response implied her choice to continue wearing the 
standard gymnastic leotard without the hijab (head covering). Her choice of competing 
in non-Islamic sports attire represented her resistance to forces of Islamic 
conservatism, which was ground-breaking, as due to Islamisation, eighty to ninety per 
cent of Muslim women in Malaysia wear Islamic attire, such as the hijab (Lyn, 2015). 
Her statement represented an act of defiance because the exposure of her ‘aurat’27 is 
against Islamic norms. In a country such as Malaysia, where religion is enforced at the 
state level through religious prosecution, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, her 
 
26 The article discussed Farah Ann and her sister, Katrina Ann Abdul Hadi. 
27 ‘Aurat’ refers to the intimate parts of the body that must be covered by clothing in Islam. Essentially, 
a Muslim woman is only allowed to reveal her hands and face to the public. 
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statement and choice not to conform to the Islamic dress code was brave, befitting the 
archetype of the warrior woman. 
The Star Online ultimately supported Farah Ann’s decision to compete in the standard 
gymnastic attire (a leotard) and thus refuse to conform to Islamic norms. News 
coverage featured a strong headline: ‘Farah Ann Wore the Right Attire and Did the 
Nation Proud’ (2015). In this news coverage, Malaysia SEA Games Chef de Mission 
Datuk Norza Zakaria was quoted as saying: ‘Gold medallist gymnast Farah Ann Abdul 
Hadi does not deserve flak for wearing standard approved leotards in her winning 
routine’. The Star Online used this viewpoint to assure readers that Farah Ann 
competed in the correct sports attire and did not deserve criticism over her leotard.  
Further, on 5 July 2015, The Star Online group adviser Wong Chung Wai published 
an opinion piece entitled ‘Focus on the Real Issue’. In this article, Chung Wai 
questioned the dress code controversy by writing: 
Do we really even care about whether eateries should be closed after midnight or if 
the length of a woman’s skirt conforms to some dress code? And why do we have 
to spoil the joy of our gymnast winning a gold medal by condemning her attire? 
Come on, get real! 
As a senior member of The Star Online, Chung Wai’s column represented the 
newspaper’s stance on the issue. As a senior member, Chung Wai expressed his 
concerns about why people were focused on the Malay woman’s body, rather than 
other pertinent issues affecting the community. This viewpoint by Chung Wai supports 
the argument discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, whereby women are bearers of the 
nation, and the community then becomes the guardian of the Malay woman’s faith, 
body and morality (Basarudin, 2016). Therefore, The Star Online cast Farah Ann as 
playing an important role in restoring social order in an increasingly conservative 
Malaysia, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 on Islamisation. 
The Star Online further established Farah Ann as the archetype of the woman warrior 
with support from women leaders, women politicians, moderate and liberal Muslim 
politicians, as well as fans, who applauded the bravery of her heroic act. They 
expressed admiration for her defiance in competing in her sports attire of choice and 
encouraged her not to be dictated by Islamic norms. Prominent activist women leaders, 
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such as Marina Mahathir, and Islamic feminist organisation SIS were often quoted. 
Marina Mahathir told The Star Online: ‘Those people who spend their time looking at 
athletes’ private parts, what exactly have they done to bring glory to their country?’ 
(‘Chew Mei Fun: Allow Sports To Grow’, 2015). Executive Director Ratna Osman 
from SIS said: ‘There is more to a Muslim’s life than obsessing over what someone is 
wearing and not wearing’ (‘Critics Take the Shine Out of Gymnast’s Gold’, 2015). 
Through liberal Muslim voices against the marginalisation of Muslim–Malay women, 
these news narratives offered a perspective countering the public obsession with 
constructing the ideal Muslim woman through state-sanctioned Islamisation. To 
reinforce this perspective, liberal Muslim male politicians were also used as reference 
points. For example, Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin was quoted as 
saying: ‘In her deeds only the Almighty judges her. Not you. Leave our athletes alone’ 
(Zainal, 2015). Jamaluddin asserted that it is not society’s place to judge whether or 
not a Muslim woman is covered. Minister Khairy’s statement here represents a liberal 
interpretation of Islam, whereby a Muslim woman is given the freedom to choose not 
to conform with the Islamic dress code. 
Likewise, Farah Ann’s liberal Muslim fans were quoted by The Star Online. For 
example, Faye Osman stated: ‘You did the country proud. Now would these ticket 
holders to heaven accord the same judgement to Muslim male athletes who wear shorts 
above the knees? If they don’t they are just a bunch of hypocrites’(‘Gymnast Farah 
Ann Encouraged to Ignore Extremists’, 2015). In the same article, one of two 
supporters stated: ‘Congratulations Farah Ann Abdul Hadi! You’ve made the nation 
proud. Ignore the haters and keep up the good work!’. A second supporter, Shufiyan 
Shukur, stated: ‘You are a hero! You make us proud!’ (‘Gymnast Farah Ann 
Encouraged to Ignore Extremists’, 2015). The Star Online used these quotations from 
her fans, with expressions such as ‘hero’ and ‘made the nation proud’, to represent the 
transformation of Farah Ann into a Muslim woman warrior. 
To be considered a woman warrior, the woman in question must also have enemies. 
The Star Online framed Farah Ann’s enemies as either religious extremists or 
chauvinists. Words such as ‘religious fanatics’, ‘bigots’, ‘naysayers’ and ‘hypocrites’ 
were used to depict her critics, and The Star Online published headlines such as 
‘Gymnast Farah Ann Encouraged to Ignore Extremists’ (2015). Her critics were 
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frequently described as ‘holier than thou religious extremists’ (‘Chew Mei Fun: Allow 
Sports to Grow’, 2015). The Star Online further reported that the reason for the dress 
code controversy was religious intolerance and that the issue was ‘hijacked by 
religious or racist figures’ (Tam, 2015). The Star Online presented a negative coverage 
on religious-minded critics. 
The Star Online also framed Farah Ann’s critics as either ‘dirty-minded’ or ‘sexist’ 
(Sukumaran, 2015). This group was reported as having impure thoughts, owing to their 
focus on Farah Ann’s body, rather than her athletic achievements. Malay words such 
as gatal (aroused) were frequently used in news reporting to describe the critics. 
Headlines such as ‘Lower Your Gaze, Khairy Tells “Gatal” Men’ (Kumar, 2015) 
presented critics as perverts with uncontrollable desires. In the aforementioned article, 
Khairy was quoted as saying: ‘Should also have guidelines for gatal [aroused] men to 
lower their gaze when they can’t contain themselves watching sports’. To reinforce 
this perspective, Khairy was also quoted in another article as saying that ‘[t]he critics 
can look elsewhere … or, if they cannot contain themselves, we will have to ban them 
from entering stadiums’ (‘Athletes Don’t Have to Obey JAKIM Guidelines Says 
Khairy’, 2015). Khairy’s statement represented Farah Ann’s critics as the problem in 
this dress code controversy. Therefore, rather than calling attention to the derogatory 
comments made by online users, these news reports cast Farah Ann’s critics as 
conservative people who objectified women. In another article, a fan was quoted as 
saying: ‘She has sacrificed for the country and those who are being perverts and 
throwing all kind of sexist remarks at her, may God bless you with some brains’ 
(Sukumaran, 2015). The Star Online used quotations to represent Farah Ann’s critics 
in a negative tone to support Farah Ann’s brave and bold stance on the issue. 
In summary, news stories from The Star Online cast Farah Ann as the archetype of the 
woman warrior—an icon for Muslim women’s rights, fighting against Islamic 
conservatism and sexism. The news narratives presented Farah Ann as strong, using 
words such as ‘champion’, ‘victory’ and ‘brave’, while positioning her critics as 
‘extremist’, ‘randy’, ‘dirty-minded’ and ‘perverts’. Further references to her 
intelligence, bold stance and defiance highlighted positive characteristics befitting a 
noble woman warrior. 
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According to Berkowitz (2005), the archetype of the woman warrior commits an act 
‘virtually unheard of for a woman’ in that culture (p. 25). Farah Ann confronted this 
on both a personal and professional level. Professionally, winning six medals at the 
SEA Games was an exceptional victory, rarely achieved by other women athletes. On 
a personal level, Farah Ann demonstrated unprecedented bravery in standing up to 
religious norms, refusing to bow to the demands created by the forces of Islamisation. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, women in Malaysia are pressured to conform 
to the Islamic dress code, as per the study conducted by Pew Research Centre 
(Mitchell, 2016). Thus, Farah Ann’s stand was a bold move as a Muslim woman. For 
these reasons, The Star Online celebrated Farah Ann as a sports hero and as the icon 
of moderate Islam. 
Analysis of The Star Online’s narratives indicated that this news portal is grounded in 
a version of Islam based on secular values, which is considered more relevant for a 
multiracial Malaysia. This aligns with The Star Online’s campaign from 2014 to 2015 
called ‘Voice of Moderation’, which aimed to promote liberal, moderate and balanced 
voices on religion (Tam, 2015). A significant reason for this stance is that The Star 
Online is party-owned by the MCA, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5, which 
belongs to the BN party—previously part of the ruling coalition government. 
However, in the climate of Islamisation, the Chinese community fear marginalisation, 
which includes repression of the Chinese culture (Chin, 2001). As a result, The Star 
Online promotes the ethnic interests of the Chinese community, which strives for a 
secular Malaysia. My findings support earlier studies that The Star Online news 
coverage promotes the interests of the Chinese community. One article published in 
The Star Online on 11 July 2015 noted that ‘[f]or one, it must be a widely accepted 
fact that Malaysia belongs to Malaysians of all races’ (Tam, 2015). These news 
narratives represent the insecurity of the Chinese community in Malaysia with the 
onset of Islamisation. Given this, The Star Online required a warrior—Farah Ann—to 
champion a moderate version of Islam that accepts all other races and religions. 
Conversely, the next section will discuss Farah Ann’s depiction as the archetype of the 
victim. 
5.3 Archetype of the Victim—Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The 
Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online 
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Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times 
Online published a total of forty-seven online articles on Farah Ann. Malaysiakini had 
the highest media coverage, with fifteen articles, followed by Free Malaysia Today 
(fourteen), The New Straits Times Online (thirteen) and The Rakyat Post (five). 
Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times 
Online all drew on the archetype of the victim in their coverage of Farah Ann. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, according to Lule (2001), the archetype of the 
victim represents an innocent person who becomes a victim of circumstances, such as 
accident, tragedy, harassment or even death. This archetype also represents groups or 
individuals who are socially mistreated. As a result, this individual or group 
unexpectedly experiences harm. According to Lule (2001), the archetype of the victim 
includes characteristics such as innocence, helplessness, passivity, weakness and 
powerlessness. This archetype serves the purpose of helping people make sense of life 
during unfortunate circumstances or events, and tales of the victim encourage people 
to find the logic in issues that cannot be explained. They help us understand why a 
tragedy has occurred. As Lule (2001) stated, the myth of the victim is an important 
social tale, as it offers reconciliation and consolation. In this case study, Malaysiakini, 
Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online sought to 
make sense of the unfortunate circumstances that befell Farah Ann. In the following 
section, I present the findings from Malaysiakini. 
5.3.1 Malaysiakini 
This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed Farah Ann 
as the archetype of the victim. I will begin with an analysis of Malaysiakini, as this 
news portal had the most coverage of Farah Ann as the archetype of the victim. A total 
of fifteen articles were published on Farah Ann, mainly in the news section.  
News coverage on the Farah Ann dress code controversy began on 12 June 2015, with 
headlines such as ‘Gold Medallist Gymnast Draws Flak over Outfit’ (2015). 
Malaysiakini portrayed Farah Ann as the victim to make sense of the harassment 
regarding her dress code during the SEA Games. As Lule (2001, p. 59) described, the 
archetype of the victim gives meaning to the meaningless—it tries to explain the logic 
behind issues that cannot be explained, such as tragedy and death. In their coverage, 
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Malaysiakini explored the logic behind the dress code issue. In one news report, 
Malaysiakini asked: ‘Why was she criticised in the first place?’ (Sivarraajh, 2015). In 
another article, Malaysiakini was perplexed by how her outfit became the focus of 
attention, and reported that ‘National gymnast Farah Ann Abdul Hadi clinched a gold 
medal in the SEA Games in Singapore, but for some, it was her outfit that was the 
subject of debate’ (‘Gold Medalist Draws Flak over Outfit’, 2015). In another article, 
Malaysiakini addressed the issue of the dress code with statements from BN leaders—
namely, MIC Youth Chief Chandran Sivarriah, who was quoted as asking: ‘Do the 
critics expect her to wear a tudung [headscarf] and do gymnastics, or are they 
suggesting she does not do gymnastics at all?’ (‘Gymnast Hits Back at Empty Tin 
Cans’, 2015). Therefore, the news narratives reported Farah Ann as being unfairly 
victimised for her standard sports attire, given that her identity as a Muslim woman 
did not conform with the Islamic norms and roles. 
Although she was a champion gymnast, Malaysiakini cast Farah Ann as powerless, 
passive and unable to defend herself. Thus, she fit the characteristics of a victim 
presented by Lule (2001). Words such as ‘defence’, ‘defending’, ‘leave her alone’ and 
‘attack’ were employed in news narratives to support this archetype, and Malaysiakini 
used voices from influential members of the community, such as politicians and a local 
member of parliament, to defend her. For example, in one news article, Malaysiakini 
published the following quotation from the MCA’s Vice President Chew Mei Fun: 
‘She said people who find fault in women over their sporting attire would only confine 
women in the domestic realm, especially Muslim women, because the outfits deemed 
to be “revealing” are also used in sports other than gymnastics’ (‘MCA: Farah 
Backlash Bodes Ill for Sportswomen’, 2015). 
The coverage of Farah Ann in Malaysiakini was exemplary in its ideological rendering 
of gender and religion, as Farah Ann was displaced and devalued as a Muslim woman 
regardless of her achievements. As a Muslim woman, the news coverage further 
implied the narrow-minded thinking that confines the role and identity of the Malay 
women. For example, in one news report, the Youth and Sports Minister Khairy 
Jamaluddin was quoted as saying: 
[I] think this whole incident also smacks of sexism. Nobody has complained about 
… kinky Speedos, or Sazali Samad wearing tight shorts when he flexes his muscles 
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but when it comes to gymnasts, suddenly it’s a big problem. I think there’s a lot of 
hypocrisy going around here and I don’t tolerate it. I don’t care what people say. 
This is sports. Leave sports alone. (‘Khairy Wants Guidelines for Gatal Men’, 2015) 
Malaysiakini used Khairy’s quotation to represent the hypocrisy on the dress code 
issue for Muslim woman athletes, such as Farah Ann. Thus, Malaysiakini reported that 
Farah Ann was victimised not only because of her race and religion, but also because 
of her gender, which created a double standard for Malay Muslim women in sports. 
Malay women, in particular, become a victim of the patriarchy and religious 
conservatism. 
News narratives in Malaysiakini demonstrated how Malay women face the challenge 
of choosing their identities, given the religious bigotry in the country, by describing 
Farah Ann’s critics in a negative light. They were constructed, labelled and classified 
as manipulative, and described in news reporting as ‘religious zealots’, ‘dangerous’ 
and ‘narrow’ (‘Minister Bowing to Zealots over Gymnastic Attire’, 2015). Religious 
adherents were also described as ‘holier than thou’ and as having a ‘judgemental 
mindset’ (‘KJ Rues Judgemental Attitude against Muslim Women Athletes’, 2015). 
Malaysiakini reinforced this judgemental mindset by quoting religious scholars such 
as Perak Mufti Harussani Zakaria, who stated: ‘Gymnastics is not for Muslim women. 
It is clear that exposing one’s aurat and the shape of one’s body is haram [forbidden 
in Islam]’ (‘Gymnastics Not for Muslim Women Says Mufti’, 2015). This quotation 
reinforced conservative views among religious figures regarding Malay women, as the 
control of women’s bodies is dictated by religious figures such as the mufti. In the 
same article, Malaysiakini reported a counter-argument to the mufti’s view, stating: 
‘However, others came to her defence, asking if Farah should wear a robe and a 
headscarf when competing in the games’. Malaysiakini demonstrated a disagreement 
with the mufti’s opinion by publishing this statement (about the headscarf and robe) 
that included no quotation from a specific individual, but instead questioned the mufti’s 
suggestion. Further, Malaysiakini cast the issue as sexist by quoting Parti Keadilan 
Rakyat (People Justice Party) Legal Bureau Chief Latheefa Koya as saying: ‘The 
suggestion taken up by the ministry to review the clothing of athletes, stemming from 
perverse remarks by some zealots—is dangerous and narrow’ (‘Minister Bowing to 
Zealots over Gymnast’s Attire’, 2015). In this article, Malaysiakini used words such 
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as ‘bowing to pressure from religious zealots’ and ‘Farah Ann was attacked’, which 
represented Malaysiakini’s support of Farah Ann in the dress code controversy. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.1, Malaysiakini is privately owned. Given 
this, Malaysiakini’s coverage of Muslim women’s participation in sport has raised the 
question of conditions for women and the struggle over their bodies in the context of 
conservative Islam. As Lule (2001) wrote, ‘the victim symbolises society’ (p. 282). 
Farah Ann was cast as the archetype of the victim, representing the ideological forces 
against which Malay Muslim women struggle in the context of Islamisation. Thus, 
Malaysiakini subtly challenged Islamic and gender norms pertaining to dress code by 
casting Farah Ann as a victim, rather than a sports hero or icon. In the following 
section, I present the findings from Free Malaysia Today. 
5.3.2 Free Malaysia Today 
Free Malaysia Today had a total of fourteen online news articles published about Farah 
Ann, of which ten were in the national news section, while the remaining four appeared 
in opinion pieces or letters to the editor. This part of the analysis focuses on identifying 
the elements that portrayed Farah Ann as the archetype of the victim. Free Malaysia 
Today news coverage focused on the online harassment. While Lule’s (2001) 
description of the archetype of the victim involves a person unexpectedly experiencing 
physical harm, Farah Ann unexpectedly experienced online harassment during her 
victorious win at the SEA Games. The first news report from this paper explained that: 
Instead of receiving heaps of praises for her flawless floor routine that earned her a 
gold medal for Malaysia, SEA Games gymnast Farah Ann Abdul Hadi was hurled 
a stream of insults instead from Muslims shocked that her costume did nothing to 
shield her bare legs from the prying eyes of the world. (‘Only in Malaysia Gold 
Medalist Slammed for Showing Aurat’, 2015) 
Farah Ann was thus cast as a victim of Islamisation, marginalised for not conforming 
to the religious norms prescribed for Muslim–Malay women. She was portrayed as a 
socially mistreated individual (Lule, 2001). To illustrate this mistreatment, the news 
report published the following text of the type of online harassment Farah Ann 
received: 
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Konfuse aku dgn org2 Islam skrg ini … x tahu mana islam mana bkn islam … pasal 
corak pakaian kita skrg lebih teruk dari yg bkn beragama islam dlm bab menutup 
auratnya [‘I am confused with Muslims today … can’t tell who is Muslim and who 
isn’t … because the choice of clothes of some Muslims is worse than that of non-
Muslims when it comes to covering our skin’] … ceit bual malu je [‘you have 
embarrassed us’]. 
This quotation depicts Farah Ann as a confused Muslim woman, unable to determine 
what is right or wrong within the doctrines of Islam, particularly in regard to the 
Islamic dress code conventions, thereby undermining her status as a champion 
gymnast. The news coverage reinforced the archetype of the victim, as Farah Ann was 
depicted as defenceless and requiring protection from the community. Subsequently, 
Free Malaysia Today focused on highlighting the support from the community, from 
both individual fans and politicians. Headlines such as ‘Leave Farah Ann Alone. Her 
Aurat is Nobody’s Business’ (T. S. Khoo, 2015) and ‘FB Users Spring Up in Support 
of M’sian Gymnast’ (Vivekanandan, 2015) focused on the community coming to her 
defence and rescue. Likewise, phrases such ‘leave our athletes alone’ (‘Malaysian 
Gymnast Hits Back at “Aurat” Trolls’, 2015) and ‘leave Farah Ann alone’ (Ahmad, 
2015b) portrayed Farah Ann as being at the mercy of the public, who sought to save 
her from her critics’ harassment. 
In another news report, Free Malaysia Today decided to present the magnitude of 
support for Farah Ann through narratives, such as ‘Thousands of people have shown 
their support for Malaysian gymnast Farah Ann Abdul Hadi’ and ‘By Monday, 11,000 
people had liked the Facebook page “Farah Ann Abdul Hadi For Malaysia” which 
calls for “praise and support” for the double gold-medallist’ (‘SEA Games: Thousands 
Back Gymnast’, 2015). Besides the community, the Youth and Sports Minister Khairy 
Jamaluddin, a prominent politician who supported Farah Ann, stated that: 
The Ministry cannot stop an athlete from deciding what to wear, but we will provide 
them with a guideline. It is up to the athletes to decide what they have to wear or 
want to wear as long as it does not contradict with the guidelines of the competition 
or their governing body. (‘Khairy: Ministry Cannot Decide Athletes’ Attire’, 2015) 
By using quotations from Minister Khairy and her supporters, it is clear that Free 
Malaysia Today supported the notion of Malay Muslim women’s right to choose their 
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sports attire, thereby challenging the notion that a woman’s body should be regulated 
or controlled by the state. 
Senior public figures were also reported as speaking to support Farah Ann, including 
the famous Malay lawyer, Zaid Ibrahim, who was quoted as saying: 
I have always maintained that these Malays are hypocrites of the highest order. They 
are always quick to complain and criticise other Muslims for not being Islamic in 
their dressing or their way of life, as if they were faultless Muslims themselves … 
This disease springs from our system of religious education, which teaches a brand 
of faith that is shallow and misinformed. (‘Zaid: Shallow Islamic Teachings is 
Breeding Hypocrites’, 2015) 
In quoting Zaid, Free Malaysia Today suggested that the indoctrination of religious 
extremism in the Malaysian education system resulted in a lack of progressive 
mindsets among Malays that resulted in conservative views on women. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.2, Free Malaysia Today has a private 
ownership. Given this, the Free Malaysia Today news stories demonstrated that, once 
the norms of the oppressive society were breached, a woman could be condemned. As 
a result, these news stories construed Malaysia as a repressive society, requiring 
regulation of Malay women’s bodies. Thus, Farah Ann was positioned as a victim. The 
news reports from Free Malaysia Today also indicated that Farah Ann was devalued 
and made a victim based on the conservative Islamic view on womanhood, as women 
become a core marker of religiosity and faith in an established Islamic state. Free 
Malaysia Today addressed their concerns about Malays women’s bodies being 
regulated or controlled in the context of Islamisation. In the following section, I present 
the findings from The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online. 
5.3.3 The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online 
The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online had the least coverage on the Farah 
Ann controversy of all the English news portals. Although The New Straits Time 
Online had a total of thirteen news articles. While there were a total of thirteen 
mentions of the controversy only three were articles, the remaining ten were letters to 
the editor. The Rakyat Post only published five news articles on the controversy. I will 
begin my analysis with The Rakyat Post. 
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This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed Farah Ann 
as the archetype of the victim. The Rakyat Post used the archetype of the victim to 
portray Farah Ann, who was perceived as vulnerable to state religious views on Malay 
Muslim women. The first news article by The Rakyat Post presented the issue with the 
headline: ‘Gymnastics is Not for Muslim Women, Declared by Perak Mufti’ (2015). 
In this article, a mufti—a religious scholar and leader of the Muslim community—
suggested that gymnastics are not suitable for women because they ‘had to expose their 
aurat [parts of the body which should be concealed] and the shape of one’s body, 
which was forbidden in Islam’. Through this perspective, Farah Ann was depicted as 
marginalised and victimised, as she was a threat to the prescribed roles of Malay 
women. As Lule (2001) suggested, ‘[p]lans, careers, dreams, and lives can be shattered 
in an instant by a lightning strike, a rare disease, a betrayal’ (p. 22). In this context, the 
mufti shattered Farah Ann’s dream of becoming a world champion gymnast, as 
gymnastics was not seen as suitable for her as a Muslim woman. Thus, these news 
narratives suggested that the larger issue of institutional religious patriarchy resulted 
in discriminatory views on women’s roles, thereby limiting Malay Muslim women’s 
participation in the public domain. 
Unlike the strong and brave woman warrior archetype presented by The Star Online, 
these news portals turned Farah Ann into a weak victim subject to harassment, 
predominantly from the Muslim community. Presenting her as defenceless, the news 
reports suggested that she was in need of Muslim male protection, despite her athletic 
achievements. The most dominant male Muslim character in the news narratives was 
the Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin, who was frequently framed as 
having defended Farah Ann. For example, The Rakyat Post reported: ‘Farah Ann’s 
tweet comes after Youth and Sports Minister Khairy Jamaluddin took to the micro-
blogging site to defend her … He also urged people to leave the country’s athletes 
alone’ (‘Khairy Stands by Farah Ann’, 2015). Words such as ‘defend’ and ‘stand by’ 
were used in reference to Minister Khairy’s protection of Farah Ann. In a similar 
article by The Rakyat Post, the headline stated that ‘Khairy Stands by Farah Ann’ 
(2015) and the article described Khairy as coming to Farah Ann’s rescue by asking the 
public to leave her alone. Again, she was presented as requiring a male supporter. In 
yet another article by The Rakyat Post, the heroic Minister Khairy was again presented 
as coming to her rescue, when he called for guidelines for libidinous men (‘KJ Calls 
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for Guidelines for Gatal Men’, 2015). In this article, Khairy was quoted as saying: 
‘Should also have guidelines for gatal men to lower their gaze when they can’t contain 
themselves watching sports’. Thus, these news narratives cast Minister Khairy as 
Farah Ann’s saviour and protector.  
Likewise, The New Straits Times Online presented Farah Ann as defenceless and in 
need of male protection, despite her athletic achievements. However, for The New 
Straits Times Online, the masculine hero was the sultan of Selangor, Sultan 
Sharafuddin Idris Shah. An article published on 25 June 2015 further developed the 
notion of Farah Ann as a victim, as the news reported that she ‘received the backing’ 
of the sultan of Selangor (Mahmood, 2015). The following statement was published 
by the outlet: 
Malaysia’s future lies in the younger generation like you. The people should be 
supporting you to excel instead of giving negative comments. I am sure it must have 
taken years of hard work, dedication, determination and long hours of training to 
reach the level that you have achieved. (Mahmood, 2015) 
The sultan’s words thus added royal sanctions as an important dimension to news 
reports. New narratives cast the monarchy as protecting Farah Ann in her freedom to 
choose her identity as a Malay Muslim woman. She was even valued for her athletic 
ability. Farah Ann was once again portrayed as a victim of the conservative Muslim 
community, as the sultan—the religious head for each state in Malaysia—was reported 
to subscribe to a secular approach and interpretation of Islam, which is contrary to the 
prosecutions of Muslims in the state of Selangor. 
5.3.4 Summary 
In summary, news narratives by Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post 
and The New Straits Times Online cast Farah Ann as a victim of conservative Islam, 
with a focus on her battling with her identity as a Malay Muslim woman. Farah Ann 
was represented in a minor role in these news stories, thus undermining her identity as 
a champion sports athlete While Lule’s (2001) description of the archetype of the 
victim involves a person unexpectedly experiencing physical harm, Farah Ann was a 
victim of chauvinism, sexism and religious bigotry, experiencing harassment from the 
Muslim community. 
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According to Lule (2001), the archetype of the victim also attempts to make sense of 
an issue or situation. In this research context, the news portals tried to make sense of 
the victimisation of Farah Ann. An undertone of passivity was central to their attempts 
to make meaning out of the dress code controversy. Farah Ann’s body became the 
critical site for producing an identity and symbol of Islam. The news narratives by 
Malaysiakini, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times concluded that Farah Ann 
had violated the norms of the Islamic woman under Islamisation. As a result, she was 
victimised as antithetical to the model of the ideal Muslim woman in Malaysia. 
Further, Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today and The Rakyat Post questioned the social 
and cultural conditions under which Malay women operate. Given that these news 
portals are privately owned (as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5), the news 
narratives highlighted above reflected these news portals’ concerns over the state 
regulation of Islam, which dictates control over women’s bodies. However, The New 
Straits Times Online is a GLA news portal in alliance with the political party UMNO. 
Thus, it is noteworthy that The New Straits Times Online did not counter or question 
state religious institutions. Instead, this news portal provided royal support of the issue 
because of the victimisation by the public. The next section will discuss Farah Ann’s 
depiction as the archetype of the temptress. 
5.4 Archetype of the Temptress—Malay Mail Online 
Malay Mail Online had the second-highest media coverage of the Farah Ann 
controversy, with a total of twenty-four online news articles. While eighteen online 
articles were featured in the national section, the remaining were published as letters 
to the editor or in the columnist section. 
Malay Mail Online drew on the archetype of the temptress in the coverage of Farah 
Ann. In the Islamic translation, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.7.5, the archetype 
of the temptress is associated with the story of Zulaykha—a wealthy married woman, 
who tries to seduce the Prophet Yusof, her slave, to commit adultery. Her acts as a 
temptress result in despair, grief and rage for Yusof, as she distracts him from his 
devotion to Allah. The key difference in the Islamic context is that the seductress is 
hated, whereas the temptress is a more ambiguous figure in the Western imagination, 
yet also feared. The archetype of the temptress is a woman who conforms to the 
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conventional code of beauty but uses her sexual power to seduce. As a result, she 
causes the downfall of men. 
From the early Christian literature, the archetype of the temptress is Eve, who seduced 
Adam to commit the original sin (Alpern, 1982). However, in terms of similarities, the 
archetype of the temptress in both cultures shares characteristics of immodesty, 
sexuality and ambition (Hortacsu & Ertürk, 2003). Further, the myth of the temptress 
presents a woman’s sexuality as a danger to society, which requires regulation under 
a strict moral code and is subject to patriarchal control. In this respect, the early 
Christian context shares common cultural features with the Islamic context. 
This section of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed Farah 
Ann as the archetype of the temptress. Malay Mail Online constructed Farah Ann as a 
female seductress on numerous levels, but all related to her failure to adhere to Islamic 
norms. As a result, Farah Ann’s identity was reconstituted—she became the temptress, 
rather than a champion athlete, framed in the role of a sporting femme fatale, complete 
with recourse to sexual innuendoes, in three phases of sensationalised news reporting. 
The first phase of news reporting by Malay Mail Online focused on the issue of Farah 
Ann’s modesty, with reference to the Arabic term ‘aurat’, as discussed above. Though 
originally an Arabic word, this term has been adopted in Bahasa Malaysia, and refers 
to genitalia, intimate body parts or modesty. News coverage focused on Farah Ann’s 
‘aurat’ with the question being: how could a Malay Muslim woman wear such 
‘revealing’ sporting attire? The word ‘aurat’ was highlighted numerous times in the 
Malay Mail Online descriptions of the controversy because, as a Muslim woman, 
Farah Ann is only allowed to reveal her face and hands (‘Malaysian Gymnast Gets 
Brickbats for Showing Aurat Vagina Shape despite Winning Gold’, 2015). Given that 
her sports attire did not conform to Islamic norms, news reports by Malay Mail Online 
felt justified in highlighting the issue of her modesty. In the Islamic context, the woman 
as temptress absolves men of their responsibility for ‘their gaze’. 
Malay Mail Online discredited Farah Ann, and articles about her became more 
prominent in terms of frequency as news coverage began to sexualise her. Like Eve, a 
sexually objectified temptress, Farah Ann was viewed as impure (Daniluk, 1991). The 
degree of Farah Ann’s sexual objectification became most visible when news coverage 
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turned to reports on her vagina, rather than the medals she won at the SEA Games. 
News headlines in Malay Mail Online ranged from ‘Malaysian Gymnast Gets 
Brickbats for Showing Aurat Vagina Shape despite Winning Gold’ (2015) and 
‘Facebook Springs Up in Support of Gymnastic Champ Targeted over Vagina Shape’ 
(2015). The term ‘vagina’ and the phrases ‘shape of her vagina’, ‘vagina shape’ or 
‘aurat’ were consistently used in news reporting by Malay Mail Online, both in 
headlines and in the body of the articles. In a Muslim-majority country where the word 
‘vagina’ is taboo, vulgar and perceived as dirty, Malay Mail Online took the 
opportunity to sexualise Farah Ann as the temptress. In the context of Islamisation, 
Malay Mail Online was able to objectify Farah Ann because she did not conform to 
the ideal image of a Muslim woman. This reinforced the idea that the female body can 
be objectified when it does not conform to idealised images of a Muslim woman, and 
can therefore be represented as dirty and impure. 
This second phase of news reporting by Malay Mail Online included responses from 
the community over a period of three months. Malay Mail Online framed these 
community responses to the dress code controversy in a negative light, reporting that 
community members expressed shock at Farah Ann’s choice of sports attire. Farah 
Ann was described according to characteristics of the temptress, such as those of 
disrespect, immorality and confusion. Sexual comments from netizens were also 
widely reported. For example, the following comments were published: ‘Facebook 
user Amid Muhd said: Just strip off your clothes lah … let everyone see’ or ‘until she’s 
dead too people can see the shape of her vagina … wrote Facebook user called 
Muhammad Nur Salam’ (‘Facebook Springs up in Support of Gymnastic Champ 
Targeted over Vagina Shape’, 2015). Malay Mail Online published comments made 
by the public that represented the conservative minds among the Malaysian Muslim 
public. 
Promoting the temptress archetype, news narratives further framed Farah Ann as a 
confused Muslim woman, as she did not fit into the Malaysian Islamic norms. Malay 
Mail Online then drew exclusively upon news sources from Islamist groups, religious 
scholars and other right-wing religious groups. One article explained that: 
Gymnastics comes from the Greek word gymnastics, meaning skilled in bodily 
exercise. This, in turn, originated from the archaic Greek word gymnos which means 
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naked, as athletes in ancient Greece competed without clothes. Women should not 
be stopped from sports, but they must prioritise the Islamic codes in sports attire. 
(‘After Gymnast Furore, Islamist Groups Moots Jakim Guidelines for Sports’, 2015) 
Thus, Farah Ann was presented as Westernised (Greek) or secular—an outsider 
because of her purported violation of Islamic gender norms for dress code, just as 
temptress Zulaykha violated the Islamic norms of moral conduct by attempting to 
seduce Yusof as a married woman. The hard-line Islamist group Hizbut Tahrir 
Malaysia reinforced these Islamic narratives by stating: ‘Muslims are known to 
participate in “sports” such as archery, horse riding, swimming, swordplay and so on, 
all of them done within the frame of performing jihad in the path of Allah’. The group 
used the Arabic word ‘jihad’, which means ‘holy struggle’ (‘Praising Shame Game on 
Woman Gymnast, Islamist Group Vows End to Haram Sports’, 2015). News narratives 
presented the idea that gymnastics was unsuitable—not just for Muslim women, but 
for all Muslims. This view is only possible in an Islamised society and suggests that 
Farah Ann participates in a sport that is seen as un-Islamic. 
Further, the presence of a woman in a man’s space (sports) is seen as highly dangerous. 
Thus, like the temptress, Farah Ann became a threat. By referring to right-wing 
Islamist group, Hizbut Tahrir Malaysia, the news narratives successfully framed Farah 
Ann as the immoral temptress, who was embarrassing and shameful as a Malay 
Muslim woman because of the current climate of conservative mindset in Malaysia. 
This notion was further supported with an online Politweet survey published by Malay 
Mail Online: 
An analysis of recent tweets in Bahasa Malaysia on Farah Ann, the ‘aurat’ and 
women’s gymnastics, showed that 70 per cent of Twitter users would likely back a 
change in Muslim women athletes’ attire to more conservative outfits that cover 
their head and entire body. (Lyn, 2015) 
The Politweets analysis represented the realities of Malay women to conform to the 
Islamic dress code in the public domain. Thus, this Politweet supports my earlier 
argument in Chapter 2, Section 2.4.1, that wearing the hijab is not a matter of choice 
because of the informal and formal pressures to conform to the Muslim attire. 
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In the third phase of news reporting, Malay Mail Online covered a parliamentary 
debate on the dress code controversy, with a focus on adultery. One of the common 
elements of the archetype of the temptress is that she is lustful and tries to seduce men 
to commit adultery. If the man succumbs to her advances, his downfall is largely her 
fault. Malay Mail Online introduced this element through a question about whether 
female Muslim athletes should abide by the Islamic dress code regulations and whether 
‘sexy’ sportswear leads to adultery (A. M. K. Khalib, 2015). PKR member of 
parliament, First Admiral Mohd Imran Abdul Hamid, from the opposition party, was 
reported as saying: ‘Because of the interaction where we see sexy clothing that could 
cause stimulation, we fear that it could lead to adultery’ (A. M. K. Khalib, 2015). 
Following the mythology of the temptress, Hamid’s statement implies that the female 
body has magical powers to lure men into committing sins of sexual desire. This 
implies that Farah Ann’s sports attire was seen as seductive and potentially leading 
men to commit adultery. 
From an Islamic party perspective, Malay Mail Online reported that a member of 
parliament from PAS, Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff, stated that there must be a Syariah-
compliant dress code for Muslim athletes. She stressed that the sports attire worn by 
Farah Ann was ‘very shameful’ (‘Sexy Sportswear Leads to Adultery’, 2015). In the 
same article, Malay Mail Online quoted the Minister of Islamic Affairs Datuk Seri 
Jamil Khir Baharom, who agreed and stressed that Muslim women should cover their 
‘aurat’. Moreover, Datuk Seri Jamil Khir Baharom added that the Islamic Affairs 
Department aimed to have a guideline for Islamic-compliant sports attire for all 
Muslims (‘Regulating Sportswear? Have Guidelines for “Perverts” Instead, Sports 
Minister Says’, 2015). True to the temptress archetype, Farah Ann and her choice of 
sports became an ‘embarrassment’ to Muslim women’s identity in the context of 
Islamisation. 
Consequently, Farah Ann’s failings as a Muslim woman had national significance. Not 
only was Farah Ann framed as a temptress—having lost her morality, character and 
integrity—but her choice of sports attire also became a threat to the nation. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, feminist scholars have observed that the reason 
that women’s bodies are central to national projects is that they are the cultural and 
biological markers of a nation as the reproducers of a community’s culture (Anwar, 
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2001; Basarudin, 2016). The final phase of news reporting reflected this argument, 
with Malay Mail Online publishing a sermon by a state religious authority—the 
Federal Territories of Islam—that compared a non-covered Muslim woman with an 
uncovered dish of food. News narratives reported an extract of the sermon: 
‘Let us think, what will happen if a dish is not covered? Surely flies will go to the 
dish, subsequently making those who love the dish lose their appetite’, Jawi said. 
‘Looking at today’s social ills, it is worrying. When women fail to cover their aurat 
perfectly, it will open the door to vices’, the sermon added. ‘The exploitation of 
women will prosper. Illicit sex will invite calamities. Life will no longer be peaceful. 
Safety will be worthless. Even those who take care of their aurat will be victims. 
Those who reveal their aurat, sins await them’. (‘Uncovered Women to Blame for 
Crimes against Other Women, Jawi Says in Friday Sermon’, 2015) 
Malay Mail Online presented the sermon authoritatively to cast Farah Ann as a risk to 
society. In the myth of the archetypal temptress, an uncovered woman and 
uncontrolled women’s bodies are the cause of social problems, such as committing a 
sin. The man is never to be blamed. According to Malay Mail Online’s coverage on 
the sermon, the way women dress can promote or destroy peace and harmony. This 
news narrative reveals the larger issue regarding Muslim society’s belief that the 
uncovered Muslim woman’s body is a threat to Malaysian society. Such a conservative 
interpretation published by Malay Mail Online reflects how state religious authority 
discriminates against non-conforming Muslim women. 
In summary, news narratives by Malay Mail Online were politically opportunistic, as 
they used the controversy to objectify Farah Ann. As a privately-owned news portal, 
Malay Mail Online sensationalised the sports attire controversy through the archetype 
of the temptress. Notably, this type of sensationalised news regarding standardised 
gymnastics attire indicates the level of conservatism in Malaysia. Crucially, this 
coverage demonstrates that Malay Muslim women who reject Islamic norms can be 
sexualised in the news media. Malay Mail Online sexualised Farah Ann—shaming, 
devaluing and marginalising her for her uncovered body. In Malaysian society, as I 
argue in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, wearing the hijab is not a matter of choice. Malay Mail 
Online’s depiction of Farah Ann reinforces my argument, and this illustrates the 
persistent realities of Malay women and their struggles with their bodies. The next 
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section will discuss how the news media also presented Farah Ann as the archetype of 
the innocent maiden. 
5.5 Archetype of the Innocent Maiden—Astro Awani, Berita Harian 
Online, Sinar Harian Online and Utusan Online 
There were a total of seven articles published by the four Malay-language online news 
portals, Astro Awani, Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian Online and Utusan Online. 
Astro Awani, Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian Online and Utusan Online all drew 
on the archetype of the innocent maiden. The innocent maiden parallels the story of 
the Malay myth about Mahsuri—a young woman who lived 200 years ago on the 
island of Langkawi in Malaysia. In this myth, Mahsuri was young, innocent and 
beautiful. Tragedy struck when villagers wrongly accused her of adultery while her 
warrior husband was away fighting in a war. As a result, she was sentenced to death. 
In Malay culture, the archetype of the Innocent Maiden represents four characteristics: 
youth, innocence, injustice and purity (Tjia & Zain, 2002). In Western cultures, the 
maiden is described as pure (a virgin), young and desirable (Rosiana, 2013). These 
characteristics are drawn mainly from Jung’s theorisation of archetypes, as discussed 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. The key difference is that, in the Malay context, the maiden 
can be married and a mother, as with Mahsuri. The news reports from these portals 
presented Farah Ann as the archetype of the Malay innocent maiden. In this myth, used 
by all four portals, Farah Ann assumed the role of the young and naïve maiden—the 
embodiment of innocence, representing a lack of judgement on religious issues. The 
Malay classic myth of the innocent maiden myth reappeared in Malay journalistic texts 
through Farah Ann. 
This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed Farah Ann 
as the archetype of the innocent maiden. These news portals began by discussing the 
nature of the Farah Ann controversy and associating it with her youth. As with the 
archetype of Mahsuri, Farah Ann was depicted as a young and innocent lady who was 
wrongly accused (Yusof et al., 2019). The narratives of the innocent maiden emerged 
in the headline: ‘Usah perbesar isu pakaian Farah Ann’ (‘Don’t Make a Big Fuss over 
Farah Ann’s Sporty Attire’) by Astro Awani (16 June 2015; ‘Don’t Make a Big Fuss 
over Farah Ann’s Sporty Attire’, 2015a), Berita Harian (16 June 2015; ‘Don’t Make 
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a Big Fuss over Farah Ann’s Sporty Attire’, 2015b) and Sinar Harian Online 
(16 June 2015; ‘Don’t Make a Big Fuss over Farah Ann’s Sporty Attire’, 2015c). All 
three news portals featured the same headline and article, as it was taken from one 
source, Bernama, a Malaysian news agency. News narratives from this article advised 
the public not to make a fuss or blame Farah Ann for the dress code issue, as she is a 
young athlete. In the same article, Datuk Mas Ermieyati Samsudin, a representative 
from Malay political party UMNO, was quoted as saying: 
Kita tidak boleh berkompromi apabila melibatkan hukum Islam tetapi pada masa 
sama tidak adil untuk menghukum Farah Ann kerana pakaian yang digunakan 
dalam acara itu [‘While we cannot compromise when it involves the Islamic law, 
it is not fair that we punish Farah Ann because of her attire in the sporting event’]. 
Astro Awani, Berita Harian and Sinar Harian Online used this viewpoint to advise the 
public not to tarnish and shame the moral reputation of Farah Ann, yet the Islamic 
dress code must be upheld. Thus, the news narratives represented Farah Ann as 
passive, like the innocent maiden, in the patriarchal sense of a female needing 
protection from the community. 
Farah Ann works as a mythical maiden because she is characterised as both young and 
naïve. In this context, Farah Ann was portrayed as lacking experience in religious 
matters. Given her apparent misjudgement in sports attire, news narratives presented 
her lack of experience as a reminder to review sports attire for all Muslim women. The 
Malay-language online new portals thus perpetuated the notion that conformity to 
Muslim dress code is expected for all Muslim women. Astro Awani quoted Datuk Mas 
Ermieyati as saying: ‘Beliau berkata, mungkin sudah masanya isu pakaian bagi 
gimnas dibincangkan bersama pelbagai pihak berkepentingan agar ia lebih sesuai 
dengan wanita Islam’ (‘Maybe it is Time for Us to Discuss the Appropriate Islamic 
Attire for All Muslim Gymnasts’) and ‘Usah perbesar isu pakaian Farah Ann’ (‘Don’t 
Make a Big Fuss over Farah Ann’s Sporty Attire’, 2015a). Interestingly, these news 
narratives did not cast blame on Farah Ann, but instead presented her as young, naïve 
and lacking better judgement, like the innocent maiden. Phrases such as ‘tidak 
menjatuhkan maruah’ (‘don’t tarnish her reputation’) illustrated their stance on the 
issue. As a result, the stories in these news portals presented the idea that the 
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controversy on Farah Ann’s leotard was because of a lack of good judgement in terms 
of Malay Muslim norms. 
Sinar Harian Online framed Farah Ann with a focus on her ‘aurat’ to suggest the 
appropriate dress code for Farah Ann. The analysis showed that Sinar Harian Online 
adopted a more Islamic slant in its news narratives. A representative from the Islamic 
political party PAS, Hafez Sabri, was quoted as saying: 
Menutup aurat tidak menghalang Ruqayya untuk mencapai kejayaan sehingga 
kemuncaknya, kalau dia boleh buat demikian (tutup aurat) sampai ke peringkat 
antarabangsa, apa alasan kita untuk mengatakan tidak boleh (bersukan dengan 
menutup aurat [‘Wearing a headscarf will not deter her success in sports, she should 
wear the headscarf and strive to reach international success’]. (‘Hati-hati komen, 
usah sampai merendah hokum Allah’ [‘Warning to Not Bring Down Allah’s Laws’], 
2015) 
Sinar Harian Online used Sabri’s perspective to suggest that Farah Ann should adhere 
to the Islamic dress code by covering her ‘aurat’, including covering her head. In the 
same article, Sabri stated that female Muslim athletes from Bahrain competed in 
Islamic sports attire, and that Farah Ann should follow their example. This implies that 
men are in charge of religious responsibility and that women need guidance, just like 
the innocent maiden. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, the community then 
becomes the guardian of the Malay woman’s body and the need to control, mould and 
dominate begin at the most conspicuous level—with Malay women’s dress. 
In another article by Sinar Harian Online, Razak Mat Amin, president of the 
Malaysian Gymnastic Association, agreed that Farah Ann and her family’s reputation 
should not be shamed or tarnished. However, Razak Amin stressed that it was time to 
review the Islamic sports attire for Muslim female gymnasts (‘MGF Cadang etika 
berpakaian gimnas pada FIG’ [‘MGF Suggests a Dress Code for Gymnast at FIG’], 
2015). Thus, the decision to review sports attire was expected of the association and 
not of individual Malay Muslim women athletes. However, Razak Mat Amin (‘MGF 
Cadang etika berpakaian gimnas pada FIG’ [‘MGF Suggests a Dress Code for 
Gymnast at FIG’], 2015) was also quoted as praising Farah Ann: 
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Farah Ann adalah seorang atlet yang sangat tabah dan profesional dalam 
menghadapi segala kritikan ini. Kejayaan yang diperolehnya sangatlah 
menakjubkan dan setiap isu yang dibangkitkan, kami akan cuba 
memperbaikinyakatanya [‘Farah Ann is a strong and professional athlete in 
handling criticism. Her recent success was exceptional and any issues arising, we 
will do our best to guide her’]. 
Once again, news narratives stated that the community should not blame Farah Ann, 
and instead stressed that there was an expectation for her to conform to Islamic dress 
codes in the future. This stance reflects that Farah Ann’s body became the property of 
the state, as the critical site of Islamisation. Thus, the dress code issue becomes a 
crucial marker of faith. With Islamisation, the Malay woman’s body has become a 
contested political site. Interestingly, unlike in Malay Mail Online, Farah Ann was not 
shamed or sexualised—instead, she was advised to follow the ‘right path’ in terms of 
the Islamic dress code. 
Utusan Online news coverage focused on another form of advice by providing a royal 
opinion on the issue. Given the feudalistic culture of Malay society, the blessing and 
support from the Sultan for Farah Ann were significant. In the Malay culture, seeking 
approval from the constitutional monarchs, who are heads of state in Islam, is essential, 
especially on important issues. One article featured the sultan of Selangor 
congratulating Farah Ann on her achievements: ‘Sultan Selangor Membakar Semangat 
Farah Ann’ (Ahmad, 2015a). As in the other news narratives discussed above, the 
sultan of Selangor did not blame Farah Ann for the wrong choice of sports attire, but 
instead acknowledged her sporting achievements. 
Utusan Online is also the only online Malay news portal in which Farah Ann’s voice 
was heard (apart from her Tweet). This portal quoted Farah Ann as saying: 
Saya benar-benar gembira dan bersyukur kerana baginda Sultan sudi mengambil 
masa untuk menulis surat penghargaan tersebut kepada saya. Saya amat 
menghargai sokongan yang diberikan oleh baginda kepada saya [‘I am so happy 
and thankful that His Royal Highness the Sultan has taken his time to write a 
congratulatory letter for me. I am so grateful for the support from His Royal 
Highness’]. (Ahmad, 2015) 
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Thus, Utusan Online portrayed Farah Ann as a happy, grateful maiden with the support 
of His Royal Highness the sultan, despite criticism from the public and politicians 
(Ahmad, 2015). This exchange symbolises a paternal and royal blessing for the 
innocent maiden.  
In summary, the archetype of the innocent maiden is a stereotypical view of young 
women held by Malay society. Roberts (2010) argued that archetypes such as the 
innocent maiden or innocent girl perpetuate disempowering stereotypes of women. As 
discussed above, the Malay-language news portals hinged on this stereotype. While 
Farah Ann was not shamed or sexualised in these narratives, the news reports 
emphasised that she should conform to the ideal Muslim standards of dress in 
forthcoming sports events. She was not given a choice on the matter and she had no 
opinion on the issue, except for thanking the sultan for his blessings. In these 
narratives, because Farah Ann is young and therefore deemed innocent, there was hope 
for her to change and conform to the Islamic dress code. 
This view also explains the minimal coverage of the controversy by the online Malay 
news portals. As a Malay woman, Farah Ann was expected to adhere to the Islamic 
dress code, as there is no compromise in God’s law, and not much coverage was 
required on the issue. This reflects the representation of Malay women in matters of 
religion in Malay culture. While there is the assumption that the hijab, or the Islamic 
dress code, is a matter of choice for Malay women in Malaysia, analysis of these news 
narratives of the innocent maiden proved otherwise. The Malay-language online news 
portals ultimately reinforced the position of Malay Muslim women as a crucial marker 
of faith and a religious symbol, which dictates their identity. Regardless of the 
ownership alliance—namely, government linked, private owned or party owned—
these news portals’ news narratives represented similar mythical themes representing 
Malay women as a site of biological and cultural markers of a conservative Islamic 
nation, given its target Malay readership, who are Muslims. 
5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed how news narratives of award-winning Malaysian gymnast 
Farah Ann contributed to a media debate on Muslim women’s identities and roles. 
These online news portals represented a fundamental site for the construction of gender 
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under Islamisation, and the dress code controversy served as a crucial marker of faith 
and a religious symbol for Muslim women in Malaysia. Through this case study, Farah 
Ann’s body became a contested political site for the media. The online news portals’ 
use of archetypes produced Farah Ann as a mythical figure and exemplified how 
stories are reported around controversial cases involving women and Islam in 
Malaysia. Further, my analysis depicted how gendered archetypes frame the media 
narratives of Farah Ann in support or defiance of Muslim women’s dress code for 
sports attire. 
Analysis of the news narratives shows that Farah Ann was described in terms of 
sexuality, gender and religion, with an emphasis on her vulnerability as a female 
athlete. It also reveals that the types of archetypes used vary across different cultural 
sources: Ancient Greek (woman warrior or victim), Islamic (Zulaykha) and Malay 
(Mahsuri). These differences arose from the news portals’ different ethnic inclinations 
in terms of ownership and readership. Given the climate of Islamisation, the news 
media has become a site of contesting ideologies. My findings revealed that the 
English online news portals questioned religious patriarchy, which controls female 
roles, gender and identity, with the exception of Malay Mail Online. In contrast, the 
Malay online news portals were politically opportunistic, as they used the controversy 
to objectify Farah Ann, which illustrated the persistent realities of Malay women and 
their struggles with their bodies.  
The Star Online, with its moderate agenda for a more secular Malaysia, presented 
Farah Ann as the woman warrior. She thus became the model of a moderate and 
empowered Malay woman. However, Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today and The 
Rakyat Post framed Farah Ann as the archetype of the victim, who questions state 
religious structures, conservative Islam and sexism. In contrast, Malay Mail Online 
took the opportunity to sensationalise the issue by casting Farah Ann as a seductress. 
This opportunistic platform is only possible if the uncontrolled and unveiled woman’s 
body is seen as a threat in the context of Islamisation. Finally, the Malay online news 
portals, regardless of ownership, promoted adherence to Islamic norms because of 
their predominantly Malay Muslim readership, who hold a fundamentalist view of 
Muslim women. 
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These portals also reproduced the dominant discourse on women’s modesty through 
suggested dress codes. As bearers of the nation, Malay women serve as an important 
symbol of culture. Under these circumstances, Basarudin (2016) argued that the 
community then becomes the guardian of the Malay woman’s faith, body and morality. 
I would like to extend Basarudin’s argument by suggesting that the media also plays a 
role as the guardian of Malay women’s faith. The control of women’s bodies comprises 
the core of the Islamic view on womanhood and is a core marker of religiosity and 
faith. Thus, Farah Ann’s body became the critical site, even for the news media, for 
producing an identity and symbol of Islam. The next chapter will discuss my findings 
from the second case study on the fatwa against SIS. 
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Chapter 6: Findings for Case Study 2—Fatwa against Sisters in 
Islam 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter focuses on the second of two case studies—the fatwa controversy against 
SIS. SIS comprises professional middle-class intellectual Muslim women who 
promote an egalitarian approach to Muslim women’s rights under Syariah laws (Frisk, 
2009). My analysis of the controversy around the fatwa highlights the process by 
which Malaysian online news portals portrayed SIS through Christian and Islamic 
myth, based on the ethnic and political inclinations of the news portals. 
I found three major archetypes in my narrative analysis namely the Victim, the Hero 
and the Wives of Noah and Lot (please refer to Table 6.1). The Star Online portrayed 
SIS through the archetype of the hero, depicted through characteristics such as bravery, 
boldness and selflessness. In contrast, Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, Free 
Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online chose the 
archetype of the victim, framing SIS through elements of tragedy, sacrifice and the 
innocent victim. Finally, Astro Awani, Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian and Utusan 
Online cast SIS as the characters of the wives of Noah and Lot, as depicted in the 
Quran, which presented SIS as disobedient and as disbelievers—traitors of the Islamic 
faith. 
Below, I will address how the news narratives hindered or encouraged SIS in 
challenging the judicial review against the fatwa. I argue that the differential 
representation of SIS through the three diverse archetypes provides a larger 
perspective on the Islamisation project. The archetype of the hero represents the heroic 
quest of SIS to challenge state religious patriarchy and Islamic conservatism. In 
contrast, the archetype of the victim symbolises SIS as victims of state religious power. 
Finally, the characters in the Quran of the wives of Noah and Lot represent SIS as 
disobedient Muslim women challenging state religious authorities. Thus, these online 
news portals contested and contributed to the construction of gender as a religious 
symbol of moderate Islam versus conservative Islam. The fatwa against SIS provided 
an example of state religious power and its effect on women and Islam in Malaysia. 
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Given this, the core concern of this study is how the media constructs news accounts 
by using mythic themes, thereby offering a discussion about the role of religion, 
women and Islam in Malaysia. 
In the following sections, I provide an overview of the case study and the data 
collected, followed by a detailed analysis of each of the three identified archetypes. I 
will begin my discussion with the archetype of the hero, followed by the archetype of 
the victim, and then the characters of the wives of Noah and Lot. 
Table 6.1: Summary of Findings for Case Study 2 
Archetype Online News Portals 
Hero  The Star Online  
Victim Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, Malay Mail 
Online, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits 
Times 
Wives of Noah and Lot Utusan Online, Sinar Harian Online, Astro 
Awani and Berita Harian Online 
6.1.1 Overview of the Case Study 
On 31 July 2014, the Selangor Islamic Religious Council in Malaysia (MAIS) issued 
a fatwa (religious doctrine) declaring that SIS—a prominent Muslim women’s rights 
group—deviated from the teachings of Islam. MAIS, a state-sanctioned religious 
authority, proclaimed that SIS was professing religious liberalism and pluralism.28 The 
gazetted fatwa included restricted social media activity monitored by the MCMC and 
the confiscation of any promotional materials deemed liberal or plural (Bedi, 2014). 
Despite the seriousness of the fatwa, SIS was not notified. They learnt about the fatwa 
2.5 months later, on 20 October 2014, while searching through the e-fatwa portal 
managed by the JAKIM (J. Khoo, 2014). The e-fatwa is a website that updates the 
latest fatwa (religious edict) issued by the mufti. 
On 31 October 2014, the Malaysian media began to buzz with coverage when the SIS’s 
response was to challenge the fatwa. SIS filed for a judicial review of the fatwa in the 
 
28 Religious pluralism refers to the acceptance of diverse religious beliefs, while religious liberalism 
refers to the belief in liberal interpretations of human rights, regardless of race, gender and religion (M. 
Ali, 2012). 
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Malaysian high court, which made the MAIS and Selangor state respondents to their 
application. The judicial review challenged the fatwa on the following grounds: 
• violation of the fundamental right to freedom of expression, association and 
religion, as guaranteed by the Federal Constitution 
• trespassing federal powers, as only parliament has the legislative authority to 
make laws restricting fundamental liberties (‘SIS Challenges Fatwa on 
Liberalism and Pluralism’, 2014). 
While conducting my research, news coverage for this case study was monitored over 
two years and five months—from the moment that the SIS filed for judicial review 
until the court hearings (October 2014 to March 2017). At the time of data collection 
and analysis, the outcome of the court case was still pending. 
6.1.2 Overview of Data 
From October 2014 to March 2017, I collected a total of 180 online news articles. The 
online English-language news portals of The Star Online, Malaysiakini, Malay Mail 
Online, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times published 
128 news articles, while the online Malay-language news portals of Astro Awani, 
Berita Harian Online, Sinar Harian Online and Utusan Online published a total of 
fifty-two news articles. The news portal with the highest coverage was The Star 
Online, with a total of thirty-three articles, while the news portal with the least 
coverage was Berita Harian Online, with only five articles. As with the findings for 
the case study on Farah Ann, my overall tabulation revealed that the total number of 
online news articles published differed between the English and Malay online news 
portals, whereby the English news portals seem to have attributed greater importance 
to the SIS controversy. The reason for the minimal news coverage by the Malay news 
portals will be addressed later in this chapter. In the sections below, I will begin with 
a narrative analysis of the online news accounts from the English-language news 
portals, followed by accounts from the Malay online news portals. 
6.2 Archetype of the Hero—The Star Online 
The Star Online had the highest number of articles published on the fatwa controversy 
against SIS, with a total of thirty-three online news articles published in the national 
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sections, while the remaining four were published in the columnist sections. The Star 
Online drew upon the archetype of the hero. As discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, 
the archetype of the hero is one of the most popular myths in news reporting. Eliade 
(1963) noted that the hero represents ‘the creation of exemplary models for the whole 
society’, demonstrating right from wrong, and offering a set of values to strive for, 
such as perseverance, sacrifice, a fighting spirit and teamwork. Further, Lule (2001) 
argued that, while the hero archetype shapes society by providing a set of guiding 
principles, the society too shapes the hero, depending on its cultural conditions. For 
example, in a Muslim country, the archetype of a male hero must embody the values 
of religiosity and filial piety, which is quite different to a hero in the Western context, 
whereby strength and masculinity are emphasised. Nonetheless, there are common 
characteristics regardless of cultural context, such as bravery, idealism and selflessness 
(Gutsche & Salkin, 2013). Further, as Lule (2001) wrote, ‘[t]he news produces and 
reproduces the timeless pattern: the humble birth, the early mark of greatness, the 
quest, the triumph, and the return’ (p. 23) in reporting the hero’s journey. In this 
journey, the hero embarks on a passage, faces trial and tribulations, yet returns 
triumphant. Regardless of the cultural or religious context, the hero is presented in a 
story pattern that is similar. In the following section, I describe this pattern (though not 
necessarily in the order listed above) of the hero as evident in my findings. 
This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed SIS as the 
archetype of the hero. The archetype of the hero can cross gender lines to receive the 
adulation traditionally assigned to the male archetype of the hero, which is relevant to 
this thesis (Gutsche & Salkin, 2013). According to Lule (2001, p. 23), the archetype 
of the hero consists of heroic tales of both men and women. This case study deals with 
a group of women who represent the image of SIS, such as Marina Mahathir, Professor 
Amina Wadud, Zainah Anwar and Ratna Osman. These women are well-known public 
figures who often receive prominent coverage in the Malaysian press. The Star Online 
constructed SIS as the hero because these women are at the forefront of challenging 
traditional religious authorities. They play a lead role in promoting moderate and 
secular expression in Islam and renegotiating a wide range of issues pertaining to Islam 
from the perspective of women and non-patriarchal interpretations of Islam, thereby 
becoming a powerful force in Malaysia. 
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The Star Online news coverage traced the journey of the hero in SIS’s mission to 
challenge the state religious body—the Selangor Islamic Religious Council in 
Malaysia (MAIS)—in court. According to Lule (2001), the mythic hero follows a 
pattern in which he or she undertakes a quest. As aforementioned, the quest of the hero 
cannot proceed without trials and tribulations. News accounts of SIS challenging the 
fatwa were presented as a quest to oppose state-sanctioned religious bureaucracy and 
authority. News coverage gave prominence to SIS members and their supporters, such 
Dr Muzzafar and Zaid Ibrahim, rather than focusing on conservative viewpoints from 
conservative religious figures. The Star Online news report began with SIS’s journey 
in the high court, as they filed for a judicial review to challenge the fatwa and named 
the Selangor Fatwa Committee, Selangor Islamic Religious Council (MAIS) and state 
government as respondents (‘Edict Committee, MAIS and S’gor Govt Named as 
Respondents’, 2014). As SIS filed the judicial review in court, The Star Online gave 
prominence to one of SIS’s heroic figures, Zainah Anwar—a founding member of 
SIS—by publishing an article that she wrote. In this article, Anwar (2014) described 
SIS’s quest as follows: 
The latest fatwa from the Selangor Fatwa Committee to declare SIS and anyone, 
organisation or institution that subscribes to ‘liberalism and pluralism’ in Islam as 
sesat and menyeleweng [deviant] is yet further representation of this headlong 
descent into a puritanical, extremist, intolerant brand of Islam in this country. 
Anwar’s statement represented SIS’s quest to fight an extremist, conservative and non-
compassionate understanding of Islam by the state. In another article, The Star Online 
journalist summarised this quest as follows: 
Sisters in Islam (SIS), an NGO that champions the rights of women in Islam, is in 
the eye of a brewing storm that is sure to have a significant impact on Muslim 
society, liberal public opinion and moderate Islam as a whole. (Kuppusamy, 2014) 
The Star Online represented SIS  as the voice to reclaim a secular and moderate 
understanding of Islam against a conservative approach. 
As contemporary heroes of a progressive Muslim women’s rights group in Malaysia, 
SIS battled the state religious institutions (MAIS) and the conservative Muslim 
community, according to reportage in The Star Online. Contemporary heroes 
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encounter different types of challenges (Lule, 2001). In the context of Islamisation, 
The Star Online presented SIS as battling conservative mindsets, with several 
prominent Muslim figures quoted. At a state level, the Selangor mufti Datuk Tamyes 
Abd Wahid was quoted as saying: ‘What is important? Come to the right path. They 
should stick to true Islamic teachings, which are based on Al-Quran and Al-Sunnah. 
As a Muslim, you would not want to go against God’s law’ (‘Repent and We Will 
Consider Meeting, Selangor Mufti Tells SIS’, 2014). This viewpoint from the state 
religious authority accused SIS of opposing the teachings of Islam, with SIS asked to 
return to the right path. The Star Online  represented SIS’s battle with the conservative 
and traditional mindsets of the religious scholars. Further, the statement reflected that 
the mufti had superiority on religious matters and as having the only authority to 
discuss religion over SIS—other viewpoints by fellow Muslims on Islam are 
unacceptable. At a monarchy level, The Star Online  published a statement by the 
sultan of the state of Selangor, who is the head of religious affairs in Selangor state, 
was quoted as saying: 
I am saying this because I do not want to see conflicts and quarrels among Muslims 
in managing and implementing Islamic matters to the point of undermining the 
religion, causing it to be mocked and questioned by irresponsible parties. (‘Selangor 
Ruler Advises Muslims to Understand the Fundamentals behind Islamic Laws’, 
2015) 
This viewpoint by the sultan insisted on adherence to the fatwa to avoid conflicts 
among Muslims. The sultan reinforced the state view of Islam, which must be obeyed 
by fellow Muslims in Malaysia. Malaysia is a feudal society and the sultan, as the 
leader of the Islamic faith in each state, would expect conformity and obedience to the 
fatwa as it falls under his jurisdiction. This news coverage demonstrates that SIS’s 
battle was not only against the conservative and traditional mindsets of religious 
scholars, but also against the monarchy. At a community level, The Star Online 
published a statement by the former Deputy Minister Datuk Dr Mashitah Ibrahim 
(Ghazali, 2014b), a member of UMNO political party, was quoted as saying: 
RoS [Registrar of Societies] or RoC [Registration of Companies] should not allow 
these NGOs from being registered, whatever they are called. Whether they’re called 
Brothers in Islam, Sisters in Islam, Fathers-in-law in Islam, as long as they do not 
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subscribe to Ahli Sunnah Wal Jamaah school of thought, they are clearly deviating 
from Islam. 
This viewpoint depicts SIS as subscribing to a different school of thought to the Islamic 
faith, and they are thus classified as deviant and unacceptable. As stated in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.3, this supports the belief that Muslims subscribing to alternative, liberal or 
secularist approaches to Islam are ‘deviant’ Malay subjects. Further, many Muslim 
women, such as Datuk Dr Mashitah, accept the state religious viewpoint because they 
believe that interpretation rests with the mufti—a male figure—as a recognisable 
authority on Islam. These published quotations represent SIS’s trials and tribulations 
against the religious patriarchy supported by the monarchy, conservative views and 
traditionalism in practices by the Muslim community in understanding Islam. 
However, The Star Online counter the conservatives quotations by focusing on the 
positive traits of SIS. 
To characterise SIS as fitting the model of the hero, The Star Online presented the 
good qualities of SIS. The Star Online showcased these exemplary qualities of SIS 
with the headline: ‘SIS: Does Helping 10,000 Muslim Women Deviate from Islamic 
Teachings?’ (Ghazali, 2014a). In this article, a prominent SIS member, Suri Kempe, 
was quoted as asking: 
Does helping nearly 10,000 Muslim women who turned to us for legal help, and 
training over 4,000 women with the knowledge that has empowered them to know 
their rights in Islam constitute liberalism and pluralism, and therefore deviating 
from Islamic teachings? 
In this news narrative, The Star Online explicitly proclaimed that SIS embodied 
empowerment for Muslim women. More crucially, SIS have helped thousands of 
Malay Muslim women through training and legal work. The quantifiable amount in 
the headlines (10,000) exemplified the magnitude of the positive and important work 
undertaken by SIS for Malay Muslim women in Malaysia. 
The news coverage by The Star Online also focused on another positive element of 
SIS by reporting their humble beginnings. According to Lule (2001), another aspect 
of the archetype of the hero’s journey is the element of humble birth, whereby the hero 
originated from modest beginnings. The ability to transform from an ordinary 
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background into greatness is one of the distinctive qualities of the hero. SIS’s 
unassuming birth or origins began 15 years ago, and played an important role in 
helping Malay Muslim women face discriminatory state practices, oppressive laws and 
a discriminatory sociocultural context of Islamisation in Malaysia. The Star Online 
published a columnist article by Zaid Ibrahim (2014) stating that: 
SIS is a lawfully registered organisation that has worked hard over the past 15 years 
to help women in distress. Some of the people they aid are in financial difficulty 
because their husbands have left them high and dry and uncertain about their marital 
status. 
The Star Online published the depiction of SIS’s humble beginnings 15 years ago, 
through the laudable values of hard work, supportiveness and selflessness, portrayed 
a group committed to helping Malay Muslim women. SIS advocacy work is crucial in 
the climate of Islamisation, which has regressed the position of women in Malaysia 
(Ariffin, 1999; Chee, 2007; Othman, 2006). SIS is the most prominent Muslim 
women’s rights group, and was cast as a saviour of Malay Muslim women who have 
been destitute or distressed for the past 15 years. 
As embodying the archetype of the hero, The Star Online provided SIS members with 
further prominence and visibility in news coverage, depicting their bravery and 
idealism in questioning Syariah law. They were given a platform to voice their 
concerns and opinions in news reports. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, the 
pervasive Islamic state-sanctioned laws, such as fatwa, have a strong influence on 
Muslims’ everyday lives and provide fertile ground for control of the Muslim 
population. Many Malay Muslims in Malaysia live in fear and dare not question or 
disobey state religious laws. However, in this regard, SIS was quoted as making the 
following brave statement: ‘Syariah law is actually human intervention of what God’s 
divine laws are. When there’s human intervention, it’s not 100% divine anymore’ 
(Zainal, 2014). This statement classifying Syariah law as being human-made, caused 
by human intervention and not divine was a bold and brave move by SIS particularly 
in the climate of Islamisation. 
In another article, The Star Online quoted senior member and SIS executive director 
Ratna Osman as saying: ‘A fatwa is merely an advisory opinion to guide Muslims to 
lead a life according to the teachings of Islam. It is not legally binding and it is optional 
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for the individual to follow it’ (‘Edict Committee, MAIS and S’gor Govt Named as 
Respondents’, 2014). The Star Online presented SIS as having a different opinion on 
the concept of the fatwa—namely, that SIS bravely devalued the concept of the fatwa 
and Syariah law in Malaysia, which is widely feared among Muslims, particularly with 
the onset of Islamisation. SIS was reported as brave to challenge the Syariah law. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, the mufti can issue a fatwa without the need for 
any parliamentary or state assembly consultation, and it is enforceable by law (Anwar, 
2001). The Star Online reported SIS’s stance on the fatwa not as a law, but merely as 
a religious opinion, thereby presenting bold resistance to state-sanctioned Islam, and 
befitting the model of heroic Muslim women. 
The Star Online ultimately supported SIS’s decision to file the judicial review, thereby 
refusing to obey the religious edict issued by the state religious authority. News 
coverage featured the headlines: ‘Judge Rules Application by Muslim Women’s 
Rights Group Not Frivolous’ (Tariq, 2014), ‘SIS Can Challenge Selangor Edict’ 
(Mageswari, 2017) and ‘Syariah Law is Not Divine Law’ (Zainal, 2014). These 
headlines implied that SIS should and could challenge the fatwa. The Star Online 
published statements from other Muslim groups, Muslim leaders and government 
departments to support the judicial review directly or indirectly. For example, The Star 
Online quoted three Islamists from Parti Islam Se-Malaysia (PAS) (Malaysian Islamic 
Party), who questioned the Selangor Fatwa Committee. In this article, the three 
members of parliament issued a joint press statement that read: 
Would it be saying that all religions are equal or that truths are only relative when 
comparisons are being made of the different faiths? Does ‘liberalism’ and 
‘pluralism’ denote a belief that all aspects of religion are inclusive in the context of 
inter-faith relations or inclusive only in the moral aspect, but exclusive within each 
religious belief? (Hamdan, 2014) 
This statement questioned the validity of the fatwa and the credibility of MAIS in 
understating the true doctrines of Islam. These headlines and statement represented 
support for SIS’s heroic task of challenging the fatwa. 
Following this news report, The Star Online news focused on unpacking the concept 
of religious pluralism and liberalism. To explain the concept of religious pluralism, 
The Star Online published an article written by prominent Malaysian academic and 
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intellectual, Dr Chandra Muzzafar, who is well known for his moderate approaches to 
Islam. In his column, Dr Muzzafar (2014) wrote: ‘These notions of religious pluralism 
are more than compatible with Islamic teachings. That there are different religions and 
moral codes is a reality that the Quran accepts (109:6)’. The news narratives implied 
that religious pluralism is acceptable in Islam. Further, the concept of liberalism was 
explained by Zaid Ibrahim, who was quoted as saying: ‘What is so wrong about being 
liberal? A liberal is merely someone who has forward-looking and progressive ideas—
being liberal means just being “open minded” about things’ (V. Brown, 2014). The 
Star Online news narratives thus attempted to redefine the concepts of liberalism and 
religious pluralism through the voices of two prominent Muslim public figures, 
following MAIS’s proclamation of SIS professing to religious liberalism and 
pluralism, which was classified as an act of deviance through the fatwa. These news 
narratives presented MAIS’s interpretation of liberalism and religious pluralism as a 
non-progressive and conservative perspective on Islam. 
According to Lule (2001), the final phase of the hero’s journey is the triumphant 
realisation of his or her quest. However, in the context of SIS, the court proceeding 
was still ongoing at the time of data collection. The anticipation of the return and 
triumph phase was nevertheless clearly visible through The Star Online narratives, 
which focused on transformational and positive changes should SIS win the court case. 
The Star Online focused on the positive aspects and benefits for Malaysian society of 
SIS winning the court case. In one article, The Star Online published a column with 
the headline ‘Fatwa Against SIS Impacts Larger Issues’ (Kuppusamy, 2014). This 
piece by Kuppusamy (2014), published in the national news section, stated that: 
The action against SIS, therefore, impacts larger issues of faith to Muslims and even 
by extension to non-Muslims because Islamic authorities are acting legally against 
a liberal Muslim NGO that espouses a pluralistic approach to religion. The SIS 
challenge sets the stage for a battle between Islamic religious authorities and the 
only major court system we have in place—a secular system that is based on English 
common law. 
The columnist concluded that, if SIS won the court case, it would aid in the 
transformation of Malaysian society (Kuppusamy, 2014). There were no news articles 
written depicting the scenario of SIS losing the court case. This reflected The Star 
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Online’s anticipation of the triumphant return of SIS as a hero of liberal and moderate 
Muslims. 
In summary, news stories from The Star Online cast SIS as the archetype of the hero 
fighting against the state-sanctioned and patriarchal version of Islam enshrined in laws 
supported by the traditional interpretations by muftis. Lule (2001) argued that, while 
the hero archetype shapes society by providing a set of guiding principles, the society 
too shapes the hero, depending on its cultural conditions. The Star Online shaped SIS 
as heroes using words such as ‘champion’, ‘empowered’ and ‘women’s rights’ in the 
cultural conditions of a secular Malaysia. Further references showed how SIS offers 
people a set of guiding values to adhere to, such as perseverance; a fighting spirit; and 
heroic characteristics such as bravery, boldness and selflessness. 
The Star Online demonstrated that the hero myth still exists in today’s society, 
depicting SIS as heroes on a quest to challenge the fatwa. Contemporary society thus 
finds heroes for contemporary times (Lule, 2010). In this case study, The Star Online 
cast SIS as heroes in present-day Malaysia, as representative of moderate and 
progressive Muslims in a climate of conservative Islam. More crucially, The Star 
Online portrayed the fatwa issue as a battle between support for moderate Islam and 
conservative Islam. The Star Online presented SIS as bravely breaking boundaries by 
representing stories of female heroism that challenged the male state-run religious 
authorities, who are much feared in Malaysia. In addition, SIS’s portrayal represented 
a heroic quest to battle misogyny and the male interpretations of Islam. The case of 
the fatwa on SIS encapsulated the issue and the politicisation of Islam in Malaysia. 
The realities of the existence of Islamic feminism in Malaysia depend on the political 
arena and direction contested by various parties in Malaysia. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5, The Star Online is partly owned by the MCA, 
which belongs to the BN party—part of the previous ruling coalition government, 
which promotes the ethnic interests of the Chinese community. Given this, just as with 
the case study of Farah Ann Hadi, The Star Online required another hero—namely, 
SIS—to champion moderate Islam, which accepts all other races and religions. As 
Eliade (1963) noted, the hero represents ‘the creation of exemplary models for the 
whole society’, and The Star Online reporting indicated that this news portal 
subscribes to an exemplary model of a secular understanding of Islam (Tam, 2015). 
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The Star Online also promoted liberalism and pluralism—bedrocks of modern society 
that are widely believed to be almost sacred. This aligns with the interests of the 
Chinese community, who seek a multicultural and secular Malaysia. Conversely, the 
next section will discuss SIS’s depiction as the archetype of the victim. 
6.3 Archetype of the Victim—Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, 
Malay Mail, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online 
Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times 
Online published a total of 107 online news articles. Malaysiakini and Malay Mail 
Online had the highest news coverage, with a total of thirty-two online news articles 
each—Free Malaysia Today had nineteen news articles, The Rakyat Post had fifteen 
articles and The New Straits Times Online had nine news articles. 
Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times 
Online all drew on the archetype of the victim in their coverage of SIS. As discussed 
in Chapter 3, Section 3.3, the archetype of the victim was described by Lule (2001) as 
follows: the ‘innocent victim—guilty only of coincidence, bad timing, the unfortunate 
fate of being in the wrong place at the wrong time—is somehow killed in a hijacking, 
airline crash, fire, robbery, flood or explosion’ (p. 54). This archetype represents an 
innocent person who unexpectedly experiences harm or tragedy, and seeks to reconcile 
the unfortunate incident. It seeks to show that life has meaning (Lule, 2001). As Lule 
(2001) explained, ‘[m]yth reconciles people to the tragic and seeming randomness of 
human existence’ (p. 22). Thus, the archetype of the victim gives meaning to complex 
issues, making sense of senseless events. 
From a broader perspective, news coverage of the victim can reveal the ‘battle of the 
giants’ (Lule, 2001, p. 44), dealing with the bigger issues that cause tragic events. For 
example, in Lule’s (2001) research on the news coverage of the murder of Leon 
Klinghoffer—an American tourist killed by a Palestinian terrorist—the broader 
implications were the dangers of terrorism. Moreover, through the words of those left 
behind, news can elevate the victim into a hero (the heroic victim), recognising the 
great qualities and potential of the victim. In this case study, Malaysiakini, Free 
Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times Online cast SIS as 
victims of state religious prosecution and the dangers of Islamisation.  
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This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed SIS as the 
archetype of the victim. Similar to the archetype of the hero, this case study deals with 
a group who are well-known public figures and often receive prominent coverage in 
the Malaysian press. The victims (plural) in terms of these findings received the 
adulation traditionally assigned to the archetype of the victim. In the following section, 
I present my findings from the Malaysiakini news portal. 
6.3.1 Malaysiakini 
A total of thirty-two online articles were published on SIS, mainly in the news section. 
The Malaysiakini news narratives set the tone of news coverage by describing the 
fatwa as unfair and sudden. As per Lule’s (2001) description, the archetype of the 
victim involves a person unexpectedly experiencing a tragedy. This archetype explains 
the cruel twist of fate that befalls an individual or a group under unfortunate 
circumstances. Malaysiakini cast the fatwa against SIS as a tragedy to SIS as a 
prominent Muslim women’s rights advocate. Malaysiakini explained the unfortunate 
incident through the public outcry about the sudden and unexpected religious 
prosecution, with headlines such as ‘Liberalism Fatwa Drastic, Say PAS Lawmakers’ 
(Anand, 2014b). Malaysiakini also described the fatwa as ‘drastic’, which represented 
the unfortunate and unexpected fatwa against SIS. In this article, members of PAS 
(Malaysian Islamic Party) were quoted as saying ‘[t]hat is very harsh’ in regard to the 
fatwa. This article established Malaysiakini’s stance on the issue, whereby the fatwa 
was presented as severe. 
To stress these unfortunate circumstances, Malaysiakini referred to moderate Muslim 
groups (not conservative groups), such as the Global Movement of Moderates, who 
voiced their concerns over the tendency of state religious authorities to resort to power 
and punishment instead of dialogue (Lin, 2014a). In this article, Saifuddin Abdullah 
(as cited in Lin, 2014a), head of the Global Movement of Moderates, was quoted as 
saying: ‘There is now a tendency to very easily resort to using law, fatwa, and 
authority, whereas we are of the opinion there are better ways of addressing the issue’. 
Thus, the news narratives in this portal indicated that Muslims who challenge state 
religious laws suffer various forms of prosecution from the state. Malaysiakini 
portrayed SIS as victims of state religious power who had been punished unfairly 
through the fatwa.  
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Similar to The Star Online, Malaysiakini supported SIS’s decision to file the judicial 
review. With positive and supportive headlines such as ‘Our Right to Challenge Fatwa, 
SIS Tells Azmin’ (Anand, 2014a) and ‘Even Hadi Challenged a Fatwa, Says SIS’ (Lin, 
2014b), it is clear that Malaysiakini took a supportive stance regarding the challenge 
to the fatwa. To reiterate this point, Malaysiakini published a statement from a 
progressive women’s rights group called Joint Action Group for Gender Equality 
(JAG). In their press statement, JAG (‘Backing for Open Debate, Discourse on Islamic 
Law’, 2014) stated that ‘JAG stands with SIS in full support of their rights to seek 
legal redress and their right to freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed by the 
federal constitution’. The letter lamented that ‘religious bodies seem to be asserting 
authority beyond their jurisdiction’. The issue of freedom of women’s rights and 
expression were addressed in this published press statement. Through using quotations 
from JAG, it is clear that Malaysiakini sought to raise concerns about the rise of 
religious power by the state, which has resulted in the victimisation of Muslim 
women’s rights groups, such as SIS. 
SIS was further portrayed as a socially mistreated group of women who were not given 
the right to defend themselves and were victimised by the state. This aligns with the 
archetype of the victim, as it represents a socially mistreated group or individual (Lule, 
2001). To reiterate this mistreatment, in one headline, Malaysiakini posed the question: 
‘Why No Fatwa against Dr M and Rukun Negara?’29 (2014). Their news reports 
implied that the concepts of liberalism and pluralism are embedded in the Malaysian 
national principles (Rukun Negara) and even subscribed by the former Prime Minister 
Dr Mahathir Mohammad. Thus, Malaysiakini asked why there had been no fatwa 
against Dr Mahathir, the former prime minister, given that he subscribed to the 
concepts of liberalism and pluralism. The news narratives emphasised the unfairness 
and bias of the fatwa. In the same article, a member of parliament, Zairil Khir Johari, 
was quoted as saying: ‘This generalisation is also unfair to SIS which was never called 
to defend itself that even it is unsure which part of the organisation or its advocacy is 
linked to liberalism and religious pluralism’. Through its stories, Malaysiakini 
portrayed SIS as victims who were purposely prosecuted by MAIS to ensure a 
hegemonic interpretation of Islam in Malaysia. SIS was not given the right to defend 
 
29 Rukun Negara is Malaysia’s national philosophy. 
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themselves or voice their justification on the issue of allegedly professing to liberalism 
and pluralism. 
The news narratives in Malaysiakini also demonstrated the legal and technical flaws 
of the fatwa to depict how SIS members were unfairly victimised. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.3, the mufti issues a fatwa on hukum syarak (Syariah law), which 
clarifies Islamic matters regarding contemporary lifestyles for Muslims (Siraj, 1994). 
Thus, a fatwa cannot be issued to an organisation. To reiterate this legal flaw, 
Malaysiakini quoted Marina Mahathir, as stating: ‘Companies, as we know, have no 
religion’ (K. Kumar, 2014). The news narratives depicted that MAIS was seeking to 
prosecute individual SIS members, as a fatwa cannot be issued to an organisation. 
These technical flaws proved the unjustness of the fatwa and reflected the abuse of 
power by the state religious authorities, of which SIS bore the brunt. In another article, 
Ratna (as cited in Kumar, 2014) from SIS highlighted that ‘SIS adheres to the 
country’s laws and not some illegal Islamic books. Where is the sesat (deviation) in 
this?’. This quotation reflects the SIS battle against the state interpretation of Islam. 
Thus, the news narratives suggested that SIS’s struggle stemmed not only from within 
a religious framework, but also more crucially from a secular and moderate 
framework. 
The news narratives in Malaysiakini further demonstrated how the fatwa addressed a 
broader issue. As Lule (2001) argued, the archetype of the victim confronts the issue 
of life and death; however, in the context of SIS, it confronted the battle between 
secular and conservative Islam. It addressed the dangers of conservative Islam in the 
context of Islamisation, and reflected the fear that such Islamic fatwa could ultimately 
lead to the death of liberal or secular Islam in Malaysia. With headlines such as ‘Anti-
SIS Fatwa Could Lead to Violent Conflict’ (2014), the news narratives implied that 
the fatwa against SIS was oppressive for moderate Muslims or for Muslims who 
refused to follow the state interpretation of Islam. In this article, PKR religious bureau 
chief, Muhammad Nur Manuty, was quoted as saying: 
A fatwa that is too broad and simplistic has detrimental implications to the 
congregation, for example encouraging a culture of placing labels, making 
judgments and easily declaring others as an apostate. In fact, if it goes beyond 
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control, it could also cause conflict and violent threats. (‘Anti-SIS Fatwa Could 
Lead to Violent Conflict’, 2014) 
Muhammad’s statement published by Malaysiakini indirectly implied the dangers to 
civil society of a conservative state religious power, as it is discriminating, biased and 
oppressive towards Muslims who do not adhere to state-sanctioned Islam. In this 
context, it is the Muslims who oppressed other Muslims. The fatwa against SIS was 
cast as a battle between the support for moderate Islam versus a conservative Islamist, 
which opened up many dialogues on the position of political Islam in Malaysia. 
Further, Zaid Ibrahim was quoted as stating that the fatwa was politically motivated. 
In one article, Ibrahim was quoted as saying that: ‘This is not a legal problem alone 
but involves political will as well’ (Kumar, 2014). In this article, the Malaysiakini 
news narratives implied that the fatwa on SIS encapsulated the political agenda of 
Islamisation of the Islamic hegemony by the state in Malaysia, thus depicting SIS as 
victims of the state religious authorities because of political motives, rather than 
because of the actual theological understanding of Islam. 
As a result, Malaysiakini’s coverage of SIS highlighted the struggle for Muslim 
women’s rights groups, such as SIS, to challenge state religious authority. Further, SIS 
offered an alternative view on Islam from a secular framework and feminist 
perspective. As Lule (2001) wrote, ‘the victim symbolises society’ (p. 282). In this 
context, the victim represented Malaysian society becoming conservative through the 
state Islamic hegemony because of Islamisation. Through this archetype, the news 
narratives implied the dangers of Islamisation. Therefore, SIS was cast as the archetype 
of the victim, representing the conservative ideological forces controlling and 
oppressing the moderate or secular Muslims. Thus, Malaysiakini indirectly challenged 
Islamic religious power, representing SIS as victims of the rising trend of conservative 
Islam in Malaysia. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.1, Malaysiakini has private 
ownership. Given this, Malaysiakini addressed their concerns about Islamisation 
through the abuse of state religious power by presenting SIS as the archetype of the 
victim. In the following section, I present the findings from Malay Mail Online. 
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6.3.2 Malay Mail Online 
Malay Mail Online had a total of thirty-two online news articles published about SIS, 
of which twenty-five were in the national news section, while the remaining seven 
appeared in opinion pieces or letters to the editor. This part of the analysis focuses on 
identifying the elements that portrayed SIS as the archetype of the heroic victim, 
whereby the victim is portrayed both as suffering and as heroic (Lule, 2001). Malay 
Mail Online used dramatic details of victimisation to develop a compelling myth of 
the sacrifice of the heroic victims. They constructed SIS not only as victims of 
conservative Islam, but also as heroes to many Muslim women. While SIS were heroes 
for many Malay Muslim Women, they were unfairly prosecuted by state religious 
power because of their different approach to and understanding of Islam. 
News reporting by Malay Mail Online first focused on the issue of an unjust fatwa. 
Lule’s (2001) description of the archetype of the victim involved a person 
unexpectedly experiencing harm. In the context of SIS, they were unexpectedly issued 
a fatwa. The fatwa was a form of harm, as it aimed to prevent SIS’s existence. Initially, 
the news coverage focused on how SIS were not given a chance to defend themselves 
before the fatwa was issued. News articles quoted prominent Islamists who had liberal 
views on the issue, such as former Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim, 
who stated: ‘Argue against SIS, Not Ban Them’ (Chi, 2014). In this article, Datuk Seri 
Anwar Ibrahim stated: ‘the Selangor Fatwa Committee should not have issued a fatwa 
or religious edict against Muslim women’s group Sisters in Islam without giving them 
a chance to defend themselves’ (Chi, 2014). This statement published by Malay Mail 
Online implied the unfairness of the fatwa and the unjust prosecution of SIS. Besides 
the injustice, there were also legal flaws concerning the fatwa. Malay Mail Online 
quoted another liberal PAS member of parliament, Khalid Samad, as saying: ‘A fatwa 
is actually not to be issued for the banning of a particular organisation, that is already 
going against the spirit of fatwas’(Zahiid, 2014a). The news narratives showed that the 
religious authority was seeking to victimise SIS members, comprised of educated and 
progressive Muslim women, as a fatwa cannot be issued to an organisation. Thus, news 
narratives implied that the fatwa was targeting SIS members. The news narratives 
reported SIS as having been victimised unfairly through the fatwa for two reasons: (i) 
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the fatwa was an abuse of religious power by the state religious authorities and (ii) 
there were legal flaws, as a fatwa cannot be issued to an organisation. 
Similar to The Star Online and Malaysiakini, news reports by Malay Mail Online 
unpacked the definition of liberalism and pluralism, as these concepts were considered 
un-Islamic by MAIS. A Malay Mail Online news report on 31 October 2014 defined 
the concept of liberalism as follows: ‘“Liberalism” encompasses a wide array of ideas, 
but its proponents commonly espouse notions such as civil rights, freedom of speech 
and of religion, free trade, private property, and free and fair elections’ (‘PAS Youth: 
Sisters in Islam “Insolent”, “Extremists” for Contesting Fatwa’, 2014). Malay Mail 
Online then described pluralism as follows: ‘“Religious pluralism” maintains that no 
one religion holds the sole and exclusive source of truth, often promoting harmonious 
co-existence and understanding between all faiths and their adherents’ (‘PAS Youth: 
Sisters in Islam “Insolent”, “Extremists” for Contesting Fatwa’, 2014). The definitions 
of pluralism and liberalism were repeated throughout the Malay Mail Online news 
coverage. The main difference in the definitions in the news reporting between The 
Star Online, Malaysiakini and Malay Mail Online is that Malay Mail Online did not 
refer to any specific person or expert to explain the concept of liberalism and pluralism. 
It was reported as part of its news coverage by Malay Mail Online journalists. The 
repetition of the definitions of pluralism and liberalism in its news coverage implied 
that Malay Mail Online sympathised with and supported these ideals. Similar to the 
news coverage by The Star Online and Malaysiakini, the concept of liberalism and 
religious pluralism was reported as accepted and as part of the philosophy of any 
contemporary society, including Malaysia. 
To further portray the element of victimisation and prosecution by state religious 
authorities, Malay Mail Online published the following headline: ‘Spell Out 
“liberalism” before Attacking Us for It, Muslim Group Tells Authorities’ (Zurairi, 
2014a). Words such as ‘attacking’ represented the fact that SIS were attacked by state 
religious authorities, as they allegedly professed ideals of religious liberalism and 
pluralism. While the archetype of the victim often represents physical harm, in the 
context of SIS, it represented the harmful and oppressive ideologies by MAIS, who 
tend to control, dominate and oppress moderate and progressive Muslims. 
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In promoting the victim archetype, the news narratives further framed SIS as victims 
of religious authoritarianism and bureaucracy. The news coverage implied the abuse 
of religious power by the state authority. In one columnist article, Azrul Mohd Khalib, 
a well-known journalist, wrote that: 
This demonising of others with supposedly deviant and vague connotations such as 
liberalism and religious plurality is a time-honoured tactic. Basically, anybody who 
dares challenge the religious authorities, however valid their arguments might be, 
could be slapped with the labels ‘liberalism’, ‘pluralism’ and the latest one, 
‘humanism’. (A. M. Khalib, 2014) 
Azrul Mohd Khalib concluded that it ‘is an unjust fatwa and is against the teachings 
of Islam’ and ‘I am a proud supporter of Sisters in Islam’(A. M. Khalib, 2014). His 
article displayed the way that fatwas discriminate against and marginalise moderate 
Malay Muslim women groups or any other moderate groups who subscribe to a 
different interpretation of Islam. In this context, it is the Muslims who oppress other 
Muslims—conservative Muslims oppressing moderate Muslims. For example, the 
word ‘demonising’ represented that SIS was viewed as a threat to state religious 
authority. Azrul Mohd Khalib in his article implied that anyone who dares challenge 
the state religious authorities becomes an immediate threat to the state. To reinforce 
this notion, Malay Mail Online published another opinion article with the same theme, 
and prominent Malaysian lawyer Zaid Ibrahim was quoted: 
What is abundantly clear to Malaysians who care to see is that Malay political 
leaders are afraid of the religious authorities. Our leaders are like the Imperial 
Chinese eunuchs who would always obey the Emperor for the privilege of living in 
the Palace and having control over state finances. (Zahiid, 2014b) 
The news narratives stated explicitly that the religious department has evolved to be a 
religious institution that professes an intolerant and bureaucratic Islam—a version of 
Islam that is uncompassionate, punishes noncompliance and creates fear among Malay 
Muslims. MAIS was represented in the news coverage as authoritative and dictatorial 
when referred to as the ‘emperor’. To reiterate this notion, Malay Mail Online quoted 
Marina Mahathir as stating: ‘We would like to remind the minister that Malaysia is a 
democratic country, not a theocratic dictatorship’ (Su Lynn, 2014). Using opinion 
articles, the news narratives by Malay Mail Online revealed the danger of Islamisation 
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by stating that Malaysia could potentially become a theocratic dictatorship and be on 
the path to becoming a fully-fledged Islamic state. 
Malay Mail Online presented SIS as victims of a religious patriarchy that is afraid of 
empowered women. They addressed this issue through an opinion article by Zurairi 
(2014b), who wrote: ‘it must have been galling to them having a bunch of empowered 
women standing up to their authority, and refusing to bow down to the men that have 
traditionally monopolised the narrative of Islam’. The news narratives provided an 
example of the patriarchal mindset of the conservative form of state-sanctioned Islam, 
which fears women who are outspoken and empowered. In a country such as Malaysia, 
religious narratives are dominated by male Ulamas and Ustaz (religious leaders), who 
do not acknowledge female interpretations of Islam. Thus, the news narratives 
demonstrate that, when women speak about Islam, such as SIS, they are targeted. In 
her article, Zurairi proposed that, when women dare to speak up, such as SIS, they are 
made victims as a form of silencing them, and the fatwa against SIS is a prime example 
of this form of control. An example of the mindset of the patriarchal religious 
authorities was visible in the following headline and article: ‘Why So Afraid of 
Pluralism?’ (2014). In this article, Zurairi explained that there are three main reasons 
that SIS were made victims: 
Firstly, one cannot deny the female element: it must have been galling to them 
having a bunch of empowered women standing up to their authority, and refusing 
to bow down to the men that have traditionally monopolised the narrative of Islam. 
Secondly, there is the element of fear in things unknown, and therefore 
uncontrollable. In its fatwa, Selangor’s religious authorities failed to spell out what 
exactly are ‘liberalism’ and ‘religious pluralism’, and how exactly they go against 
Islamic teachings. But thirdly, and above all, they fear to be equals. For all of Islam’s 
talk about all humans being equal under the eyes of God, for them, this only applies 
to Muslims. (Zurairi, 2014b) 
News narratives such as this indicated that the challenge for contemporary Muslim 
women, such as SIS, is to oppose the dominant interpretation of Islam and to constantly 
maintain their struggle against attempts at control by patriarchal religious authorities. 
Government religious authorities introduced regulations and laws to regulate the rights 
and status of women. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, Malay women have 
become an important symbol of culture and religion; thus, the government feels a need 
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to control them. Therefore, Malay Mail Online implied that it is essential that SIS 
challenge the fatwa to challenge the authoritarian and theocratic state religious 
authorities. To reiterate this point, they quoted Marina Mahathir, SIS board of 
directors, as stating that: 
Our Federal Constitution guarantees the fundamental liberties of every citizen 
including Muslims. The rule of law applies to everyone, and everyone has a right to 
seek redress in the courts if they feel they have been unfairly treated. (Su Lynn, 
2014) 
This news statement reflected the social-cultural framework underpinning the struggle 
between the state, religion and women in Malaysia. 
As aforementioned, the archetype of the heroic victim involves the transformation of 
a victim into a hero. Similar to the archetype of the hero, the good qualities of the 
victim are exemplified. In the context of SIS, their strengths and values are highlighted. 
Malay Mail Online highlighted the strength of SIS with quotations from single mothers 
who SIS had supported in the past. In one article, single mother Latifah Ab Rahman 
told reporters that: 
Other women’s groups might just listen, but SIS would do it until things are settled 
… It is in SIS that we can see a transparent and effective struggle. They move 
professionally and are brave to fight for the truth. (Zurairi, 2015) 
In another article, Mariam Abdul—a single mother who had worked with SIS since 
1995 on issues related to families without fathers—stated: ‘Since I have been (with) 
SIS for such a long time, I don’t care about all that’ (referring to labels used against 
the group). She continued: ‘They are doing their job to help women in problem. I know 
they are doing their job to help others. That is more important’ (Zurairi, 2015). 
Therefore, Malay Mail Online sympathetically quoted single mothers and highlighted 
the important role that SIS played for Malaysian Muslim women in helping them face 
discriminatory state laws and practices. As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.4, the 
patriarchal interpretation of Islam and Syariah laws has led to discriminatory practices 
and policies for Malay women. Malay Mail Online cast SIS as heroic victims by 
acknowledging their role as heroes in helping Malay women in Malaysia—particularly 
single mothers, who are badly affected by Syariah law. 
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To further reinforce this stance, Malay Mail Online published a quotation from Marina 
Mahathir, a board member of SIS, who stated: ‘What we’ve worked for these years, is 
for justice and equality for Muslim women. If justice and equality are considered non-
Islamic, then I don’t know (what is Islamic)’ (Zurairi, 2014b). The Malay Mail Online 
stories demonstrated SIS battle for gender equality, the challenge against the male 
interpretations of Islam, and the constant need to struggle against control by patriarchal 
religious authorities. Therefore, those who speak against the authoritarian and 
theocratic-minded government religious authorities, such as SIS, are prosecuted and 
victimised. Once the norms of the oppressive society are breached, a woman can be 
condemned. As such, SIS were positioned as victims of religious authoritarianism and 
a bureaucratic Islam—a type of Islam that demonises, creates fear threatens and 
punishes. Similar to The Star Online and Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online indirectly 
challenged Islamic religious power, representing SIS as victims challenging the 
‘emperor’—namely, a theocratic form of Islam. However, the Malay Mail Online news 
coverage cast state religious power as a puritanical form of Islam tendency to view 
Muslim women as a consistent source of danger and vulnerability for Islam. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.5, Malay Mail Online has a private ownership. 
Given this, Malay Mail Online addressed their concerns of Islamisation by presenting 
SIS through the archetype of victims of theoretic Islam. In the following section, I 
present the findings from Free Malaysia Today. 
6.3.3 Free Malaysia Today 
Free Malaysia Today published a total of nineteen online news articles about SIS, of 
which six were in the national news section and three were opinion pieces or letters to 
the editor. This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed 
SIS as the archetype of the innocent victim. Free Malaysia Today portrayed SIS as 
innocent victims who were victimised in an ‘un-Islamic’ manner. Like the archetype 
of the victim, who is a socially mistreated individual (Lule, 2001), SIS were mistreated 
by MAIS. In this context, the portrayal of mistreatment by Free Malaysia Today 
contained an element of injustice and unfairness that was equated to ‘un-Islamic’ 
practices. To illustrate the un-Islamic elements of the fatwa, Free Malaysia Today 
approached the topic in an Islamic context with an article titled ‘Saying This Was Very 
“Un-Islamic”’. In this article, a member of parliament of the religious party PAS, 
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Khalid, explained that Islam champions justice, as evident from a verse from the 
Quran that reads ‘even enemies should be treated to a fair trial’ (Sanghara, 2014). Free 
Malaysia Today positioned that the approach of Islam should be kind and 
compassionate, with words such as ‘unislamic’ and ‘treated a fair trial’. In the same 
article, Khalid was quoted as saying: 
This kind of approach will make the public scared of Islam when actually Islam is 
a fair and peaceful religion. How will Malaysians have confidence in Islamic 
governance if there’s a perception that fatwas, which carry serious implications, can 
be gazetted hastily without consulting the affected party and having a dialogue first? 
(Sanghara, 2014) 
Thus, the news narratives cast the fatwa as an un-Islamic, unjust fatwa, representing a 
version of Islam that lacks empathy, tolerance and justice. In this context, conservative 
Islam was represented as a form of power and control over Malay Muslims. SIS bore 
the brunt of this religious power and became victims, as this power often discriminates 
against women. Further, the conservative view of Islam enforced by MAIS, as reported 
by Free Malaysia Today, lacks the positive values of Islam, such as fairness, peace 
and justice. 
As previously stated, the archetype of the victim represents an innocent person who 
unexpectedly experiences harm or tragedy (Lule, 2001). In line with this archetype, 
Free Malaysia Today provided a platform for SIS to voice the injustice directed 
towards them. One article quoted SIS executive director, Ratna Osman, as saying: ‘We 
view with grave concern, the allegations made against us and question the basis of this 
fatwa’ (‘Sisters in Islam Files for Judicial Review on Fatwa’, 2014). The news 
narratives implied that SIS were innocent and were unsure why the fatwa had been 
issued against them. Thus, the news narratives demonstrated how SIS were accused 
without even being offered a chance to defend themselves against the fatwa. This news 
statement by SIS represented two key elements: victimisation by MAIS and SIS’s 
innocence in this situation. 
The next stage of news reporting by Free Malaysia Today sought to make sense of the 
fatwa. According to Lule (2001), the archetype of the victim gives meaning to complex 
issues. In an opinion article by Bistaman (2014) titled ‘SIS May Open Floodgates in 
Challenging Fatwa’, Free Malaysia Today addressed the issue of state religious 
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power. In this piece, Bistaman noted that the fatwa against SIS centred on who has the 
right and legitimacy to speak on Islam. This opinion article highlighted the 
monopolisation of Islamic thoughts and ideas enforced by the state religious authority. 
Bistaman (2014) also raised questions about legislation: ‘Can the secular High Court 
hear this case or make a ruling on it or will it declare that seeing this is a religious 
matter it should be taken to the Sharia court instead?’. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.31, Malaysia has a unique dual legal system—having both civil and Syariah 
(Islamic) legal systems—which presents a dual law (Othman, 2003). However, all 
matters regarding Islamic law fall under Syariah law. Given that fatwas involve an 
Islamic interpretation, this article questioned whether this case was held under the 
jurisdiction of the high courts in Malaysia. It questioned who had the authority—civil 
or Syariah courts. Most importantly, in Bistaman’s (2014) column, he addressed the 
broader issue of the fatwa as he wrote: ‘Malaysia operates more as an Islamic than a 
secular state. And this is what Malaysians should be worried about’. Through 
Bistaman’s opinion article, Free Malaysia Today established the dangers of Malaysia 
becoming an Islamic state. He concluded that if ‘SIS is successful in challenging the 
fatwa, then this opens the floodgates for all other fatwas to be challenged as well’ 
(Bistaman, 2014). Thus, these news narratives demonstrated that the challenge of 
Islam by SIS, and especially the lessons that this judicial review might contain for 
moderate Islamic praxis, was a highly important issue. According to Bistaman from 
Free Malaysia Today, if SIS won the case, it would create the possibility of a more 
secular approach to Islam. 
Consequently, these news stories construed the fatwa as a result of the rise of the 
Islamic state and emphasised Islamisation’s effect on political and gender discourses. 
Free Malaysia Today equated the fatwa with ‘un-Islamic’ practices, with an element 
of injustice and unfairness. Thus, SIS was cast as the archetype of the victim because 
of this ‘un-Islamic’ practice. The news reporting by Free Malaysia Today was not 
against Islam per se, yet indirectly opposed a version of Islam that is not tolerant and 
that oppresses Malay Muslims in Malaysia. Importantly, the news stories 
demonstrated that a major issue for Malay Muslims is to challenge such oppressive 
fatwas. The news stories suggested that, if such fatwas remain unchallenged, this will 
be detrimental to Malay Muslims—particularly Muslim women’s rights in Malaysia. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.2, Free Malaysia Today has an independent 
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ownership. Given this, Free Malaysia Today addressed their concerns about Malaysia 
becoming a theocratic Islamic state, lacking the positive values of Islam, such as 
fairness, peace and justice. In the following section, I present the findings from The 
Rakyat Post.  
6.3.4 The Rakyat Post  
The Rakyat Post published a total of fifteen online news articles about SIS, of which 
thirteen were in the national news section and two were opinion pieces or letters to the 
editor. This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed SIS 
as the archetype of the victim. The Rakyat Post news coverage focused on the 
unexpected fatwa. Lule’s (2001) description of the archetype of the victim involves a 
person unexpectedly experiencing physical harm, such as abuse, assault or even death. 
In the case of SIS, a fatwa was unexpectedly issued to them, which intended to harm 
or eliminate them. The first news article by The Rakyat Post addressed the victim issue 
with the headline: ‘We Were Not Informed of the Fatwa Gazetted on July 31’ 
(Dhillion, 2014b). Words used in this article, such as ‘not informed’, indicated the 
unexpected nature of the fatwa against SIS. In this article, Marina Mahathir, an SIS 
board member, stated: ‘Our concern is if we are being accused, we should be 
informed’. In the same article, Marina Mahathir added: ‘We only came across it 10 
days ago by accident while surfing JAKIM’s e-fatwa website searching for something 
else’. The statement by Marina Mahathir explained how SIS accidently discovered the 
fatwa ten days after it was issued. This statement represents the MAIS attitude towards 
SIS—a lack of respect and decency to even inform SIS of the fatwa. Thus, SIS were 
cast as the archetype of the victim who was subject to a fatwa. 
The Rakyat Post portrayed SIS as victims who were victimised in an unjust manner. 
The injustice was featured in the following headline: ‘How is SIS Deviating from 
Islamic Teachings?’ (Khir, 2015). The archetype of the victim seeks to make sense of 
complex issues (Lule, 2001); thus, The Rakyat Post portrayed SIS as the victim to 
make sense of the accusation of them being deviants. In this article, Ratna Osman, the 
SIS executive director, stated that: ‘Deviating (from Islam) is a serious issue. How are 
we deviating from Islamic teachings? … They accused us, but we do not know which 
part was considered a deviation’ (‘How is SIS Deviating from Islamic Teachings?’, 
2015). Thus, The Rakyat Post portrayed SIS as victims who were confused, 
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misinformed and innocent. Further, the news implied that this fatwa was a misuse of 
power, as there was no proper process or procedure to explain in Islamic terms the 
reason for the fatwa. In another article, Othman addressed her further concerns by 
stating: 
Our very existence is to address issues that concern Muslim women, helping them 
address issues like divorce, giving free legal advice, in fact helping the religious 
departments in their own work. We are helping the public in many ways. Where is 
the ‘sesat’ and deviation in this? (Dhillion, 2014a) 
The news narratives reported SIS as being victims of the state religious department, 
despite helping Malay Muslim women who themselves are victims of the state-
enforced Islamic laws. The news narratives implied that SIS were victims of the state’s 
patriarchal interpretation of Islam and Syariah laws. As discussed in Section 2.4.3, 
these practices of conservative Islam by the state clearly aimed to silence liberal 
practices that promote Malay Muslim women’s rights (Anwar, 2004). 
Similar to The Star Online, Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today and Malay Mail 
Online, The Rakyat Post news coverage highlighted that the ideals of pluralism and 
liberalism are ingrained in the country’s national philosophy and vision. As discussed 
by Lule (2001), the archetype of the victim seeks to make sense of senseless events or 
tragedy, and The Rakyat Post sought to make sense of the senseless fatwa. In one 
article, the Democratic Action Party’s (DAP’s) Zairil Khir Johari argued that the ban 
would confuse Malaysians because the basis of the Rukun Negara states that the 
country aspires to guarantee liberalism in regard to its cultural traditions (‘After SIS, 
Is the Rukun Negara and Wawasan 2020 Next?’, 2014). Johari stated that the same 
applied to the country’s national vision, Wawasan 2020,30 in which the fifth challenge 
was to create a more liberal, tolerant community. This news reporting implied that SIS 
were victimised for professing the ideals that are engrained in the Malaysian 
Constitution. 
As an opposition party spokesperson for DAP, Zairil Khir also argued that the Rukun 
Negara and Wawasan 2020 (Vision 2020) guarantee liberalism. The Rakyat Post 
quoted Zairil as saying: ‘Is MAIS not aware of this?’ (Dhillion, 2014b). Zairil added: 
 
30 Wawasan 2020 was Mahathir’s vision for Malaysia to become a fully industrialised nation by 2020. 
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‘Will MAIS also declare the Rukunegara and Wawasan 2020, along with its founder 
Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad as haram and deviating from Islamic teachings?’ (‘After 
SIS, Is the Rukun Negara and Wawasan 2020 Next?’, 2015). Similar to the news 
reporting by Malaysiakini, this article implied that the concepts of liberalism and 
pluralism are embedded in the Malaysian national principles (Rukun Negara) and even 
subscribed by former Prime Minister Dr Mahathir Mohammad. Thus, like 
Malaysiakini, The Rakyat Post asked the question of why there was no fatwa against 
Dr Mahathir. These news narratives implied that SIS was the target of the state 
religious power. More crucially, it represented the MAIS view of Malaysia as an 
Islamic state based on Islamic doctrines. 
The Rakyat Post published a potential way to resolve the SIS issue, unlike the news 
reporting in Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online and Free Malaysia Today. The Rakyat 
Post quoted Azmin, the chief minister from the state of Selangor, as stating: 
From the clarification given by our Mufti and MAIS during the meeting, I propose, 
with the consent of the Selangor Sultan that our Mufti and MAIS meet SIS to avert 
any confusion and misunderstanding. I earnestly hope that such consultation and 
meeting, conducted without rancour or ill-will would help bring about an 
atmosphere of harmony as enjoined by Islam. (‘Azmin Proposes Meeting among 
Affected Parties over Fatwa Issue’, 2014) 
This news report suggested holding a discussion between MAIS and SIS to resolve the 
issue regarding the fatwa in a democratic manner.  
As evident from the news articles, The Rakyat Post presented SIS as victims of unjust 
and undemocratic Islam. While Lule’s (2001) description of the archetype of the 
victim involves a person unexpectedly experiencing physical harm, SIS were victims 
of the patriarchal interpretation of Islam and Syariah laws. As discussed in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.5.3.3, The Rakyat Post has an independent ownership. Given this, The 
Rakyat Post addressed their concerns about SIS becoming victims of the state’s 
patriarchal interpretation of Islam and Syariah laws. These practices of conservative 
Islam by the state clearly aimed to silence liberal practices, which were represented 
through the archetype of the victim. In the following section, I present the findings 
from The New Straits Times Online. 
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6.3.5 The New Straits Times Online 
The New Straits Times Online published nine news articles, three were articles and six 
were letters to the editor. This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements 
that portrayed SIS as the archetype of the victim—this time, by The New Straits Time 
Online, who presented this archetype quite subtly. Similar to the news coverage of 
Free Malaysia Today and The Rakyat Post, the archetype of the victim in The New 
Straits Times Online sought to make sense of an issue or situation (Lule, 2001). The 
New Straits Times Online aimed to make sense of the fatwa by publishing a column 
article by famous scholar, Dr Chandra Muzaffar (2014b), who wrote: 
If these aspects of liberalism are the reasons for MAIS’s unhappiness with certain 
groups and individuals, it should say so and provide evidence to show that they have 
been propagating such ideas. MAIS should enter into a dialogue with them and 
convince such advocates of liberalism that their views create more harm than good 
to society. That is the solution, not branding them as ‘deviants’ and banning their 
writings and activities. 
Similar to The Rakyat Post, The New Straits Times Online published an opinion piece 
by Dr Chandra that suggested an Islamic approach to resolving the issue through 
democratic ideals, which included dialogue, rather than labelling SIS as ‘deviants’. 
The New Straits Times Online subtly cast SIS as victims who were not given any rights 
in terms of freedom of expression or speech. The New Straits Times reinforced the 
notion of solution by publishing another article by Selangor Menteri Besar Mohamed 
Azmin Ali, who suggested that the Selangor Islamic Religious Council (MAIS), state 
mufti and SIS meet and resolve the fatwa controversy (Norazam, 2014). In the same 
article, Azmin was quoted as saying: ‘I really hope with the Selangor Sultan’s consent, 
the meeting and consultation [between MAIS, the mufti and SIS] can proceed without 
prejudice so as to create a harmonious situation as enjoined by Islam’ (Norazam, 
2014). This quotation was also published by The Rakyat Post. However, The New 
Straits Times news narratives further explained that the rights to negotiate the fatwa 
still required the consent of the sultan, who is the religious head for each state in 
Malaysia. Reporting by The New Straits Times tends to be pro-monarchy, as it is a 
GLA news portal under the political party UMNO (as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 
2.5). 
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Therefore, challenging structural injustices still requires the consent of the state, 
according to the news narrative presented by The New Straits Times Online. Given this 
alliance with UMNO, it is noteworthy that The New Straits Times Online did not 
counter or question the state religious institutions, authority or conservative mindset. 
SIS was cast not as the victims of state religious power, unlike in Malaysiakini, Malay 
Mail Online, Free Malaysia Today and The Rakyat Post, but instead as victims who 
were not given the right to voice their concerns. Therefore, the news reporting by The 
New Straits Times Online focused on solutions to the fatwa issue. 
6.3.6 Summary 
In summary, the news narratives by Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, Free Malaysia 
Today and The Rakyat Post Online cast SIS as victims of state religious power. 
Crucially, Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, Free Malaysia Today and The Rakyat 
Post Online sought to question the social and cultural conditions under which Malay 
women operate. Malaysiakini addressed the dangers of state religious power in 
controlling and oppressing moderate or liberal Muslims, such as SIS. Malay Mail 
Online indirectly challenged Islamic religious power, representing SIS as victims of 
the ‘emperor’—namely, a theocratic form of Islam. Free Malaysia Today equated the 
fatwa as an ‘un-Islamic’ practice with elements of injustice and unfairness, and 
suggested that MAIS professed an Islam that was intolerant and oppressive towards 
Malays. The Rakyat Post presented concerns that SIS had become victims to the state’s 
patriarchal interpretation of a conservative form of Islam that aimed to silence liberal 
practices. 
Islam was contested on these news portals with interpretations of various versions of 
Islam practised by the state. This is in accordance with Lule’s (2001) depiction of the 
archetype of the victim, who attempts to make sense of a situation. These news portals 
sought to make sense of the fatwa in the broader context of Islamisation. The news 
coverage by these four online news portals thus directly or indirectly supported SIS in 
challenging the fatwa, with the exception of The New Straits Times Online, which did 
not counter or question the state religious authority because of its ownership alliance 
with UMNO. However, all these news portals supported the notion of a just, 
compassionate and kind understanding of Islam that allows freedom of expression and 
discussion. The news narratives concluded that the request of the judicial review by 
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SIS or a dialogue was essential to retain a secular and moderate understanding of Islam 
against a conservative approach. The next section will discuss the depiction of SIS as 
the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot. 
6.4 Archetype of the Wives of Noah and Lot—Astro Awani, Berita 
Harian Online, Sinar Harian Online and Utusan Online 
Utusan Online published a total of fifteen online news articles, while Sinar Harian 
Online published twenty online news articles, Astro Awani published six online news 
articles and Berita Harian Online published five online news articles. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.7, the characters of the wives of Noah and Lot are Quranic female 
archetypes who represent women who are disobedient and are disbelievers. These 
female archetypes provide moral lessons in the Quran for Muslims. The story of the 
wives of Noah and Lot is based on two women who were religiously unfaithful to their 
husbands, who were prophets. Their act of disobedience to their husbands was viewed 
as a rejection of Allah’s message, since their husbands were messengers of God 
(Jamal, 2001; Smith & Haddad, 1975). Thus, these characters serve as an example of 
religious betrayal—of those who do not obey the message of Allah. In addition, they 
serve as an example of a ‘bad’ Muslim woman. The consequence of disloyalty and 
disobedience to Allah’s message is hellfire in the afterlife. 
In the Western context, the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot is similar to that 
of the archetype of the female monster or untamed women, which represents a 
disobedient woman—usually portrayed as a witch or siren—who does not follow 
social conventions (Sternadori, 2014). These archetypes serve as an example of a bad 
woman. The key difference is that, in the Islamic context, the archetype of the wives 
of Noah and Lot involves disobedience to the Islamic faith, versus adherence to social 
conventions in the Western context. In the context of this study, the Malay news portals 
drew on the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot. 
6.4.1 Utusan Online and Sinar Harian Online 
The online Malay news portals presented the story of SIS as an act of disobedience 
and religious betrayal. In this section, I present a narrative analysis of Utusan Online 
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and Sinar Harian Online, as both of these online news portals focused on identifying 
the elements that portrayed SIS as the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot. 
Utusan Online began its news coverage by discrediting SIS members. Just as the wives 
of Noah and Lot betrayed their righteous prophet husbands, the SIS members were 
portrayed by the portal as women who had betrayed their faith. One article featured 
the strong headline: ‘SIS pertubuhan Fahaman Sesat—Dewan Pemuda PAS’ (‘SIS a 
Deviant Organisation—PAS Youth Wing’) (Mustapha, 2014). Unlike the news 
reporting by the online English news portals, SIS were labelled as ‘deviants’, 
regardless of the outcome of the judicial review against the fatwa. In this article, the 
Islamist youth leader from PAS was quoted: 
Dewan Pemuda Pas Pusat menyifatkan Sisters in Islam (SIS) sebagai pertubuhan 
bukan kerajaan (NGO) yang memperjuang fahaman sesat kerana cuba 
mempromosikan pemikiran Yahudi dan Nasrani dengan menyatakan manusia 
sebagai anak-anak Allah [‘Youth Islamist leader said that Sisters in Islam (SIS), a 
non-governmental organisation are deviants as they subscribe to the thinking of the 
Jews and Christianity who view all humans as children of Allah’]. (Mustapha, 2014) 
The news narratives equated SIS with Jewish people and Christians, which implies 
that SIS had betrayed the Islamic faith. In this reporting, SIS were accused of following 
doctrines from other Abrahamic religions, which is seen as un-Islamic. Further, Utusan 
Online reported that SIS had betrayed their faith for two main reasons. First, they 
subscribed to the ideology of Yahudi (Jewish people) and Nasrani (Christians), who 
view all human beings as the children of Allah, and this is against Islamic principles 
(Mustapha, 2014). Second, the article stated that SIS subscribed to the concepts of 
liberalism and pluralism, which are seen as the ideology of the West. Utusan Online 
framed opposition to the West through these ideals of liberalism and pluralism, as well 
as other religious systems, such as Christianity and Judaism. According to this article, 
subscribing to the concepts of liberalism and pluralism is damaging for society: ‘jika 
tidak halang akan memberi kesan buruk kepada masyarakat’ [‘If they do not stop, it 
will be damaging society’] (‘Dewan Pemuda Pas Pusat mahu Sis diharamkan segera’, 
2014). To acknowledge any system other than Islam as superior would be unthinkable. 
This presents the notion that SIS are a bad example of Muslims, and that no one should 
not follow SIS because of their secular views on Islam. 
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The religious story of the wives of Noah and Lot as disbelievers was also featured in 
Sinar Harian Online. As stated in the Quran, God presents the wife of Noah and the 
wife of Lot as examples of those who disbelieve (Quran, At-Tahrīm, 66:10). In line 
with this story, Sinar Harian Online constructed SIS members as an example of 
disbelievers, with a strong headline: ‘Cenderung lawan ketetapan syarak’ [‘SIS 
Oppose Islamic Law’, 2014]. The news report suggested that there should be no 
opposition to the fatwa, as SIS were considered to be challenging Islamic law. The 
news narratives implied that SIS had to obey the fatwa and not challenge the state 
religious authority. To present SIS disobedience, in the same news story, PAS leader 
Ahmad Fadhli Shaari was quoted as follows: 
Persoalan menutup aurat dan batasannya ialah sesuatu yang telah dinyatakan 
dengan jelas oleh syarak, peraturan yang ditetapkan MPKB-BRI adalah di dalam 
bidang kuasa kerajaan tempatan khususnya berkaitan pembukaan premis 
perniagaan [‘The issue of the hijab is clearly according to Islamic principles and 
was adhered to by MPKB-BRI who operated within the jurisdiction of the council 
with regards to business licences’]. (‘SIS cenderung lawan ketetapan syarak’, 2014) 
To represent disobedience, in this article, Sinar Harian Online referred to a past issue 
regarding the headscarf, whereby the Kelantan Islamic division made it compulsory 
for Malay women to wear the hijab in the workplace. It was reported that SIS publicly 
questioned this policy and made a press statement that Malay Muslim women should 
not be forced to wear the hijab. SIS believes that the headscarf or hijab should be a 
choice and not forced upon Malay Muslim women. Sinar Harian Online highlighted 
that SIS opposed the idea that Malay Muslim women must wear the hijab. The news 
narratives presented SIS’s strong stance on the hijab as opposing ‘hukum syarak’ 
(Islamic law). Using the hijab issue as an example, this news narrative sought to 
portray SIS members as religious traitors, given their alternative views on the hijab as 
a matter of choice for Muslim women versus being compulsory. This reporting on the 
hijab issue by Sinar Harian Online supports my earlier argument in Section 2.4.1 that 
wearing the hijab is not a true choice, given the informal and formal pressures to 
conform with Muslim attire. Women who choose not to wear hijab are even reported 
negatively as per the news reporting by Sinar Harian Online. Thus, the pressure to 
wear the hijab comes from multiple levels of society (media, religious authorities, 
government bodies, etc). 
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The Utusan Online and Sinar Harian Online news coverage emphasised the concept 
of obedience. To be a good Muslim, one must be obedient and obey Allah’s message, 
unlike the wives of Noah and Lot. The news narratives highlighted that SIS, as 
Muslims, must be obedient to the fatwa. For example, Utusan Online featured the 
strong, commanding headline: ‘Kewajiban Patuh kepada Fatwa’ (‘Mandatory to Obey 
Fatwa’) (Mohamed Adil, 2014), demanding obedience to the fatwa. In this article, the 
news portal reported in great detail about the concept of fatwa, how a fatwa is issued 
and why Muslims must obey a fatwa. They stated that a fatwa requires absolute 
obedience, with no alternative views. 
Similarly, Sinar Harian Online reported why SIS had to obey the fatwa with the 
headlines ‘Isu SIS: Hormati Hukum Fatwa’ [‘Issue on SIS: Respect the Fatwa’, 2014] 
and ‘PAS kritik Sis cabar Majlis Fatwa’ [‘PAS Critique SIS for Challenging the Fatwa 
Council’] (Rajak, 2014). Through these headlines, further demands were made by 
Sinar Harian Online that the fatwa had to be obeyed. Sinar Harian Online described 
the judicial review of the fatwa by SIS members as an ultimate act of disobedience, 
with headlines stating: ‘Sis biadap cabar fatwa’ [‘SIS is Rude to Challenge the Fatwa’, 
2014]. In this article, SIS’s decision to file a judicial review was reported as ‘dianggap 
biadap dan keterlalaun’ [‘rude and over the top’]. To emphasise their point, Sinar 
Harian Online featured a quotation from Muhammad Khalil Abdul Hadi, the PAS 
Youth wing leader, who explained that challenging the fatwa shows that SIS are 
stubborn and have a deviant understanding of the Islamic faith (Rajak, 2014). 
In the story of the wives of Noah and Lot, the consequence for disloyalty and 
disobedience to Allah’s message is hellfire. In the case of SIS, the consequence for 
practising a secular understanding of Islam is to be banished, as stated in the fatwa. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, a fatwa is legally binding. Utusan Online also 
reported that ‘Dewan Pemuda PAS Pusat mahu SIS diharamkan segara’, 2014 [‘PAS 
Youth Wing Demands SIS to be Banned Soon’]. In this article, Utusan Online 
presented the viewpoint of Muhammad Khalil Abdul Hadi, deputy head of PAS, who 
was quoted as stating: 
Kesemua tindak-tanduk dan pendirian Sis mewajarkannya diharamkan secara 
serta-merta tanpa kompromi lagi setelah kedegilan kumpulan ini mencetuskan 
pelbagai polemik fahaman dan pegangan umat Islam negara ini, katanya dalam 
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satu kenyataan, di sini hari ini [‘SIS principles and policies must be banned 
immediately without any compromise as this organisation is stubborn to understand 
the principles and faith of Islam in this country’]. (‘Dewan Pemuda PAS Pusat mahu 
Sis diharamkan segera’, 2014) 
Thus, the news narratives presented a serious warning about the outcomes of those 
who disobey representatives of Allah—in this context, the Selangor Islamic Religious 
Council in Malaysia (MAIS). The news narratives implied that the MAIS 
understanding of Islam is the correct understanding, and any alternative views on Islam 
are not accepted. 
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, state-led Islamisation has resulted in a 
hegemony of sociocultural and political Islam. The framing of the story by Utusan 
Online and Sinar Harian Online reinforced this perspective, as the news narratives by 
these portals described SIS as religious traitors because they subscribed to a secular 
understanding of Islam. SIS are Muslims and yet are outcast. Consequently, Muslims 
who subscribe to a different interpretation of Islam are targeted and classified as 
disobedient, rude, over the top and deviant. This presents the realities of Muslims in 
Malaysia, who struggle against the state interpretation of Islam that is intolerant of any 
other understanding of Islam, which also includes practices of other Abrahamic 
religions, such as Christianity and Judaism. 
Further, the voice of SIS remained minimal in the news narratives by Utusan Online 
and Sinar Harian Online. Instead, statements from male-dominated right-wing 
Muslim groups and the Islamic opposition party PAS were used to demonstrate how 
SIS had betrayed their faith. Much of the reporting on SIS incorporated explanations 
from other male right-wing Muslim groups, such as PERKASA (Mighty Native 
Organisation) and PEMBELA (Youth Organisation Trust). This reflects the patriarchal 
understanding of the Islamic faith by Utusan Online and Sinar Harian Online.  
Sinar Harian Online is privately owned, yet is still considered conservative in the 
context of Islam, as reported by earlier studies (Tapsell, 2013). Sinar Harian Online 
supports state Islam and addresses concerns about those who question it, as indicated 
by the way they presented SIS as the wives of Noah and Lot. Utusan Online is a GLA 
news portal, with direct ownership of UMNO; thus, adherence to state Islam is 
expected. However, there was no response on the controversy of SIS from the UMNO 
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parliamentary representative. There seems to be a detachment from UMNO as a 
spokesperson on the issue, despite the fact that Utusan Online is a pro-government 
portal. This is contradictory to the findings by Fong and Ishak (2015), who reported 
that UMNO spokespeople were highly visible pertaining to Malay rights in the Utusan 
Online newspaper. In this case study, Utusan Online presented PAS as the authority 
on Islam. As an Islamist and right-wing party, PAS was given credibility to speak on 
the fatwa. When it comes to reporting on Islam, PAS and other male-dominated right-
wing Muslim groups are useful references to contribute to the discourse of the pristine 
Islamic state in Malaysia, regardless of opposing political ideologies with UMNO. The 
next section will discuss SIS’s depiction as the wives of Noah and Lot by Astro Awani. 
6.4.2 Astro Awani 
This part of the analysis focuses on identifying the elements that portrayed SIS as the 
archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot by Astro Awani. Like the wives of Noah and 
Lot, who are presented as examples of bad Muslim women, SIS were portrayed as 
examples of bad Muslim women who misled followers of the Islamic faith. In their 
coverage, Astro Awani discredited SIS as bad Muslims with the following quotation 
from PAS Youth chief leader, Muhammad Khalil: 
kebiadaban SIS yang mencabar pengharamannya kerana berpegang kepada 
liberalisme dan pluralisme agama adalah bahawa kumpulan tersebut 
menggerakkan agenda pemesongan ke atas ajaran Islam di negara ini [‘SIS 
disobedient in challenging the fatwa will mislead the Muslim community to 
confusion as they subscribed to the concepts of liberalism and religious pluralism’]. 
(Amly, 2014) 
The news presented SIS as disobedient and, through its reporting, sought to generate 
fear that SIS could mislead the Muslim community. SIS were cast as bad Muslims, 
and any alliance with them would be presented in the same light. For example, in 
another article with the headline ‘Isu SIS: Kenapa Anwar tidak mahu rujuk Yusof Al-
Qaradawi?—Dr Fathul’ [‘Issue on SIS: Why Anwar Does Not Refer to Yusof Al-
Qaradawi—Dr Fathul] (Amly, 2014), the news coverage criticised opposition leader 
Anwar Ibrahim for suggesting a solution to the SIS issue (a dialogue with MAIS). 
While the English news portals—such as The Rakyat Post Online and The New Straits 
Times Online—supported the notion of discussion between MAIS and SIS, Astro 
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Awani negatively portrayed this suggestion. In this article, the news narratives 
presented Anwar Ibrahim, leader of the People Justice Party (PKR) in a negative light, 
describing him as tidak matang [‘immature’] and terlampau terbuka [‘too open-
minded’]. Anwar Ibrahim is an Islamist, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, yet he 
was criticised because of his alternative suggestions to resolve the issue. 
In another article, Astro Awani quoted Dr Fathul Bari Mat Jahaya, executive director 
of the Organisation of Scholars (Religious) of Malaysia, who suggested that all issues 
regarding SIS should be referred to religious experts, such as Qaradawi, President of 
the International Religious Scholars. The news narratives implied that politicians such 
as Anwar Ibrahim should refrain from making statements, given their lack of 
knowledge on religious teachings. Thus, the news narratives depicted a religious 
monopoly on who could speak about Islam in Malaysia. The Astro Awani news 
coverage also depicted a dichotomy of ‘us versus them’—namely, ‘good Muslims’ 
versus ‘bad Muslims’. Supporters of SIS were cast as the ‘bad Muslims’ and those 
who supported the fatwa as the ‘good Muslims’. Those who supported SIS were 
presented as lacking Islamic knowledge, such the likes of Islamist Anwar Ibrahim, and 
those who opposed SIS, such as the PAS Youth chief leader Muhammad Khalil, were 
seen as subscribing to the true teachings of Islam.  
As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3, state-led Islamisation has resulted in a 
hegemony of sociocultural and political Islam. News coverage by Utusan Online and 
Sinar Harian Online revealed that state-led Islamisation has also resulted in a 
homogenous perspective on women and Islam that is supported by the Malay online 
news portals. Through the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot, the news narratives 
implied the dangers of opposing state religious power within the onset of Islamisation. 
Similarly, Astro Awani supported Islamic religious power, representing SIS as 
betrayers of the faith and resisting the true path of Islam in Malaysia. As discussed in 
Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3.4, Astro Awani has an independent ownership and is not part 
of the BN party. Regardless of its ownership, Astro Awani raised concerns of opposing 
state religious power and presented SIS through the archetype of the wives of Noah 
and Lot. The next section will discuss SIS’s depiction as the archetype of the wives of 
Noah and Lot by Berita Harian Online.  
6.4.3 Berita Harian Online 
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The wives of Noah and Lot were framed by Malay-language news portals, such as 
Utusan Online, Sinar Harian Online and Astro Awani, as disobedient Muslim women. 
While, Berita Harian Online chose to highlight the importance of obedience as 
Muslims. Obedience and loyalty to Allah and his prophets are priorities in Islam. An 
article published on 24 June 2016 featured the headline ‘Ini Rahmat Ramadhan—
MAIS’31 [‘This is Ramadhan’s Blessing—MAIS’] (Ruzki, 2016). In this article, it was 
reported that MAIS informed the community that it was a Ramadhan (holy month) 
blessing that the civil high court had rejected SIS’s judicial review. Those who obey 
are blessed with Rahmat [blessing] by Allah. The article reported that the high court 
decision stated that any issues pertaining to Islam should be referred to the Syariah 
(Islamic) court instead. This article implied that MAIS, as the protector and guardian 
of Islam, had received a blessing from Allah during the holy month of Ramadhan, as 
SIS’s appeal for the judicial review was rejected. Further, Berita Harian Online was 
the only Malay news portal that featured news on SIS in the Jenayah—the crime 
section. This reflects Berita Harian Online’s view that the fatwa against SIS was 
regarded as a crime against religion, even though there were no criminal offences in 
legal terms. Thus, Berita Harian Online supported state hegemonic Islam. 
6.4.4 Summary 
In summary, the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot presented by Utusan Online, 
Sinar Harian Online and Astro Awani cast SIS as Muslim women who were 
disobedient, religious traitors, bad Muslims and deviants. This archetype is a 
stereotypical view of liberal Muslims upheld by Malay society in Malaysia. As 
illustrated above, by subscribing to pluralism and liberalism, which are seen as the 
ideology of the West, SIS were portrayed as deviants who had betrayed their faith. As 
stated in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3, this supports the argument that Muslims subscribing 
to alternative, liberal or secularist approaches to Islam are ‘deviant’ Malay subjects. 
Other religious systems, such as Christianity and Judaism, are also seen as the ideology 
of the West, and it is unacceptable to acknowledge any system other than Islam. The 
news coverage by these online Malay portals directly or indirectly objected to SIS 
challenging the fatwa. The fatwa, in their view, must be obeyed by Muslims. Further, 
these four Malay online news portals recognised MAIS as the only authority on Islam. 
 
31 Ramadhan is the ninth month of the Muslim calendar during which Muslims fast. 
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Therefore, since the matter of the fatwa is non-debatable, it explains the minimal 
coverage of the controversy by the online Malay news portals.  
One of the most remarkable elements of the online news coverage of SIS by the Malay 
online news portals was the limited number of statements from other women non-
government organisations, leaders or officials. It was a predominantly male-dominated 
narrative. Male figures and leaders were used to support the fatwa, and journalists 
ignored the inequality of the voices represented, which reinforced the patriarchal 
structures and agencies visibly dominant in Islamic narratives and interpretation in 
Malaysia. The news narratives by these Malay news portals represented SIS’s trials 
and tribulations against the religious patriarchy, traditionalism and conservatism in 
practices and understanding of Islam. 
Further, regardless of the ownership alliance or structure of these Malay online news 
portals, the news narratives presented the same myth. As discussed in Chapter 3, 
Section 3.4, Eliade (1958) suggested that religious stories provide repeated and 
exemplary patterns of archetypes. Eliade (1958) argued: 
Religious life, and all the creations that spring from it, are dominated by what one 
may call ‘the tendency toward an archetype’. However many and varied are the 
components that go to make up any religious creation (any divine form, rite, myth 
or cult), their expression tends constantly to revert to an archetype. (pp. 58–59) 
Therefore, when reporting on Islam, all four Malay news portals, regardless of 
ownership alliance had the tendency to draw from an Islamic archetype, portrayed SIS 
through the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot—exemplary models of bad 
Muslims who are a threat to Islam and the state. There is a need to defend the sanctity 
of Islam when reporting news on Islam. The Malay-language online news portals 
ultimately reinforced the state understanding of Islam, as being the guardian of Islam. 
In this context, the state version of Islam is considered the true Islam, which is not 
contested and is supported by the Malay online news portals, which has important 
implications for gender relations and women’s rights in Malaysia. 
6.5 Summary 
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This chapter has discussed how the news narratives about SIS reflected contestation 
about Islam between the English and Malay online news portals. This discussion has 
underscored the struggle between Muslim women and state religious authorities, who 
inherently question the status of Muslim women in contemporary Malaysia. My 
analysis has illustrated how SIS, a Muslim women’s rights group, were represented 
differently through myth by the ten selected online news portals in Malaysia. As I have 
demonstrated, the news narratives did not simply report the fatwa issue. As Lule 
(2001) explained, ‘myth presents a larger view’ (p. 79). In this context, the use of 
archetypes in the reporting of the fatwa controversy exemplified the social and political 
implications of Islamisation, particularly for women’s rights group, such as SIS. 
The news narratives discussed presented a perspective of either supporting or 
challenging the social and religious consensus. The English news portals affirmed their 
support in challenging the fatwa. Through the archetype of the hero, The Star Online 
presented SIS as a story of female heroism that challenged the male state-run religious 
authorities. The Star Online required a hero to champion moderate Islam that accepts 
all other races and religions. Malaysiakini, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post 
Online and Malay Mail Online drew on the archetype of the victim to represent the 
conservative ideological forces controlling and oppressing moderate or secular 
Muslims, such as SIS. However, even within the archetype of the victim, there were 
different contestations of the conservative ideological forces. For example, Malay 
Mail Online positioned religious authority as enforcing a type of Islam that 
‘demonises’, creates ‘fear’, threatens and punishes through practising a theocratic form 
of Islam. In contrast, Free Malaysia Today focused on ‘un-Islamic’ practices by MAIS 
that lacked justness and fairness. Meanwhile, The Rakyat Post Online presented SIS 
as victims of an undemocratic Islam that does not allow debates or discussion on issues 
such as the fatwa. Further, The New Straits Times Online supported the notion of a 
just, compassionate and kind understanding of Islam that allows freedom of expression 
and discussion, rather than focusing on the state religious authority. Nonetheless, these 
online English news portals directly or indirectly argued that SIS was prosecuted 
unfairly and unjustly, as the ideals of liberalism and pluralism exist in the nation’s 
philosophy and vision. 
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Meanwhile, the Malay online news portals of Utusan Online, Sinar Harian Online, 
Astro Awani and Berita Harian Online directly supported the fatwa. These news 
portals have a special influence, as most of the readership consists of Muslim Malays. 
Through the archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot, the Malay online news portals 
presented SIS as women who are disobedient, disbelievers and disrespectful. This 
seems to fit into the religious patriarchal framework, where women are expected to 
obey and be subservient. Based on these findings, women who oppose the existing 
religious order attract negative news coverage from Malay online news portals. 
Importantly, anyone who is seen as challenging the state is considered to pose a threat 
to the sanctity of Islam. The ideals of liberalism and pluralism, as well as other 
religious systems, such as Christianity and Judaism, are seen as the ideology of the 
West, and thus as damaging and a negative influence for the Muslim community. This 
was in contrast to the news reporting by the English news portals, which supported the 
ideals of liberalism and pluralism. Overall, for these news portals, myth served a 
political purpose in times of crisis to convey Malaysia’s religious position and identity 
in the context of Islamisation.  
This chapter concludes that there are multiple voices in the Malaysian online media, 
which criticise or support SIS. The analysed media either supported or resisted the 
rising trend of conservative Islam in Malaysia, based on the media readership and 
religious and political inclinations. Thus, the news media represented the battle 
between moderate Islam and conservative Islamist, which reflects the position of 
political Islam in Malaysia. The online media representation of the fatwa on SIS 
encapsulated this issue and the politicisation of Islam in Malaysia. The realities of the 
roles and status of Malay Muslim women depend on the political arena and the 
directions contested by various parties, including the news media in Malaysia. As this 
chapter has demonstrated, SIS represents Muslim women trying to find ways to 




Chapter 7: Conclusion 
This chapter summarises the research background, objectives, questions, methodology 
and findings. In addition, it presents the study conclusions, recommendations and 
suggestions for future research, based on the research findings. 
7.1 Summary of Research 
The Malaysian media operates in a controlled environment because of strict 
legislation, government alliance media ownership and internet regulations. There are 
strong limitations on critical news reporting, especially in terms of issues such as 
Islam, as Islam is classified as ‘sensitive’ by the ruling coalition (The Sedition Act [SA] 
of 1948, Act 15). Further, as discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3, under the 
administration of former Prime Minister Najib Tun Razak (from 2014 to 2018), there 
were further controls on the internet with the enforcement of the Evidence Act 1950, 
Official Secret Act, Sedition Act and Defamation Act (Wok & Mohamed, 2017). The 
aim of these Acts was to silence individuals, and particularly the media, who spoke or 
reported unfavourably against government initiatives, such as the Islamisation project. 
Therefore, this thesis examined the role of online news portals in reporting 
controversial case studies on Malay women who have resisted the state interpretation 
of Islam in Malaysia. This thesis examined the challenges, resistance and struggles 
contested in news narratives as a result of the restricted and controlled media 
environment. More crucially, this thesis aimed to examine how online news narratives 
draw upon mythical frameworks in the representation of women and Islam in 
Malaysia. 
This study was framed within a cultural context, as the media do not stand apart from 
politics, culture and society. In Chapter 2, I revealed the social and political conditions 
that provided the backdrop for this study. I discussed how political Islam—also known 
as Islamisation, which I understand as the process of incorporating Islamic doctrine 
into the socioeconomic, political and judicial structures of the country (Abbott & 
Gregorios-Pippas, 2010)—has become an ideological marker that is dominant in 
controlling Malaysian social and political discourse. I examined the significance of the 
Islamisation project under the administration of three Malaysian prime ministers—the 
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fourth prime minister, Mahathir Mohamad; fifth prime minister, Abdullah Ahmad 
Badawi; and sixth prime minister, Najib Tun Razak. Islamisation has resulted in a shift 
in the social, political and cultural landscape in Malaysia. I discussed the three factors 
that influenced the establishment of the Islamisation project in Malaysia: the global 
Islamic revolution, intra-Malay–Muslim politics and the local dakwah missionary 
movement. In this chapter, I argued that state-led Islamisation has resulted in a 
hegemony of sociocultural practices of Islam in Malaysia. As a result, there is 
increasing marginalisation of moderate and liberal Muslims who oppose the 
hegemonic practices of Islam, especially during the administration of Prime Minister 
Najib Tun Razak (2014 to 2018)—the timeframe of this study. Muslims who subscribe 
to any other interpretation of Islam, such as a liberal or secularist approach, are viewed 
as ‘deviant’ Malay subjects. My aim was to analyse the contestations against 
Islamisation by moderate and liberal Muslim groups or individuals—particularly 
Malay women who are either prosecuted, stigmatised or victimised in the context of 
Islamisation. Given that there has been limited research on the marginalisation of 
moderate and liberal Malay Muslims in Malaysia, my research addressed this gap. 
In the second part of Chapter 2, I discussed how Islamising the social and public sphere 
has resulted in religious policies and laws that influence models of Malay womanhood. 
In this context, women feel the full force of political Islam. The Malay woman’s body 
has become a contested political site. Feminist scholars have observed that the reason 
that Malay women’s bodies are central to national projects is that they are the cultural 
and biological markers of a nation, as the reproducers of a community’s culture 
(Anwar, 2001; Basarudin, 2016). I argue that Malay womanhood in Malaysia has 
become a critical site for producing a state version of Islam. Malay women who choose 
not to conform to (and therefore resist) Islamic hegemony in Malaysia face 
victimisation, stigmatisation or prosecution. This marginalisation of Malay women in 
Malaysia strips them of their agency and identity. It is against the backdrop of such 
discriminatory practices that I selected two case studies: (i) the dress code controversy 
of Malaysian gymnast champion, Farah Ann Hadi, who was criticised, condemned and 
judged in the social media sphere for her ‘inappropriate’ standard gymnast sports 
attire, and (ii) the controversy surrounding SIS, who were issued a fatwa by MAIS (the 
Selangor Islamic Religious Council) because of their alleged professing of religious 
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liberalism and pluralism. These case studies represented women who chose not to 
conform to or resisted Islamic hegemony in Malaysia. 
In the final part of Chapter 2, I discussed how regulations were implemented by the 
government to ensure regime ownership control and strict legislation of the 
mainstream media in Malaysia. As a result of these factors, the mid-1990s saw the rise 
of online news sites with the birth of the internet, which caused changes to the media 
landscape in Malaysia. The internet created a pathway for an alternative media 
environment, as it is not dictated by commercial factors, hegemonic influence or 
government laws (George, 2003). My study examined how online news portals have 
become another  site of contestation as a result of three main factors: (i) the internal 
contradictions of the BN party’s mainstream online media ownership, (ii) the rise of 
alternative online news and (iii) the rise of independent online news media in Malaysia. 
In Chapter 3, I examined the concept of the news and myth in terms of cultural and 
ideological approaches to myth. A review of the literature revealed research on news, 
myth and archetypes. A working definition of ‘myth’ was defined as agreed-upon 
cultural ‘truths’ (Eliade, 1998), while a working definition of ‘archetypes’ was defined 
as models or frameworks taken from shared human experiences (Lule, 2002, p. 15). I 
used these definitions to provide a clearer picture of how news media reproduces 
cultural understandings through myth and archetypes in news reporting. This line of 
enquiry followed the work of news and myth researchers who employ a more broad-
based understanding of cultural mythology as a cultural narrative that functions 
through symbolic forms. For this research, I drew on Lule’s (2002, p. 279) idea that 
the daily news media is a contemporary vessel for myth, and that news and myth are 
inherently social and political narratives that help support the status quo and maintain 
social order. Lule’s research demonstrated the similarities between news and myth, 
and I argue that news coverage serves as an important channel for perpetuating myths. 
Thus, my research adds to these scholarly works by providing empirical evidence of 
the role of news and myth from a non-Western cultural context—specifically, from a 
Malaysian cultural perspective. I examined how and why the Malaysian online news 
media uses particular myths and archetypes to construct news narratives that produce 
specific gender norms and roles for Malay women. I also addressed research on news 
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and myth from Muslim gender archetypes, with reference to the women characters 
discussed in the Quran. 
In Chapter 4, I discussed the methodology used for this study, with narrative analysis 
employed as the research method. Through narrative analysis, this study identified the 
mythic aspects of news. I adapted a matrix based on Foss’s (1996) structural narrative 
analysis framework to code 312 news reports. Foss (1996, p. 402) identified eight 
primary features to analyse news narratives: events, characters, settings, narrators, 
temporal relations, causal relations and themes. The unit of analysis was the article, 
which included the news, editorials, columns, opinions and letters to the editor. 
7.2 Research Objectives 
This thesis was positioned within the debate on the mythic aspects of news to examine 
the structure and content of individual reports and compare news and myth. This study 
examined how news media reproduces cultural understandings through myth in news 
reporting. Considering the challenge of women and Islam under Islamisation and the 
role of online news portals, this study aimed to compare the coverage of the English 
and Malay online news portals within the mythic aspect of news. The specific 
objectives of the study were as follows: 
1. to analyse the structure and content of individual news reports as symbolic 
forms (a set of narratives produced in a specific cultural context) and compare 
them with myth, defined as agreed-upon cultural ‘truths’ 
2. to compare and contrast the news coverage reported by ten online Malaysian 
news portals to highlight the role of myth in news narratives; this news 
coverage consisted of two selected case studies focusing on Malay women who 
resisted the state’s interpretation of Islam (not Islam per se) in the context of 
Islamisation. 
The selected news portals for the study were The New Straits Times Online, Berita 
Harian Online, The Star Online, Utusan Online, Sinar Harian Online, Malaysiakini, 
The Rakyat Post, Free Malaysia Today, Malay Mail Online and Astro Awani. These 
online news portals were selected based on three factors: popularity, ranking and 
ownership. 
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7.3 Summary of Findings 
The Malaysian online news portals were found to present relatively distinct 
frameworks of myth. News reports on the two case studies presented the mythic 
aspects of news by contesting the issue of Islamisation and gender. Thus, this study 
identified the following findings. 
The use of news and myth must be located within its wider social, cultural and political 
context to obtain a more comprehensive understanding. This thesis found that the 
coverage of these online news portals reflected the existing political and social culture 
of Malaysian politics. News stories have become a site for political and social struggles 
on the issue of women and Islam in Malaysia. Malay women are ideological markers 
and are subject to contestations by the online news media in responding to the changing 
conditions of their womanhood in the context of Islamisation phenomenon. News 
narratives reflect the existing political culture, where Malay women serve as an 
important religious symbol of the culture. The online news portals participated in this 
discourse to mould their concept of the ideal Malay woman’s norms and roles through 
news narratives and myth. The online news portals were a site of contesting ideologies, 
especially in terms of issues such as Islam. 
The pattern of myth use displayed by the online news portals seemed to be determined 
by the ethnic and religious inclinations of the news portals. In the first case study on 
Farah Ann, this study found that the dress code controversy was used to present a 
media debate on Muslim women’s identities and roles. These online news portals were 
a fundamental site for the construction of gender under Islamisation. The English news 
portals either directly or indirectly opposed the state interpretation of Islam and 
supported Farah Ann’s stance not to adhere to the Islamic dress code. News stories 
that supported Farah Ann drew on the positive archetype of the woman warrior (The 
Star Online) or highlighted the state’s brutality via the archetype of the victim 
(Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The 
New Straits Times). Meanwhile, Malay Mail Online was politically opportunistic and 
used the controversy to objectify Farah Ann through the archetype of the temptress, 
which illustrated the persistent realities of Malay women and their struggles. In 
contrast, the Malay online news portal supported the Islamic state interpretation of 
Islam and stated that Farah Ann should adhere to the Islamic dress code. News stories 
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that aligned with the state’s Islamisation programme drew on the Malay archetype of 
Mahsuri (Utusan Online, Sinar Harian, Astro Awani and Berita Harian Online) to 
highlight Farah Ann’s lack of religious knowledge and portray her as the innocent 
maiden. Farah Ann’s body became a critical site for producing an identity of a Muslim 
woman and a symbol of Islam through mythical stories. 
In the second case study, the controversy surrounding the fatwa against SIS became a 
battleground for competing political forces among the online Malaysian news portals. 
The news narratives reported a perspective of either supporting or challenging the 
social and religious consensuses. The English news portals cast SIS as struggling 
against Islamic patriarchy and authoritarian governments that are unwilling or unable 
to grant women social equality. In addition, the English news portals argued that the 
ideals of liberalism and pluralism are embedded in the nation’s philosophy and vision, 
and that SIS should subsequently challenge the fatwa. The Star Online drew on the 
positive archetype of the woman warrior, while Malaysiakini, Malay Mail Online, 
Free Malaysia Today, The Rakyat Post and The New Straits Times drew on the 
archetype of the victim to highlight the abuse of state religious power. In contrast, the 
Malay online news portals supported the state interpretation of Islam and argued that 
SIS must obey the fatwa. These Malay online news portals portrayed SIS as a group 
of women who had betrayed their faith. Utusan Oline, Sinar Harian, Astro Awani and 
Berita Harian Online drew on the negative archetype of the wives of Noah and Lot to 
highlight SIS resistance to state religious laws. The Malay news portals stated that the 
ideals of liberalism and pluralism are Western ideals and are damaging to the Muslim 
community. As discussed in Chapter 3, when society’s values are at risk, such as in 
instances of violence, journalists depend on cultural narratives to maintain the 
dominant cultural order (Nossek & Berkowitz, 2006). Thus, the Malay news portals, 
regardless of their ownership, presented both case studies as placing the Islamic values 
of Malaysian society at risk. Thus, the journalists depended on cultural and Islamic 
myths—namely, the archetypes of Mahsuri the innocent maiden and the wives of Noah 
and Lot—to maintain the dominant cultural order of Malaysia as an Islamic state. 
This thesis argues that the mythic element in the representation of women and Islam 
in the news can create a wider debate in a relatively controlled society. The mythical 
framework offers a perspective of either supporting or challenging the social and 
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religious consensus. This analysis suggests that news and myth can become a platform 
to facilitate alternative or dissenting views on issues such as Farah Ann’s dress code 
controversy or the fatwa against SIS, as otherwise dominated by conservative religious 
narratives in the public domain. The use of news and myth can easily accommodate 
dissenting views of women and Islam, particularly by the English news portals. 
Islamisation involves a state-sanctioned Islam that dictates ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ and 
restricts alternative views on Islam; however, myth seems to provide a platform for 
the news to open a space for discussion. Thus, the news portals were able to challenge 
or support the dominant social order through the mythic element of news. 
This thesis argues that news and myth can create alternative narratives of women and 
Islam in Malaysia. The reporting of news stories through myth can break social norms. 
For example, the story of Farah Ann cast as the woman warrior by The Star Online 
supported Farah Ann’s decision to not wear Islamic attire. Such narratives would not 
be possible in discussions in the public domain. For example, presenting a Malay 
woman as a hero for not wearing the hijab would be unthinkable in public discussion, 
especially in a Muslim country such as Malaysia. The analysis revealed that news and 
myth can provide a space for discourse, such as suggesting to readers that Farah Ann 
wore the right dress code with the hijab, or, in the case of SIS, that they should 
challenge the state religious authority of MAIS. Thus, this thesis contends that news 
and myth are able to create an alternative platform to discuss women and Islam when 
the wider institutional and societal structures classify such issues as ‘sensitive’ to 
report. 
Finally, research on the representation of Muslim women who adhere to Islamic 
norms—such as wearing the hijab—particularly in the Western media, and especially 
in the context of the Islamophobia phenomenon (Afshar, 2008; Bullock, 2002; 
Carland, 2011; Macdonald, 2006; Navarro, 2010; Poole, 2002; Sway, 2005), which 
displays a predominantly negative portrayal of Muslim women. This thesis found that 
media representations of Muslim women who choose not to conform to Islamic 
norms—such as not wearing the hijab (headscarf)—in Muslim-majority countries, 
such as Malaysia, include both negative and positive portrayals, depending on the 
online media ownership and language. 
7.4 Theoretical Contribution 
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The use of myth from a Malaysian media perspective provided a different facet to the 
understandings of news and myth. The Malaysian online news portals drew on myths 
that were based on the news portals’ religious and ethnic inclinations. The 
phenomenon observed here was that mythical frameworks used in online news media 
coverage do not standardise an overall Malaysian cultural understanding of Malay 
women and Islam, but instead it is contested. However, this does not seem to align 
with the normative understanding of myth, as discussed in Chapter 3, where news is a 
cultural narrative that delivers stories of interest (Bird, 1996) and functions as a 
cultural construct to promote the dominant culture’s values (Åhäll, 2012; Bird & 
Dardenne, 1997; Nossek & Berkowitz, 2006). In the context of Malaysia, the dominant 
cultural values are unique, as there is no single cultural understanding of women and 
Islam; rather, these issues are contested based on the different ethnic and religious 
inclinations of the news portals. The dominant cultural values in relation to 
Islamisation were contested by the majority of online English news portals, while the 
Malay news portals supported the dominant hegemonic Islamic norms. While the 
online new portals operated in the same environment, the type of myth drawn upon 
was different. Thus, news and myth have become a site of cultural and social struggle 
in the context of Malaysia. As a result, the Muslim women in these case studies were 
constructed by the online English news portal as either victimised or oppressed or as 
heroes challenging Muslim patriarchy, whereas the Malay online news portals 
perpetuated the ideal Muslim women. 
Lule’s (2001, pp. 22–25) study revealed seven master mythical themes that exist today 
in news reporting: the victim, the scapegoat, the hero, the good mother, the trickster, 
the other and the flood. However, my theoretical contributions add to mythical themes 
drawn from Malay myth to include the innocent maiden (Mahsuri), the Islamic myth 
of the wives of Noah and Lot, and gendered archetypes of the woman warrior and 
temptress. My research indicated that these case studies on women and Islam were 
constructed within a variety of myths, including Christian, Greek, Malay and Islamic 
myths, and gendered myths. My study added to additional mythical themes from a 
Malay and Islamic myth and gender perspective, as compared with Lule’s research. 
As discussed in Chapter 3, Lule’s mythical themes did not account for cultural and 
gender specificity in understandings of myths in news media, and my study contributes 
to filling this gap. 
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The theory on news and myth suggests that myth is the process through which human 
thought shapes reality, or is understood as agreed-upon cultural ‘truths’ (Eliade, 1998). 
However, in my research context, the agreed-upon social truth was contested based on 
the ethnic, language, political and religious inclinations of the news portals. This 
reflects how Malaysian society is divided on the issue of gender roles and the norms 
of Malay Muslim women. There is no unifying ideal or concept. The interpretation of 
Islam by the online news portals was not homogenous—for example, the English news 
portals strove for a more secular and democratic version of Islam, while the Malay 
online news portals supported a more conservative and punitive version of Islam. 
Barthes (1972) saw the idea of myth as political practice, and argued that myth takes 
the form of ‘depoliticised political speech’ (p. 143), which upholds the dominant 
ideology. Myth reinforces or supports a particular social structure, and justifies social 
institutions, particularly for the ruling elites, thereby serving an ideological function. 
In this research context, none of the news portals challenged Islam per se (the 
dominant ideology), which has influenced the social and cultural domain of public life, 
but instead debated the type of Islam—from conservative to liberal Islam—that 
Malaysia should uphold. 
Feminist scholars argue that archetypes as cultural constructs not only reinforce gender 
roles, but also rarely challenge social structures (Howard & Prividera, 2008; Rubinson, 
2000). However, in the context of Malaysia, news portals such as The Star Online and 
Malaysiakini challenged social structures by representing Farah Ann and SIS in a 
manner that challenged Islamic norms and Islamic patriarchy. As such, my study found 
that the English online news portals directly or indirectly challenged social structures 
and Muslim gender norms in the context of Islamisation. The news narratives reported 
a perspective of either supporting or challenging these social and religious 
consensuses. 
In summary, as Campbell (1988) argued, although we live in contemporary society, 
ancient archetypes still prevail, and individuals and societies continue to make sense 
of the world through ageless mythical stories. This study supports Campbell’s 
argument, given that Christian, Islamic and local Malay mythical stories still prevailed 
in the examined news reports on the controversial issues of women and Islam 
presented by these Malaysian news portals. 
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7.5 A Moment in History of Online News Portals 
This research records a moment in history on the Malaysian news coverage of Malay 
women and Islam by the most popular online news portals, taking into consideration 
the specific social and political realities of Islamisation in Malaysia. This study 
examined a specific timeframe during the second term of Prime Minister Najib Tun 
Razak (2014 to 2018), as this period saw an increase in the marginalisation of moderate 
Muslims, particularly Malay women. This study examined the different news portals 
in terms of their ownership background and political affiliation, including the wider 
political and cultural structures in the onset of Islamisation, to understand the role of 
news and myth at a specific moment in Malaysian history. It clarified the dynamics 
regarding how and why the Malaysian online news media uses particular myths and 
archetypes to construct news narratives that produce specific gender norms and roles 
for Malay women. By doing so, this thesis has provided a comprehensive 
understanding of the intricacies of Malaysian news coverage—particularly the 
distinctive ways that news portals use different myths on the issue of women and Islam 
in Malaysia. It has also provided a glimpse into the use of a variety of myths from 
Christian, Greek, Malay and Islamic themes, and why certain myths are perpetuated 
by the respective news portals. By separating online news portals based on their 
support for or contestation of the hegemonic norms of Muslim women in Malaysia, 
and identifying the similarities and differences in news narratives across the news 
portals within the particular context at defining moments in Malaysian politics, this 
research has provided a clearer understanding of the use of news and myth in the 
Malaysian media landscape. 
7.6 Limitations 
This study included several limitations. As discussed in Chapter 4, the first limitation 
was the inevitability of bias when conducting research, given that the researcher’s 
personal and social positioning may influence the research outcomes, as data are 
subjectively interpreted (Esin et al., 2013). As a self-declared feminist, I am aware that 
my personal beliefs may have influenced the research. However, I have consciously 
attempted to maintain objectivity throughout the research process by adapting the 
framework developed by Daniel and Harland (2018), as discussed in Chapter 4. This 
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framework is called ‘TACT’ and entails trustworthiness (T), auditability (A), 
credibility (C) and transferability (T) to ensure trustworthiness and reliability in 
research. 
Second, this study was limited to Malay and English online news portals and did not 
consider other languages. A comprehensive study on news as myth in Malaysia should 
include the four languages spoken in Malaysia: English, Malay, Chinese and Tamil. 
Therefore, it would be interesting to examine news and myth in the Chinese and Tamil 
online news portals to further examine cross-cultural myth—that is, the perceptions of 
Chinese and Tamil online news portals on issues pertaining to women and Islam in 
Malaysia. Such a study could examine news and mythic frameworks between the four 
different languages news portals in Malaysia, which have different ownership and 
religious and racial inclinations. This examination would offer useful insights with 
regard to Malaysia—a multiracial and multi-ethnic society battling the challenges of 
Islamisation—that would help understand the role of myth in the overall Malaysian 
online news landscape. 
 Third, this study was limited to online news portals and did not consider other forms 
of online media. A comprehensive study could examine other forms of news narratives 
such as online news radio or online television broadcasting systems. Given that online 
news play an important role in conveying news and myth on women and Islam, there 
is space for further work to explore other forms of online news narratives. 
7.7 Future Research on News and Myth in Malaysia 
It would be interesting to explore the role of myth in Malaysian online news narratives 
under a new coalition government of Perikatan Nasional (National Alliance), by PAS, 
Bersatu (the Malaysian United Indigenous Party) and BN formed in February 2020 
during the Malaysian political crisis. The Malaysian public has termed Perikatan 
Nasional a ‘backdoor government’, as this new ruling coalition did not win in the 15th 
general election in 2018 (Anbalagan, 2020). The Perikatan Nasional came to power 
because of the collapse of the Pakatan Harapan (Alliance of Hope) coalition 
government under the seventh prime minister, Mahathir Mohammad. The current 
eighth prime minister, Muyiddin Yassin, with the support of the Perikatan Nasional 
coalition, led him to secure a majority from the 222 seats in parliament. This marked 
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the return to government UMNO with PAS in this new coalition government. As 
discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2, previously scholars labelled the battle between 
UMNO and PAS as the ‘Islamisation race’ (Desker, 2003; Fealy, 2012; Müller, 2013; 
Wanto et al., 2015; Yong Liow, 2004). However, now UMNO and PAS have joined 
forces under this new intermarriage of political Islam. With PAS in government, this 
could mark the start of ‘Talibinisation’ (a hard-line Islamic movement) for Malaysia 
(Chew, 2020). The backdoor entry of PAS has already created many more challenges 
for Malay women in Malaysia. After less than one month in government, the Deputy 
Women and Family Development Minister, Siti Zailah Mohd Yusoff, member of 
parliament from PAS, proposed a policy for Syariah-compliant uniforms for Muslim 
flight attendees and athletes (Halim, 2020). Her suggestions implied the compulsory 
policy of ‘hijabisation’ for all flight attendants and Malay athletes, such as Farah Ann. 
With an Islamist party now in government, this will indicate the collapse of any secular 
way of life for Malaysia.  
With regard to the media, future research could also investigate whether online news 
portals maintain similar Christian, Greek,Malay and Islamic myths news and myths, 
given the more Islamic political scenario. Thus, this is another possible avenue of 
study. In short, it may be interesting to investigate whether the change in governance 
will be reflected differently in the role of myth in the Malaysian online news narratives 
on women and Islam in Malaysia. 
Finally, the concept of myth can be examined on a broader scale that might include 
localised moralities. The findings of my analysis of news coverage to do with women 
in relation to Islam can be seen as relating to culturally specific moral systems. This 
localised morality can also be investigated in relation to the media’s role in reporting 
a prejudicial perception on women and Islam as a result of the changing political 
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Appendix A Manual Coding 
Farah Ann 
QUOTATION CATEGORY CODE THEME 
Scored eight ‘as’ in penilaian menengah rendah 
Five ‘as’ in sijil pelajaran malaysia 









WARRIOR “empty cans make the most noise," 
 “gold medallist gymnast farah ann abdul hadi does not deserve flak for wearing standard approved 
leotards in her winning routine” 
 “those people who spend their time looking at athletes’ private parts, what exactly have they done to 
bring glory to their country?” 
“there is more to a muslim’s life than obsessing over what someone is wearing and not wearing” 
“in her deeds only the almighty judges her. Not you. Leave our athletes alone” 
“faye osman encouraged her to ignore her the naysayers. You did the country proud. Now would 
these ticket holders to heaven accord the same judgement to muslim male athletes who wear shorts 
above the knees? If they don’t they are just a bunch of hypocrites” 
“hijacked by religious or racist figures” 











Gold medallist gymnast draws flak over outfit” 
“not covering up” 
“revealing” 
"do the critics expect her to wear a tudung (headscarf) and do gymnastics, or are they suggesting she 
















“konfuse aku dgn org2 islam skrg ini…x tahu mana islam mana bkn islam…pasal corak pakaian kita 
skrg lebih teruk dari yg bkn beragama islam dlm bab menutup auratnya” (“i am confused with 
muslims today… can’t tell who is muslim and who isn’t… because the choice of clothes of some 
muslims is worse than that of non-muslims when it comes to covering our skin”) 











VICTIM “Leave farah ann alone.. Her aurat is nobody’s business” 
“leave our athletes alone” 
“thousands of people have shown their support for malaysian gymnast farah ann abdul hadi” 
“mca: farah backlash bodes ill for sportswomen” 
" nobody has complained about … kinky speedos, or sazali (samad) wearing tight shorts when he 
flexes his muscles but when it comes to gymnasts, suddenly it’s a big problem. I think there’s a lot of 
hypocrisy going around here and i don’t tolerate it. I don’t care what people say. This is sports. Leave 
sports alone” 
,“the ministry cannot stop an athlete from deciding what to wear, but we will provide them with a 
guideline. It is up to the athletes to decide what they have to wear or want to wear as long as it does 
not contradict with the guidelines of the competition or their governing body" 
“i have always maintained that these malays are hypocrites of the highest order. They are always 
quick to complain and criticise other muslims for not being islamic in their dressing or their way of 
life, as if they were faultless muslims themselves […] this disease springs from our system of 
religious education, which teaches a brand of faith that is shallow and misinformed”  
 “malaysia's future lies in the younger generation like you. The people should be supporting you to 
excel instead of giving negative comments. I am sure it must have taken years of hard work, 




Showing support  
“Facebook springs up in support of gymnastic champ targeted over vagina shape” 
“malaysian gymnast gets brickbats for showing‘aurat’ ‘vagina shape’ despite winning gold” 
“gymnastics comes from the greek word gymnastics, meaning skilled in bodily exercise. This, in 
turn, originated from the archaic greek word gymnos which means naked, as athletes in ancient greek 
competed without clothes. Women should not be stopped from sports, but they must prioritise the 
islamic codes in sports attire” 




Seductive THE TEMPTRESS 
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“Usah perbesar isu pakaian farah ann” (“don’t make a big fuss over farah ann’s sporty attire” 









“Hati-hati komen, usah sampai merendah hokum allah”(warning no to against allah’s law) 











QUOTATION CODE CATEGORY THEME 
“SIS’s filled a judicial review to challenge the fatwa in the High Court” 
“Edict committee, Mais and S’gor govt named as respondents” 
headlines “Syariah law is not divine law, says SIS” 
“Does helping nearly 10,000 Muslim women who turned to us for legal help, and training over 
4,000 women with knowledge that has empowered them to know their rights in Islam constitute 
liberalism and pluralism, and therefore deviating from Islamic teachings?” 
“A fatwa is merely an advisory opinion to guide Muslims to lead a life according to the teachings of 
Islam. It is not legally binding and it is optional for the individual to follow it, or seek another 
fatwa”  
“SIS: Does helping 10,000 Muslim women deviate from Islamic teachings?” 
“If justice and equality for women is un-Islamic, I don’t know where we are going with this” 
“Syariah law is actually human intervention of what God’s divine laws are. When there’s human 
intervention, it’s not 100% divine anymore” 
“Sisters of Islam case goes back to high court” 
“Fatwa against SIS impacts larger issues” 
“ The latest fatwa from the Selangor Fatwa Committee to declare Sisters in Islam and anyone, 
organisation or institution that subscribes to “liberalism and pluralism” in Islam as sesat and 
menyeleweng (deviant) is yet further representation of this headlong descent into a puritanical, 
extremist, intolerant brand of Islam in this country”  
“Sisters in Islam (SIS), an NGO that champions the rights of women in Islam, is in the eye of a 
brewing storm that is sure to have a significant impact on Muslim society, liberal public opinion and 












“Repent and we will consider meeting” 
“Selangor mufti to meet with Sultan over SIS issue” 
“What is important? Come to the right path. They should stick to true Islamic teachings, which are 
based on Al-Quran and Al-Sunnah. As a Muslim, you would not want to go against God’s law,” 
“RoS or RoC should not allow these NGOs from being registered, whatever they are called. 
Whether they’re called Brothers in Islam, Sisters in Islam, Father-in-law in Islam, as long as they do 
not subscribe to Ahli Sunnah Wal Jamaah school of thought, they are clearly deviating from Islam” 
Opposing by 
others 
Battle to retains 
right 
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“Would it be saying that all religions are equal or that truths are only relative when comparisons are 
being made of the different faiths? “ 
“Does ‘liberalism’ and ‘pluralism’ denote a belief that all aspects of religion are inclusive in the 
context of inter-faith relations or inclusive only in the moral aspect, but exclusive within each 
religious belief?” 
“Fatwa against SIS impacts larger issues” 
“The action against SIS, therefore, impacts larger issues of faith to Muslims and even by extension 
to non-Muslims because Islamic authorities are acting legally against a liberal Muslim NGO that 
espouses a pluralistic approach to religion. The SIS challenge sets the stage for a battle between 
Islamic religious authorities and the only major court system we have in place – a secular system 




“Liberalism fatwa drastic, say PAS lawmakers, 2014” 
“There is now a tendency to very easily resort to using law, fatwa, and authority, whereas we are of 
the opinion there are better ways of addressing the issue” 
“Our right to challenge fatwa, Sis tells Azmin, 2014” “Even Hadi challenged a fatwa, says SIS, 
2014” 
“JAG stands with Sisters in Islam in full support of their rights to seek legal redress, and their right 
to freedom of speech and expression as guaranteed by the federal constitution” 
“religious bodies seem to be asserting authority beyond their jurisdiction” 
“Why no fatwa against Dr M and Rukun Negara? 2014” 
“This generalisaton is also unfair to SIS which was never called to defend itself that even it is 
unsure which part of the organisation or its advocacy is linked to liberalism and religious pluralism” 
"Companies, as we know, have no religion,” 
"SIS adheres to the country's laws and not some illegal Islamic books. Where is the sesat(deviation) 
in this," 
“it confronts the battle of the giants” 
” Datuk Seri Anwar Ibrahim yesterday said the Selangor Fatwa Committee should not have issued a 
fatwa or religious edict against Muslim women’s group Sisters in Islam without giving them a 
chance to defend themselves”.  
Discriminated 
against 
Unfair battle  
Victimized VICTIM 
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“A fatwa is actually not to be issued for the banning of a particular organisation, that is already 
going against the spirit of fatwas”. 
“‘Liberalism’ encompasses a wide array of ideas, but its proponents commonly espouse notions 
such civil rights, freedom of speech and of religion, free trade, private property, and free and fair 
elections” 
“This demonising of others with supposedly deviant and vague connotations such as liberalism and 
religious plurality is a time-honoured tactic. Basically, anybody who dares challenge the religious 
authorities, however valid their arguments might be, could be slapped with the labels “liberalism”, 
“pluralism”  
“humanism is an unjust fatwa and is against the teachings of Islam” 
“We feel it’s important for us to appeal against this decision. It has to do with the very core of our 
existence, our fundamental rights to exist, the fundamental rights for our raison d’etre, basically to 
serve women, to uphold the rights of Muslim women” 
“We view with grave concern, the allegations made against us and question the basis of this fatwa” 
“our right to freedom of expression, freedom of association and freedom of religion” 
“Our concern is if we are being accused, we should be informed” 
“We only came across it 10 days ago by accident while surfing Jakim’s (Malaysian Islamic 
Development Department) e-fatwa website searching for something else.Our concern is if we are 
being accused, we should be informed,” 
“They accused us, but we do not know which part was considered a deviation” 
“Our very existence is to address issues that concern Muslim women, helping them address issues 
like divorce, giving free legal advice, in fact helping the religious departments in their own 
work.We are helping the public in many ways. Where is the ‘sesat’ and deviation in this?” 
“And if it is aware, will Mais also declare the Rukunegara and Wawasan 2020, along with its 
founder Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad as haram and deviating from Islamic teachings?” 
“If these aspects of liberalism are the reasons for Mais’ unhappiness with certain groups and 
individuals, it should say so and provide evidence to show that they have been propagating such 
ideas. Mais should enter into a dialogue with them and convince such advocates of liberalism that 
their views create more harm than good to society. That is the solution, not branding them as 
“deviants” and banning their writings and activities” 
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“I really hope with the Selangor Sultan's consent, the meeting and consultation (between Mais, the 
mufti and SIS) can proceed without prejudice so as to create a harmonious situation as enjoined by 
Islam(Solve the fatwa issue” 
“Dewan Pemuda Pas Pusat menyifatkan Sisters in Islam (SIS) sebagaipertubuhanbukankerajaan 
(NGO) yang memperjuangfahamansesat kerana cubamempromosikanpemikiranYahudi dan Nasrani 
denganmenyatakanmanusiasebagaianak-anak Allah” (Youth Islamist leader said that Sisters in 
Islam (SIS), a non-governmental organisation are deviations as they subscribe to the thinking of the 
Jews and Christianity who view all humans as children of Allah) 
“SIS pertubuhanFahamanSesat – Dewan Pemuda PAS” (SIS is a deviant Organisation – PAS 
Youth Wing) 
“jika tidak haling akan member kesan buruk kepada masyarakat” (Muslims will be guided on the 
wrong path if they were to follow SIS) 
“Cenderung lawan ketetapan syarak” (“SIS oppose Islamic law”) 
SIS must obey the fatwa (ISu SIS: HormatiHukum Fatwa) 
:”Persoalan menutup aurat dan batasannya ialah sesuatu yang telah dinyatakan denga njelas oleh 
syarak, peraturan yang ditetapkan MPKB-BRI adalah di dalam bidang kuasa kerajaan 
tempatankhususnya berkaitan pembukaan premis perniagaan(The issue of the hijab is clearly 
according to Islamic principles and was adhered by MPKB-BRI who operated within the 
jurisdiction of the council with regards to business licences) 
“KewajibanPatuhkepada Fatwa" (Mandatory to obey Fatwa) 
“Isu SIS: HormatiHukum Fatwa, 2014” (Issue on SIS : Respect the fatwa, 2014) 
“PAS kritik Sis cabar Majlis Fatwa, 2014” (PAS Critic SIS For challenging the fatwa council) 
“dianggapbiadap dan kerlalaun” (rude and over the top!) 
“Dewan Pemuda PAS mahu SIS diharamkansegara” (PAS Youth Wing demands SIS to be banned 
soon) 
“kebiadaban SIS yang mencabar pengharamannya kerana berpegang kepada liberalisme dan 
pluralisme agama adalah bahawa kumpulan tersebut menggerakkan agenda pemesongan ke atas 
ajaran Islam di negara ini” (SIS disobedient to challenge the fatwa as they proffesse the concept of 
liberalism and religoius pluralism will mislead the muslim community to confusion 















Appendix B Codebook 
Codebook for Online News Articles  
• Date of publication: This refers to the date a particular news article is published. 
• Name of online news portal: This refers to the name of the online news portal written at the top of the news website. 
• Type of news story: This is an indication of the type of news story by published by the online news media. Use the following categories for 
the respective section used published news article:  
1. News  
2. Opinion  
3. Letters to Editor 
4. Others 
• Headlines: This refers to the headline or main title of the news article published.  
• Paragraphs: This refers to the published paragraphs in the news article.  
• Sentences: This refers to statement published in the news article.  
• Phrases: This refers to a phrase used by the online news media published in the news article.  
• Quotations: This refers to the specific comment by individuals or groups that is quoted in the news article. 
• Words: This refers to the words used in the article to describe the issue. The words used could be positive, negative or neutral.  
